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Abstract

A system for the shear horizontal guided wave screening of pipelines is de-
veloped and optimised. The system is considered in terms of the circumferential
shear horizontal guided wave behaviour as opposed to the majority of other stud-
ies that approximate the structure of an unwrapped pipe as a plate. This allows
for consideration of the effect of a defect on both the lowest order symmetric and
antisymmetric modes. The assessment of the guided wave interaction with a cor-
rosion patch defect is carried out for a basic defect from which the axial sizing can
be determined from encoded scans of the sample and amplitude changes. The cir-
cumferential positioning capabilities can be found using the effect seen on different
modes and the presence of reflections. The behaviour of the two lowest order shear
horizontal modes when incident on a defect above and below the cut off thickness of
the lowest order antisymmetric mode can be seen in the experimental measurements
and visualised through finite element modelling.

Once the behaviour of the modes when they interact with different depths of
a defect is understood, the technique is expanded to a real corrosion patch of known
dimensions. It is extended to more complex samples with multiple, varied positioned
corrosion patches and blind trial situations where the geometry and depth of defects
is unknown. Although the size and depth of these defects is unknown, the knowledge
of the interaction of the waves with the other defects can be used to estimate the
defect size and depth. The calculation of the remaining wall thickness in the current
iteration of the system is limited to a broad range, unless there is prior knowledge
of the defect geometry. This is because the defect geometry is shown to have a large
effect on the arrival time of the through transmitted waves. Consideration is given
to the effect of welds on a signal and the differences between calibration defects and
real corrosion patch style defects.

The system has been tested further in extended blind trials and proved ef-
fective as a screening tool for the detection of corrosion patch style defects, with
detection capabilities dependent on the axial size and depth of the defect.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Industrial Motivation

The oil and gas industry is a major part of the world’s economy and its associated

infrastructure is correspondingly vast. In order to support this industry there are

a large number of drilling rigs and processing plants with a network of pipelines

to connect the facilities for procurement and storage. The environments in which

these pipelines are found are often hostile and damage can occur to the line simply

because of the surrounding environmental conditions [1, 2]. The exposure of this

pipe network to the environment means that inspection cannot simply be based on

whether the product damages the pipeline from the inside but must also consider

the damage to the pipeline from external factors [3] .

Routine inspection is therefore necessary in order to prevent the loss of in-

come, environmental damage and human costs that pipeline failure can cause. The

problem here being that many miles of these pipelines exist and often access to them

is severely limited, with full circumferential access impossible in some cases. Impor-

tant examples of sections of pipeline that are particularly susceptible to corrosion

are pipe support areas and subsea pipelines that are often resting on the sea bed.

The many miles of pipeline that are used are usually held off of the ground

via the use of pipe supports. There is a varied range of pipe supports tailored to

the pipeline’s needs, the most basic of which would simply be a beam on which

the pipeline rests. However, the most common type is a saddle type support where

the pipe is supported from below in a cradle of metal. In both the simple and

more complex support situations as shown in Figure 1.1, problems arise in that the

support areas provide a position where water can be trapped and pool, remaining

close to the surface of the pipeline for long periods of time [1, 3]. The presence of
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this water can lead to a softening of the pipeline coating and subsequent chemical

reactions that further attack the pipeline material. When the coating of the sample

is breached, the water can gain contact with the steel of the pipeline surface and

cause corrosion. The water can then move underneath the coating layer to spread

the problem wider and cause a thinning of the pipe wall over a relatively wide area.

As this occurs there is little visual evidence of the corrosion unless the pipe is raised

from its support.

Pipe sample

Beam support

Saddle support

Corrosion patch Corrosion patch

Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of the most common types of supports, showing a
beam support and saddle support and the likely areas of corrosion at the contact
points with the support.

Where the corrosion is at an advanced stage, the evidence can become ap-

parent with rust on the pipe surface around the support and water stains clearly

visible. By this stage the corrosion is so advanced that it is likely the only course

of action would be to replace the pipeline section. Therefore it would be preferable

to be able to screen a pipeline for corrosion, with particular emphasis on the pipe

support areas where defects may not be apparent. This screening should be able

to detect small corrosion patches of at least 20 mm diameter and 25 percent wall

thinning and give an idea of their depth and extent so that areas of corrosion can

be located early on in their development and measures taken to deal with the issue

before it risks the integrity of the pipeline. The corrosion patch style defect is the

defect of interest from crevice corrosion at a pipe support but it should also be noted

that other defect types are possible in pipe samples and often required to be tested

for including pitting corrosion as a progenitor of a corrosion patch and axial cracking

in pipelines due to the stress that these pipelines are under in general operation, the

examples of these different defects are shown in Figure 1.2, with the location of the

defects not representative of where they would be expected to form.

Current methods of detecting corrosion in pipelines in industry vary [4, 5],
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Stress
corrosion
cracking

Pitting
corrosion

Corrosion
patch

Figure 1.2: Schematic diagram of the most common types of defects in a pipeline
section, shown for comparison, positioning not representative of likely positioning
on a pipeline.

with no single technique being suitable for all situations. Often an in-line inspection

(ILI) tool is used which travels through the pipe and uses magnetic flux leakage

(MFL) tools and ultrasound [6, 7] to ascertain where defective areas of the pipe

may be. The inspection of samples using an in line tool will be described in more

detail in Section 1.5.2. The obvious downside here is that the tool is applied on

the interior of the pipe and as such may require process shut-down for inspections

and requires that the line be able to accommodate a scanning ’pig’ which is not

always possible, with some pipe diameters simply unable to accommodate the size of

scanning platform required. These have however, been successfully applied for many

pipeline configurations and can use either MFL tools and ultrasonic transducers

to locate defects. These scanning rigs generally consist of a modular structure

with rubber caps to centre the rig, an instrument section in which the magnet and

magnetic sensor is housed, a section of the power source of the rig and odometers

to ensure that the positioning of defects can be recorded, a schematic diagram to

show the basic implementation of this is shown in Figure 1.3.

Another popular method of detecting defects in pipeline over long distances

is to use axially propagating guided waves, utilising the change in reflection of modes

to identify the presence of a defect. However, problems arise using these methods,

as they require a large number of transducers to cover the entire circumference of

the pipeline and also need full circumferential access at at least one point on the

line in order to apply these probes, these again will be considered in more detail

later in the section.
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Figure 1.3: Schematic diagram of an in-line inspection pig for detection of defects
in a pipeline primarily axial cracking style defects caused by stress.

The focus here is on developing an understanding of circumferentially travel-

ling SH guided waves [8] generated by an EMAT (Electromagnetic Acoustic Trans-

ducer) probe [9]that can be applied from the exterior of the pipeline, remotely from

the suspected site of a defect. The system should work through thin coatings up

to a thickness of 1 mm and cover the whole circumference of the pipe at any one

point using two transducers in a pitch catch arrangement as shown in Figure 1.4.

This arrangement has the advantages of low power demands, a non contact nature

and the ability to be applied when only a small section of the pipe circumference is

available, with no shut down of process required in order to effect a scan.

The theoretical basis behind the design and operation of such a system is

established, with the behaviour of the waves when interacting with a defect clarified

via simulation. The system is characterised in terms of its ability to be used on

samples of varying diameter, pipe wall thickness and coating thickness in order to

locate and size defects that arise due to corrosion of the pipe wall.

Figure 1.4: Schematic diagram of the shear horizontal wave EMAT system that is
considered in this thesis.
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1.2 Non Destructive Evaluation

The field of Non Destructive Evaluation (NDE), often used synonymously with Non

Destructive Testing (NDT), spans a wide range of different methods that can be used

to inspect components without damaging them [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. In an industrial

context, this means that components can be tested whilst they are in service or in the

manufacturing stages. The purpose of such inspections is to ensure the component

is of the required strength at every point, to ensure that they can be used for as long

as possible without the risk of in-service failure. Non destructive testing (NDT) can

be applied for a range of uses, from thickness gauging of components [15, 16, 17], to

determination of material micro structure [18], to defect detection [7, 19, 20]. Given

the broad nature of the field, it is appropriate to consider the various techniques

that are available to give context to their respective strengths and weaknesses and

how they can be used not just in isolation but also as complimentary techniques.

The array of NDT methods that are available for inspecting components is

varied, with different techniques more appropriate for different applications and for

detecting different types of defects. Some for example are sensitive to small cracks

in the surface of a sample such as magnetic particle inspection and dye penetrant

inspection, whereas others may be more suited to detecting defects within the bulk

of a sample or in finding defects away from the position at which the technique is

applied such as phased array and guided wave techniques. When presented with an

NDT problem, it is prudent to consider all techniques and then narrow the focus

of an inspector to the techniques that are the most appropriate to detect and size

the defects of interest. Inevitably when dealing with industry a factor that becomes

important is the cost of such techniques in terms of the equipment expense and time

outlay required for a successful measurement.

1.3 Visual and basic surface techniques

The simplest technique that can be applied to a problem is visual inspection of a

sample [14]. Examination of a component by eye for abnormalities on a surface

can be a good indicator that the sample contains defects. It can also be useful in

manufacturing to assess obvious differences between one part and the next within

a production process, where these differences can make a component more likely

to fail. The effectiveness of such an inspection is very dependent on the operator’s

skill and judgement, but with the large capacity for human error inherent in these

measurements and the limits on visibility available in many NDT scenarios, the
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likelihood of getting repeatable, consistent measurements is low.

The quality of such an inspection can be improved with the use of visual aids

such as magnifying lenses, and tools such as borescopes to examine positions with

limited access to the surface, but there is clearly a limit on what can be achieved.

Despite these disadvantages it is still a useful tool for guiding the application of

more complex methods, particularly in situations where the coating of samples can

be seen to be damaged, which can indicate further damage to the structure of the

component as a consequence of the coating damage.

A visual check of pipe support areas would be routinely made in industry,

with rust marks on a pipeline at a pipe support indicating that corrosion is taking

place even if the position where corrosion is occurring cannot be seen.

Several other techniques that concern the visualisation of defects on the sur-

face of a sample are available in dye penetrant inspection[21] and magnetic particle

inspection [22]. These methods focus on finding surface breaking cracks that may

not be visible using visual methods. They are both useful techniques in their own

right and are applied in industry, but they require direct access to the defect area

and deal with much smaller defects such as micro cracks (less than 1 mm) than

is desired to be considered in this work so their application is not suited to this

scenario.

More appropriate methods to scan pipe samples for corrosion are presented

by other more complex techniques that can consider larger areas and many of the

following are used in industry to locate defects in pipeline [4].

1.4 Thermography

Thermal methods have been shown to be an effective way of detecting defects in

samples where large areas of material have to be tested [19]. They have proved

particularly effective in areas where composite materials are used, to find delamina-

tions [23] or impact damage and as such have found effective uses in the aerospace

industry [24]. These methods use the diffusion of energy in the form of heat through

a sample. The heat is applied either actively through heating lamps or passively by

the movement of heated product through the sample, but in both cases the subse-

quent cooling of the sample is monitored using an infra red imaging system, where

the heating and cooling behaviour can locate defects and provide depth information.

In active thermography, after an initial heating pulse provided by flash or

flood lamps, the flow of heat within the sample is monitored using an infra red

camera as illustrated in Figure 1.5. The presence of a defect is indicated by the
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Figure 1.5: Schematic diagram of the standard apparatus for thermographic testing.

disruption of the heat flow into the sample and appears as a hot spot. The time

the spot takes to appear can then be used to estimate the depth of the defect [25].

Although this method has been used to detect internal corrosion in pipelines [26], it

has proved relatively inefficient and generally requires a black coating to be applied

to samples to aid with the absorption of heat into the sample [27]. It then requires

deep, wide internal defects in order to operate satisfactorily and it often proves

difficult to provide uniform heating across the pipe surface, limiting its application

for such situations.

1.5 Electromagnetic methods

1.5.1 Eddy currents

A more complex near surface NDT method that has been used to determine sample

thickness and the presence of defects is eddy current testing. Eddy current testing

manifests in several forms ranging from the basic eddy current probe[28], through

pulsed eddy current testing [29] and eddy current arrays [30].

In basic eddy current testing, a wire carrying an alternating current is held

near the sample to be tested [28]. The electric field generated by this coil in turn

generates a magnetic field, inducing eddy currents down to the skin depth of the

sample, which then produce their own magnetic field to counteract the original

magnetic field. A schematic of eddy current operation is shown in Figure 1.6, the

new magnetic field is observed due to impedance changes in the generator coil or

in a separate detector. The presence of a defect in the path of the eddy currents

will disrupt the behaviour of the measured impedance, with changes in phase and

amplitude [31] being used to determine the surface size of the defect and its position

in the sample.

This style of testing has been effectively used to find very small defects on a

sample’s surface through coatings but its efficacy in the bulk of a sample is limited

by the penetration of the electromagnetic field into the sample. This is determined
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Figure 1.6: Schematic diagram of an eddy current inspection.

by the electromagnetic skin depth [32] which is dependent on the sample material

and the frequency of the inspection but is typically of the order of a few hundred

microns. A basic eddy current test will be carried out at a single chosen frequency,

which given the skin depth is inversely proportional to frequency[32], results in a

fixed depth of inspection for basic scans, restricting the technique to detection of

defects to a certain depth in the sample.

Pulsed eddy current inspections provide a solution to this restriction by using

a range of frequencies and hence a range of depths of inspection can be reached

by this method without compromising the high surface sensitivity [29, 33]. Eddy

currents have been applied in industry to detect defects under protective coatings in

areas such as offshore steel risers [34]. An issue here is the need to scan around the

full circumference of the pipe at each point to detect defects at each point, which

although rapid, suffers where access to the pipeline is impeded.

Further versatility is provided by the use of eddy current arrays [30] which

can be used to provide large area coverage that is not possible with a single coil.

Although the use of an eddy current array allows for greater scan sizes, the need to

apply the array at the surface point at which the defect is expected is prohibitive

for the inspections.

1.5.2 Magnetic flux leakage

An often used tool in pipe inspection is the Magnetic flux leakage method for finding

small cracks (1 mm and below). This type of method is concerned with finding
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surface or near surface defects such as cracks in a sample. It has been effectively

applied to find stress corrosion cracking in the interior of pipelines and is regularly

used on pipe inspection pigs within pipes to detect the loss of pipe wall material. It

involves magnetising a ferromagnetic sample and measuring the resultant magnetic

field in the sample. If the sample is uniform then the magnetic field lines will also

be uniform. When the sample contains defects such as cracks or inclusions that

contain material that is non magnetic such as the air gap encountered with a crack

then the magnetic field is perturbed from what is expected and the resulting change

can be measured using a suitable probe [35].

Figure 1.7: Schematic diagram of the standard equipment for Magnetic Flux Leakage
testing of pipelines.

These techniques are very useful for fast monitoring of a pipeline, with the

arrangement of the inspection shown in Figure 1.7 as they are non contact and can

be automated to allow for the in-line inspections to take place at a high speed, but

as a result the pipelines need to be able to accommodate an inspection pig and the

process may need to be shut down to allow for the inspection to take place. The

received signals can be used to obtain good sizing information for the defect in terms

of size, shape and orientation with respect to the field [7, 6] but cracks that run in

parallel to the magnetic flux lines are difficult to detect due to the small amount of

perturbation of the magnetic field that they cause.

1.5.3 Magnetic Tomography method and Metal Magnetic Memory

method

Other methods of detecting defects using Electromagnetic methods include the Mag-

netic Tomography Method (MTM) and Metal Magnetic Memory method (MMM).

The Metal Magnetic Memory method involves finding areas of stress in a sample
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that have led to microscopic defects and altered the magnetic domain structures of

a material, it has been used to find defects in welds [36, 37, 38]. Magnetic tomog-

raphy involves using a magnetometer to map a sample, detecting the changes to a

magnetic field caused by defects. Image reconstruction is then achieved by using the

amplitudes of induced voltages in the sample or phase perturbations. This method

draws heavily from its development in the medical sector but is developing into a

technique to be used to assess materials in manufacture [39] and pipe and plate in

a screening method [40].

1.6 Radiography

Another method that has been successfully applied to the problem of pipeline in-

spection is that of radiography [41]. This is a popular technique for inspections as

it gives an unambiguous image of a defect in the bulk of a sample. In radiographic

methods, a source of radiation is used to transmit energy through a sample, with its

intensity after transmission then recorded by the exposure of film or digital detec-

tors. The experimental set up of such a scan is provided in Figure 1.8. As different

materials attenuate radiation to differing extents, the resulting image shows how

much of a material the radiation has passed through, allowing the size and extent

of defects to be calculated [41, 12].

Figure 1.8: Schematic diagram of the standard apparatus for radiographic double
wall imaging of pipeline.

In the practical application of radiographic tests in NDT, either X rays or

Gamma rays are used. Although the physical principles of radiation X rays and

gamma rays are very similar [28], the generation method of the radiation is signif-

icantly different and affects the ways these techniques may be used in practice in

order to make sure the NDT operator risks the lowest dose of radiation possible [41].

X rays are often preferred from a health and safety perspective as they have

a greater level of control over the generation of the radiation due to the X rays being
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generated by accelerating electrons and colliding them with a target material, which

means the generation mechanism can be switched on and off easily. Gamma rays

by contrast are generated from the decay of unstable isotopes and hence much less

control is afforded to the operator and directionality of the radiation is more difficult

to achieve resulting in large (many metres) exclusion zones around an inspection site

[42, 43].

The large costs (storage, health and safety) and extra precautions necessary

for radiographic inspections can make them unattractive and due to the transmission

nature of the scans, access to both sides of the component is necessary, which is not

possible in some of the limited access situations mentioned for pipeline inspection.

Additionally, the scans can take some time to reach the exposure level required for

sufficient contrast and the flaw orientation to the beam has a large effect on whether

the scan can successfully locate the defect of interest. Despite the restrictions placed

by the above conditions, radiography has been effectively applied to pipe studies

particularly in areas where corrosion is expected [44].

1.7 Ultrasonics

Ultrasonic NDE describes a very broad field of techniques that operate both in the

bulk and on the surface of materials. Ultrasonic inspection of materials uses the

propagation of sound with frequencies above 20kHz into a material and uses the

interaction of these signals with the sample to gain information about a material.

By measuring aspects of the received ultrasonic signals after they have travelled

through the material, certain properties can be inferred [13].

By measuring the attenuation of signals, amplitude of reflections [45] and

time of flight [46] of the ultrasonic signals, material properties of a sample can be

determined, with information also possible on the presence, size, location, orienta-

tion and depth of defects as well as the thickness of a sample.

The main advantage of using ultrasonic methods as compared to many of

the techniques described previously is the ability to interrogate the sample from

a single side so that full access to the sample is unnecessary. This is enhanced

by the ability to use guided waves which use the structure of the sample to guide

the ultrasonic energy to where the defect is situated [8]. This allows for scans of

the sample to be carried out from a more suitable position than directly above the

defective area where access may be restricted. Ultrasonic methods, wave generation

and transducers will be studied in detail in a subsequent section but a short summary

here is intended to guide the reader on the differences between bulk and guided wave
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ultrasonics.

1.7.1 Bulk wave ultrasonics

Bulk wave methods of ultrasonics are concerned with the generation and detection of

ultrasound in the bulk of a sample. Two main types of waves exist in longitudinal

and shear waves that differ from each other in the direction of movement of the

particles in the material in relation to the direction of movement of the energy of

the wave. Using these waves, the most common techniques consider the time of

flight of a signal. Given the fixed speed of sound in a material, the time of flight

can be measured and from this the distance of propagation of a signal calculated,

giving a measurement for the thickness of a sample at a point [15].

This is used widely in industry for spot thickness measurements of samples,

with a change in thickness relating to a change in arrival time. It can also be

used to locate defects in a sample, with the depth of a defect within the sample

calculated using the arrival time of the defect signals and the defect extent in the

other directions calculated using the 6dB drop method [47].

Different design of transducers such as angled probes allow ultrasound to

be directed at areas of interest such as a weld root or cap to find defects in these

areas. Introducing ultrasound into a sample at an angle is also taken advantage of

in methods such as TOFD [48] where diffraction from crack tips within the bulk of a

sample is used to characterise the size and position of defects. Inspections for defects

in the bulk can be tailored to concentrate on areas at which defects are expected to

occur and can provide accurate measures of the size and position of defects.

Other complex methods of detecting defects include using phased array ul-

trasonics [49], which use an array of detectors and receivers to emit ultrasound

into a sample and detect the signal at different elements on the array. Using the

time of flight for signals reflected from features in the sample such as the back wall

and any included defects, an accurate representation of features in a sample can be

found. In these methods, the information from all the elements on the array can

be captured and the focus on a defect can be achieved in post processing methods

providing a very effective method for detecting defects and calculating their position

and dimensions.

More particular to the application of interest is the CHIME method [50]. This

method is currently used in industry to detect corrosion in pipes and plate in difficult

to access areas and is shown schematically in Figure 1.9. It involves a piezoelectric

transducer pair on angled shoes, at a critical angle to generate creeping waves on

both surfaces of a sample, which continually generate a shear wave propagating
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into the bulk, known as a head wave. Also generated, due to the finite size of the

transducer, are longitudinal and shear bulk ultrasonic waves. The head waves are

generated at the critical angle of the shear wave in the sample and reflect varying

numbers of times as a head wave before converting to a creeping wave for the

remaining distance. This results in a continuum of received signals, with the initial

bulk waves interfering with the initial head/creeping wave combinations before an

array of peaks from the head wave signals is detected as strong peaks in the latter

half of the signal.

Any defects in the path of the wave affect the received signal magnitude

and arrival time, with reflections from defects also being able to be assessed to find

cracks. This method is effective for detecting defects, but can lose the ability of

full coverage of the thickness for different inner to outer pipe radius ratios. It also

delivers no direct relation to defect depth but is a useful tool for pipe screening.

Figure 1.9: Schematic of the standard apparatus for CHIME inspections showing
the waves generated and interrogated area.

Bulk wave techniques as described above use the characteristics and geometry

of samples to get ultrasound to the position of interest for an inspection and use the

well characterised behaviour of ultrasound within a material to draw conclusions

from these received signals. Another way of directing ultrasound to an area of

interest is to use guided waves.

1.7.2 Guided wave ultrasonics

Guided waves can be used for defect detection at a distance from the area of interest,

these wave modes exist in thin structures such as plates and pipes, where the waves

are guided along the structure by the restriction of the sample walls [8]. This allows

them to travel long distances within samples away from the transmitter and so

allows a single measurement to interrogate much larger sections of a sample [51].

The main disadvantage of guided waves is that understanding and interpre-

tation of results is complicated by the presence of multiple wave modes in a signal.

This is due to a family of different solutions to the equations for guided waves which

generate distinctly different wave modes. As a result of this, generation of these
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waves is either restricted by the specific design of transducers [52] or by more com-

plex signal processing and in depth knowledge of the behaviour of modes [53]. The

resolution of measurements using guided waves is determined both by the frequency

used and the dispersive nature of the wave as well as the beam divergence from the

transducer, with the divergence and dispersion increasing with distance.

Defect detection using guided waves is possible in a range of different situ-

ations. For each different geometry sample the dispersion relations governing the

modes that can be generated differ. Guided waves have been studied in their original

plate form, through rail track [54] and pipeline [55, 56], with the equations for the

guided waves in these structures varying not just from structure to structure, but

also in the direction in which the waves are propagating. For example in pipes, the

dispersion relations are dependent on which direction the waves are transmitted in

the structure i.e whether they are sent axially or circumferentially around the pipe

[57].

Experimental set-ups involve either pitch catch measurements with a trans-

mitter and receiver or pulse echo measurements with a single probe that acts as both

transmitter and receiver, usually used as an element in a belt of transducers where

many transmitters and receivers are used to provide full coverage of the pipeline

[58, 59]. Conclusions about the state of the sample and any defects that occur in

it can then be drawn from the time of flight, relative amplitude of signals and the

amplitude of echoes from features within the sample.

As with bulk wave measurements, different varieties of guided waves exist in

Lamb waves and Shear Horizontal waves [8]. These differ in the manner of their

excitation and the direction of movement of the vibrations that establish the waves,

with different polarisations to one another. They are suitable for different purposes

as well as being generated more easily by different types of transducers.

The choice of guided wave mode used for inspections is dependent on the

inspection scenario, because of the way Lamb waves are generated and propagate

by a combination of longitudinal and shear vertical waves, they feature both in-

plane and out-of-plane displacements as the wave propagates. The displacement

profiles within a sample also then differ depending on the frequency at which a

wave is generated, meaning that at different frequencies the in plane and out of plane

displacement can vary and can drop to zero at the surface [8]. This displacement

out-of-plane of the sample at the surface can lead to the phenomena of ’leaky’ waves

where energy in the Lamb wave is lost into the sample and its surrounding media,

decreasing the energy that is available for an inspection.

By contrast SH waves are generated by a shearing motion within the plane
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of the sample. This method of generation results in less likelihood of energy being

lost out of the plane of the plate or pipe especially in cases where there is a sur-

rounding medium such as water that cannot support the shearing motion [8]. The

displacement profiles of SH waves also show that the displacement is at a maximum

at the outer surfaces of the sample, ensuring that the signals can be detected at

the surface in all cases. The consistent nature of the displacements at the surface

of the sample and the retention of wave energy in marine environments is a major

motivation behind the focus on SH waves in this work as the operation of probes

and detection methods was desired to be applied both above ground at pipe support

areas and for subsea applications where the sample is surrounded by water.

1.7.3 Generation of guided waves

Generation of guided waves in a sample can be achieved in several ways, some of

which are more suited for laboratory application than in service. The most common

ways of generating guided waves are to use laser generation [60], piezoelectrics [61],

or EMATs [9]. Laser generated guided waves have been used to detect small defects

[60] but laser inspections tend to struggle in industrial situations due to the need for

a well prepared, polished surface and the restricted use of high powered laser sources

in terms of health and safety requirements. Piezoelectric transducers find widespread

use in the NDE sector due to their rugged nature, high signal to noise ratio and

ease of use, but require contact with a sample and can have their signals severely

disrupted by obstacles such as paint layers, which can cause ringing in the signal.

Piezoelectric transducers have been used to generate Lamb waves and are in use in

long range ultrasonic guided wave methods that are prevalent at present in industry

as a ring of transducers clamped to the sample using pulse echo [62] or tomographic

methods [63]. Pulse echo methods take into account the amplitude of reflections from

defects to locate them and judge their severity. Through transmission methods can

also be used with two rings on the sample on opposite sides of the area that is desired

to be tested to give greater localisation of defects. Figure 1.10 shows the application

of the belts on a sample, for pulse echo methods a single ring of transducers would

be used, with two rings used for through-transmission imaging of the defect area.

EMATs are an effective way of generating both Lamb and Shear horizontal

guided waves due to the control over the generation that is provided by using a

combination of electric and magnetic fields [9]. In EMATs the desired profile of

surface displacements is generated either by having a single magnet and generating

periodicity with a meander line coil or with an array of magnets and a racetrack

coil to provide a periodic force on a sample to generate guided waves of a certain
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Figure 1.10: Schematic of apparatus for Long range guided wave ultrasonic testing
of pipeline. Pulse echo application with one transducer ring shown in blue, with
through transmission operation with two transducer rings shown in red.

wavelength.

The benefits of using EMATs for generating guided waves is that they can

generate the wave without being in contact with the sample due to the generation

of ultrasound within the sample surface, this removes any inconsistencies relating

to the coupling of the ultrasonic probes to a sample. These probes also generate

satisfactorily through thin coatings, meaning that the sample protection does not

have to be compromised in order to test it. There is also the option to operate

these probes at high temperatures, allowing a wider range of applications for testing

with EMATs. With respect to piezoelectric transducers they have a lower signal to

noise ratio, (the ratio of the strength of the desired signal to that of the unwanted

interference) which can make measurements less straight forward and require more

processing of data.

1.8 Thesis Outline

This thesis first considers the theory of ultrasound and ultrasonic inspections in

general in Chapter 2 before considering the more specific cases of guided waves and

in particular shear horizontal guided waves. Dispersion curves for guided waves in

a plate and a pipe are considered, to illustrate their differences and the principles of

operation of electromagnetic acoustic transducers are considered to give context to

the results presented subsequently in the thesis. The excitation of periodic perma-

nent magnet array style electromagnetic acoustic transducers is considered to guide

inspections.

Chapter 3 is used to illustrate the measurements that can be obtained and

the steps that can be taken to optimise inspections including confirming the shear

wave speed in a sample, the differences between axial and circumferential guided
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wave generation in terms of theoretical speeds and frequencies and the orientation

of the probe. A characterisation of the pulser receiver equipment used in the re-

search is carried out to assess its suitability to the inspection scenario, with this

equipment used to represent tools used in industry at present so that it can be

directly applicable to industrial situations.

Chapter 4 introduces the theory of finite element modelling and its applica-

tion in this research considering the density of elements necessary to provide a good

representation of the experimental situation. The main theme of this thesis is seen

through Chapters 5 and 6.

Chapter 5 sees the experimental system applied to industry standard samples

with artificial defects to ascertain the defect depth measuring capabilities, axial

sizing methods and circumferential positioning and sizing of defects. Subsequent

finite element modelling of the experimental situation is shown to match well with

the experimental results and used to gain a greater understanding of the physics

involved when the guided waves interact with a defect, this is extended to different

defect depths and circumferential extents.

Chapter 6 takes the knowledge of the guided wave behaviour gained in Chap-

ter 5 and extends it to real corrosion patches in samples taken from industry to

assess how the system performs on these samples and whether the same level of

information can be obtained from irregular size and shape defects that represent

real corrosion damage to a sample. The advantages of the system as a screening

tool and the disadvantages in terms of the difficulty in obtaining sizing information

from real corrosion patches that may be small or overlap with one another is con-

sidered. After considering corrosion in a range of different pipe wall thickness and

outer circumference samples, the chapter continues to show finite element modelling

of commonly used calibration defects in industry and illustrates how they are not

a good approximation to the real corrosion patch style defects. This is confirmed

with examination of flat bottomed hole style defects, which illustrates the detection

of smaller scale defects than in the previous cases, while illustrating the difficulties

of quantifying defects that are close to one another in the axial direction. The chap-

ter concludes by assessing the effect on measurements using this method close to a

welded area on the pipe surface, which is a feature that this tool will likely interact

in its screening application.

The conclusions and suggested further work to build on the work presented

here are given in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Ultrasonic Inspection Theory

Ultrasonic methods of non-destructive testing are widespread in industry and have

been used for many years to characterise materials and potential defects therein.

This chapter briefly introduces the theoretical background behind ultrasonic waves

in general and the particular ultrasonic waves used in this study including their

generation and propagation in, and interaction with a medium. In the following

section these processes will be discussed including how wave propagation is related

to the material properties of the medium and how these properties can be exploited

in non destructive testing of materials. Basic principles of ultrasonic inspection

with reference to some of the signal processing methods used in later sections will

be considered to give context to the theory discussed, particularly in the case of

ultrasonic guided waves with which this thesis is primarily concerned.

2.1 Ultrasonic Waves and their propagation

Ultrasonic waves are defined as having a frequency that is higher than the range

of human hearing. They have a starting frequency of above 20 kHz, continuing

through the megahertz range and at around 1 GHz going into the hypersonic regime

[64]. They have been proven to be a useful tool in a wide range of disciplines from

geophysics, through medical applications to non destructive testing, which is due to

their ability to penetrate solid, liquid and gaseous materials [64]. NDT is usually

concerned with the inspection of solid media, where a range of different wave modes

can be supported, that are distinct from each other in terms of the direction of

particle and wave movement and difference in velocities [8, 65, 13].

As mentioned in Chapter 1, bulk waves are a popular tool for interrogating

materials: there are two categories known as longitudinal and shear waves. Lon-
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gitudinal waves have their particle motion parallel to the direction of propagation

of the wave and shear waves have their particle motion perpendicular to the wave

propagation. As a result they also have differing velocities and interact with defects

in different ways, so they are used for different inspections [28]. For these waves,

there is no particular consideration of the boundary conditions of a material except

in terms of the percentage of transmission or reflection of waves from an interface

between two different media [65]. They therefore travel within the ’bulk’ of a ma-

terial and can be used to determine properties of that material. The theory behind

the generation of these wave modes will be shown in Section 2.4.

Guided waves by contrast, come from the same constituent equations, but

the solutions to the wave equations are dependent on the boundary conditions of

the material which defines the guided wave type [8]. These waves tend to have more

complicated interactions with the material and the theory behind these waves will

be considered in Section 2.9.

Regardless of the wave type, the particle motion of the ultrasound is gen-

erated by an initial disturbance that forces the particles of the material to move

away from their equilibrium position, and a subsequent force that acts to return

the system to equilibrium, deforming the material and propagating the disturbance

[13, 64, 66].

2.2 Ultrasound in elastic media

The simplest case to consider to illustrate the propagation of ultrasound is that of

an isotropic, homogeneous solid, where no boundary conditions are considered [67].

Another constraint is that the ultrasound used is desired to be non destructive such

that it does not permanently alter the material in which it travels. This means that

the ultrasound considered here will always be relatively low amplitude in order to

remain in the elastic regime [13].

2.3 Theory of elasticity

Ultrasonic vibrations begin with an initial impulse that disturbs the particles of

a medium, moving them away from their position at equilibrium as mentioned.

The medium reacts to this perturbation with an internal restoring force that acts

to return the particles to their starting equilibrium position. This deforms the

material and it is this deformation that causes the force to be transmitted through

the material [8, 65]. For the wave to continue propagating through the medium, the
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deformation must be large enough to overcome the forces that act to maintain the

equilibrium of the system. The relationship between the deforming and restoring

forces within the sample is determined by the stress (σ) and strain (ε) in the material.

The stress and strain are symmetric rank two tensors due to being applied in three

dimensions and can be expressed in Cartesian coordinates as,

σij =

 σxx σxy σxz

σyx σyy σyz

σzx σzy σzz

 (2.1)

εij =

 εxx εxy εxz

εyx εyy εyz

εzx εzy εzz

 (2.2)

Where the strain tensor describes how a material deforms when a given force

is applied and the stress tensor describes how a force is applied over an area, A on

a particular plane. The stress components are given for the force Fx as

σxx =
Fx
Ax

, σxy =
Fx
Ay

, σxz =
Fx
Az

(2.3)

In general the linear relation between the components of the stress and strain

tensors is given by [65, 66],

σij = Cijklεkl (2.4)

Where the Einstein convention is used here such that when a suffix appears

twice in the same term, summation over the repeated indices is implied [68]. The

different indices in the above represent the spatial directions.

The term Cijkl here is the fourth order elastic stiffness tensor, which acts

as the proportionality constant that would be expected in Hooke’s Law. Although

this tensor can have 81 components, the nature of the medium can be used to

reduce the number of independent constants. Since the stress and strain each have

six independent components, the stiffness tensor has a maximum of 36. Using

further symmetry arguments, this number of components can be narrowed down to

21 independent components, allowing the system to be greatly simplified [64, 65].

Using the assumption of elastic isotropy allows the constant Cijkl to be expressed as

a function of two independent variables Where λ and µ are the two Lamé constants

of the material which are dependent on the material micro structure such as grain

size and conditions such as temperature and applied load:
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Cijkl = λδijδkl + µ(δikδjl + δilδjk) (2.5)

This can then be simplified to

σij = λεkkδij + 2µεij (2.6)

For the homogeneic isotropic case, the stiffness tensor is then presented as

cij =



λ+ 2µ λ λ 0 0 0

λ λ+ 2µ λ 0 0 0

λ λ λ+ 2µ 0 0 0

0 0 0 µ 0 0

0 0 0 0 µ 0

0 0 0 0 0 µ


(2.7)

The relationship between stress and strain has here been described for the

static case, in that time dependence has not been considered. However, considering

both Hookes law and the equation of motion of the material will allow the time

dependence to be taken into account and the wave speeds to be defined.

2.4 Waves in elastic media

Using the equations of motion defined by Newton and Hooke’s law, as defined in

equation 2.5, the dynamic behaviour of waves in elastic solids can be characterised.

For bulk waves, physical arguments suggest that in three dimensions, one would

expect to find one longitudinal branch of solutions to the wave equation and two

shear branches, all with orthogonal polarisation. The following derivation shows

how this arises from the equations of motion and how the subsequent wave speeds

of the bulk wave modes can be calculated.

Written in terms of the tensor notation, Newton’s law becomes [64]

∂σij
∂xj

= ρ
∂2ui
∂t2

(2.8)

Where ρ is the density of the material and ui is the ith component of the

displacement of the particle. This can be combined with the equation for the relation

between stress and strain seen earlier in equation 2.5, and choosing the case where

the decoupling between longitudinal and shear modes is most apparent, the relation

reduces to [64] :
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σij = (c11 − 2c44)εkkδij + 2c44εij = (c11 − 2c44)εkkδij + c44

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj
∂xi

)
(2.9)

Here the λ and µ from 2.5 have been replaced with a combination of the

material constants c11 and c44 that make up these quantities in the stiffness matrix

and δij is the Kronecker delta [68]. The equation in 2.9 can then be substituted into

the equation of motion defined in 2.8, given that εkk = ∂uk
∂xk

to obtain a new form

of the equation of motion that is the wave equation, valid for waves in an isotropic

three dimensional medium.

ρ
∂2ui
∂t2

= (c11 − 2c44)
∂2uj
∂xj∂xi

+ c44

(
∂2ui
∂x2j

+
∂2uj
∂xj∂xi

)
(2.10)

This can be written using vector notation by applying both the gradient

operator

∇ =

(
∂

∂xi
,
∂

∂xj
,
∂

∂xk

)
(2.11)

and the Laplacian operator

∇2 =

(
∂2

∂x2i
,
∂2

∂x2j
,
∂2

∂x2k

)
(2.12)

to simplify it to [8, 13, 64, 65]:

ρ
∂2u

∂t2
= (c11 − c44)∇(∇ · u) + c44∇2u (2.13)

The relation is now in vector form with the single u representing the com-

ponents ui, uj and uk. Since the displacement is a vector and any vector can be

written as the gradient of a scalar and the curl of a vector, the scalar potential φ

and vector potential ψ can be introduced and the displacement can be written as

[64, 8]

u = ∇φ+∇×ψ (2.14)

Using this expression for the displacement field, the wave equation can be

separated into a term that is purely a scalar and a term that is purely a vector:

∇
(
ρ
∂2φ

∂t2
− c11∇2φ

)
+∇×

(
ρ
∂2ψ

∂t2
− c44∇2ψ

)
= 0 (2.15)
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For a non trivial solution to this equation, it is required that the scalar and

vector potential components are separately equal to zero [64], such that:

ρ
∂2φ

∂t2
= c11∇2φ (2.16)

ρ
∂2ψ

∂t2
= c44∇2ψ (2.17)

Given that it was defined earlier that c11 = λ + 2µ and c44 = µ, these

equations can be related to longitudinal and shear waves respectively.

2.5 Longitudinal and Shear waves

The previous equations illustrate that two types of wave can be supported in an

isotropic bulk media, longitudinal and shear waves. The longitudinal wave as de-

scribed in [8, 64] is defined by a scalar quantity with no change of angle or rotation

and hence must alter the volume of the material as it propagates, with alternating

regions of compression and rarefaction in the same direction as the wave propaga-

tion. It is defined as,

CL =

√
c11
ρ

=

√
(λ+ 2µ)

ρ
(2.18)

Where CL is the longitudinal velocity of the wave. The shear wave is defined

by the vector potential, with no change of volume and must have two orthogonal

states of polarisation, with the particle displacement of these waves perpendicular

to the propagation direction. The propagation velocity can also be calculated from

the wave equation to be,

CT =

√
c44
ρ

=

√
µ

ρ
(2.19)

Where CT is the shear (transverse) velocity in a material. It should be

noted that in a three dimensional material there are two possible directions for the

polarisation of the shear wave in order for the movement of the particles to be

orthogonal to the propagation direction of the wave. These are generally referred

to as Shear Vertical (SV) and Shear Horizontal (SH), but due to the considerations

above being for an isotropic medium, the SV and SH waves will travel with the

same phase velocity. The main difference between the two polarisations is how

they interact with an interface, with differences in the reflection and transmission of

the waves occurring because of the different polarisations. More complex solutions
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(a) Longitudinal waves

(b) Shear Waves

Figure 2.1: Particle motion and direction of propagation of a) the longitudinal wave
and b) shear waves.

exist for anisotropic media [65] but they are not relevant here so will be omitted. A

schematic diagram of the particle motion with respect to the direction of propagation

in longitudinal and shear waves is given in Figure 2.1a and Figure 2.1b respectively.

2.6 Interactions with interfaces

Ultrasonic waves will propagate through a sample until a change in the properties of

the medium is reached, upon which several things can happen such as transmission,

reflection refraction and mode conversion. The extent to which these processes occur

is dictated by the acoustic impedance of the medium and the medium into which

the waves would propagate. The acoustic impedance is the product of the density

of the material ρ and the acoustic wave speed v

z = ρv (2.20)

The different wave modes in bulk media react in different ways when incident

on a change in media. Longitudinal modes, when incident on a boundary can be

transmitted through the boundary, be reflected at the boundary, refract into the

new medium or mode convert into Shear Vertical modes. The extent to which

these processes occur depends on the angle of incidence and the wave speeds in

the different media. This mode conversion complicates the received signals of these
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modes and contributes to the generation of guided wave modes in the Lamb wave

case.

By contrast, shear horizontal modes are polarised in the direction parallel to

the material boundary, such that they do not mode convert into the other bulk wave

modes when incident on a boundary. At a boundary such as that between metal

and air, all of these waves are reflected with no loss in amplitude [69, 70] such that

there is not transmission into the surrounding media [13, 65]. This is particularly

attractive in ultrasonic inspection and with application in EMATs since the original

signal amplitude is relatively low at generation. It is also a key advantage of using

SH guided waves and allows inspection of welds [71, 72, 73, 74] and plates [75, 76]

for defects and in the applications in this research since it means that energy is not

lost into the product in an inspected pipeline or into the surrounding air/water in

a topside or subsea inspection respectively.

2.7 Basic thickness measurement

Bulk waves are regularly used for thickness gauging due to the speed in a material

only being defined by the properties of the material, so that the speed of sound

of these waves is generally constant in a material at all frequencies, although some

materials show a level of dispersion. This constant wave speed means that the time

of arrival of a bulk wave that is excited in a known sample can be used to determine

the thickness of the sample [12, 28, 13, 65]. The time of flight can be used from

multiple back wall echoes or the initial pulse and back wall echo to give a very

accurate measurement of the thickness of a sample and this is a method commonly

used in industry for point thickness measurements.

The thickness of a sample in these measurements is found by using the fol-

lowing equation for thickness,

d =
Ct

2
(2.21)

Where d is the thickness of the sample, C the velocity of the wave type used

in the experiment and t the transit time of the ultrasonic wave between two echoes.

A schematic diagram of the set up of a pulse echo measurement for sample thickness

and defect detection is given in Figure 2.2, where there is an initial signal from the

top surface of the sample, a defect signal caused by reflection from the defect in

the bulk of the sample, and a back wall signal. The thickness of the sample can be

determined using the first signal and the back wall echo or with the multiple back

wall echoes that would occur further along in the scan. The time of arrival of the
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defect signal can be used to determine the depth of the defect in the sample.

Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram for a thickness measurement and defect depth mea-
surement of a simple sample. The time of flight would be taken from the arrival
time at the transducer as shown in the graph and would be from a distance trav-
elled determined by both the outgoing path (blue arrow) and the reflected path (red
arrow).

The arrival time is often calculated using thresholding of the signal, deter-

mining the point in each waveform that the amplitude exceeds a certain value. This

can be complicated in very thin materials where the travel time is very short, with

back wall signals arriving within the dead time of the transducer or successive echoes

merging with each other making thresholding an insufficient method to find the ar-

rival times. Manipulation of the excitation signal used can help alleviate some of

these issues by making the excitation signal broadband in frequency, which results

in a smaller duration time signal and often ultrasonic inspections (particularly in

guided wave cases as will be discussed later) are a delicate balance of a narrow

enough band signal to excite a desired narrow frequency band, whilst being broad-

band enough to have a small time duration so as not to obscure different waveforms

in the signal.
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2.8 Phase velocity vs group velocity

The derivations in the previous sections allowed for the calculation of the propaga-

tion velocity of bulk waves. In the cases considered, the group velocity of the wave

mode and the phase velocity of the mode are equal and not dependent on frequency.

In these situations their velocity is dependent on the properties of the material in

which they are propagating [8]. However, it is important to consider the difference

between phase and group velocity since in the guided wave case, the phase velocity

can be very different to the group velocity for a certain mode.

The phase velocity (cp) of a wave can be expressed as,

cp =
ω

k
(2.22)

Where ω is the angular frequency and k is the wavenumber. Its corresponding

group velocity cg is expressed as,

cg =
∂ω

∂k
(2.23)

The different velocities as defined above, correspond to different properties of

the received waveform. The group velocity is the propagation velocity of the wave,

being the velocity at which energy is transferred by the wave. It is often defined as

the speed of the envelope of the waveform and measured by the time of arrival of

the wave by finding the peak of the envelope of a signal. The phase velocity of the

wave is the rate at which a single feature in the waveform such as a peak or trough

propagates, which can vary from the group velocity and result in parts of the wave

travelling at a different velocity within the envelope of the wave. The phase velocity

is often difficult to quantify as it requires tracking a particular feature through a

waveform.

This becomes an essential distinction in dispersive waveforms where the peak

of the signal may be travelling at a different phase velocity to the group velocity [8]

and so is not a valid point to use to determine the group velocity of a waveform as

may have been used before for a non dispersive waveform. Most guided wave modes

show some degree of dispersion, especially in a pipe structure, so this distinction

will be important when considering experimental data in this research. A diagram

illustrating finding the group velocity of a waveform via the envelope if the signal is

given in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram showing the envelope of a waveform (red) over the
waveform (blue) for determining the group velocity of waveforms.

2.9 Guided Waves and Surface Acoustic Waves

In addition to the bulk wave modes where ultrasound propagates into a material

until it reaches an interface, there also exist other forms of ultrasonic waves, in

the form of surface waves and guided waves. These are waves whose properties

are affected by the boundaries of the medium in which they propagate [8]. Surface

waves propagate at the interface between two different media and are often referred

to as surface acoustic waves (SAW). Instead of simply propagating into the bulk

of a material, these waves are confined to a surface in the case of surface waves

or propagate away from the point of generation using the material’s structure in

the case of guided waves. In contrast to bulk waves, the velocity of a guided wave

mode is usually dependent on the frequency at which the wave is generated, with

the notable exception the lowest order shear horizontal guided wave in a plate.

Surface waves exist in a semi-infinite space, with their propagation con-

strained to the near surface of a sample, at the interface between two media. Much

of the early research on surface waves was carried out in earth sciences, aimed at

detecting waves generated by earthquakes, but the discipline has since found appli-

cations in the NDT field. A range of different surface waves exist including Rayleigh

waves [8, 77], Stoneley waves [64] and head and creep waves [78]. The uniting factor

in these waves is that their displacement decays exponentially with distance from

the free surface, with the majority of the energy of these waves restricted to a depth

equal to the acoustic wavelength [64, 8, 65].

A = A0e
−d/2λ (2.24)
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Where A is the amplitude, d is the depth and λ is the wavelength.

This behaviour means the waves follow the surface of the material, allowing

for inspection of parts such as pipes, but also means that they are very sensitive to

surface condition. They are highly dependent on factors such as surface roughness

or surface impurities such as water, grease, oil and other substances, with these

causing the wave to be scattered [12]. Due to this sensitivity to surface condition,

they are particularly sensitive to surface breaking defects and have been used in

NDT to detect defects remote from the generation position. Their use in remote

inspection is aided by the concentration of the energy of the wave in the surface

layer, which results in less attenuation than is seen in bulk waves. The type of wave

that has seen most practical application in this family is the Rayleigh wave [64],

which has an elliptical particle displacement on the surface as opposed to the bulk

wave displacements seen earlier. As the thickness of a sample is decreased to become

closer to the wavelength of the surface wave, these waves begin to travel a distance

comparable to their own wavelength before encountering a surface of the sample

and their elliptical displacements break down, eventually forming a superposition of

longitudinal and shear vertical waves and becoming a Lamb wave mode [12, 28, 8].

2.10 Guided waves

Guided waves, in contrast to bulk waves and surface acoustic waves are constrained

by the surfaces of the sample and hence are described as existing in a finite media.

These wave modes are dependent on the boundary conditions of both sides of the

sample, but due to their existence in samples of comparable thickness to that of

the wavelength of the wave, they reach the entire thickness of the sample with

ultrasound instead of being confined to one surface as in surface waves [8]. Due to

these wave modes being constrained by the boundaries of the sample, they can be

generated at one point and ’guided’ to another point of interest by the waveguide

(the plate or pipe sample they travel in) hence their name.

This is very useful in NDT and in the application of these modes in this work

since they can be directed to inaccessible areas and their propagation used to show

differences in the samples at that point as a replacement to methods such as bulk

wave thickness gauging when the surface of interest is not accessible. Guided waves

can be generated and propagate in a wide range of geometries such as plate [79, 80],

pipe [56, 81, 82] and rail [54] structures, with the geometry of the waveguide, the

material constants of the material and the boundary conditions all determining the

propagation characteristics of ultrasound within the sample.
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The different geometry samples and the direction in the structure along which

the ultrasound is generated, as well as the polarisation of the wave modes generated

will determine the guided wave solutions that are found. There are different guided

wave modes in Lamb and Shear Horizontal modes, whose respective wave equation

solutions lead to an infinite number of wave modes for each of these different types

in a structure. The different solutions to the wave equation result in a dispersion

relation for each mode that shows the phase and group velocity of a mode at a given

frequency for a given thickness of sample.

These can be plotted as dispersion curves and used to determine the speed

of a particular guided wave mode at a particular point in frequency [8]. Lamb

waves and SH waves vary from each other in the ways in which they are generated,

propagated and detected, with Lamb waves based in the longitudinal and shear

vertical bulk wave modes discussed previously and SH waves based in the shear

horizontal bulk wave modes. The difference in their particle displacements leads to

their application in different situations and a difference in their sensitivities. The

contents of this thesis will predominantly be concerned with Shear Horizontal guided

waves propagating in the circumferential direction around a pipe. A brief overview

of Lamb wave generation and propagation propagating in plates will also be given

to illustrate the reasons why a circumferential SH wave system might be preferable

to Lamb wave systems that are currently in use in industry [83, 84].

2.10.1 Lamb Waves

Lamb waves are a class of guided waves that are generated by the superposition of

bulk longitudinal and shear vertical waves [8]. This superposition is achieved by

the reflection of these waves off of the boundaries of the waveguide. This method

of generation means that it is a system that is prone to ’losing’ energy into the

surrounding media through transmission. The dispersion relation of these modes

leads to many modes that exist in the same frequency range especially for higher

frequency waveforms. This multi modal appearance can result in extremely complex

signals, with modes difficult to differentiate from one another.

Since their description by Lamb [85], they have been effectively applied in

many non destructive scenarios for thickness measurement [79, 86] and defect de-

tection [20, 58, 61]. Characteristic relations for the propagation of these modes

can be derived from applying traction free boundary conditions to a sample with a

thickness comparable to the wavelength of the ultrasonic signal.

The mathematical definition of Lamb waves [8] starts from the assumption

of a thin plate that is considered infinitely large in all other dimensions than the
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sample thickness, including the assumption that this sample is surrounded by a

vacuum. This allows for all the energy to be contained within the plate due to the

lack of coupling with the surrounding media and also negates the requirement to

consider edge effects and reflections. The infinitely large thin plate assumption is

illustrated in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Schematic of the generation of Lamb waves by interference of Longitu-
dinal (red) and shear vertical (blue dashed) waves in a plate of thickness 2h.

Lamb waves have been successfully used in a variety of different applications

including detecting corrosion in pipelines [56, 55, 62] and plate [87, 88]. Typically

a frequency of operation is chosen such that the generation of modes is limited

in order to simplify the signal processing of the detected acoustic signals and to

provide a large separation in arrival time between the modes due to their differences

in velocity. The operation point on the mode is also chosen to be an area that shows

low levels of dispersion so that the signals can travel long distances [89] along the

pipeline without losing energy from the intended signal.

2.10.2 SH Waves

Shear Horizontal waves exist as a separate guided wave mode in the free plate

situation, but here the particle displacement is polarised parallel to the surface of

the waveguide [8, 64]. The guided wave is then generated by a superposition of up

and down travelling bulk shear horizontal waves, with the conditions as in the Lamb

case that the surfaces of the medium are traction free. This can be illustrated by

considering the geometry in Figure 2.5 where the wave propagates in the x1 direction,

with the particle displacements polarised in the x3 direction. The superposition of

the modes occurs in the remaining x2 direction through the thickness of the sample,

here the thickness of the sample in the x2 direction is twice the distance from the

surface to the mid point of the sample, d=2h [8].

Where k is the wavenumber of the modes and is defined as

k = ω/cp = 2π/λ (2.25)
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Figure 2.5: Schematic diagram showing SH wave mode propagation in a plate, with
the propagation of the wave in the x1 direction and the shear displacement of the
particles along the x3 axis.

The particle displacement field for an isotropic medium was given in equation

2.13, and this equation can be used for shear horizontal modes considering vectors

with only an x3 component such that the displacement in the other dimensions is

equal to zero. This allows us to define the displacement vector for the wave as [8]:

u3(x1, x2, t) = f(x2)e
i(kx1−ωt) (2.26)

where ω is the circular frequency of the wave ω = 2πf . It should be noted

here that the displacement is independent of x3 such that the wavefront of the SH

wave is infinite in the x3 dimension, travels in the x1 direction and has a fixed

distribution in the x2 direction. Given the above conditions, the solution can be

substituted into the equation in 2.13 and a general solution specified, such that the

the general form of the displacement field is given by:

u3(x1, x2, t) = [Asin(qx2) +Bcos(qx2)]e
i(kx1−ωt) (2.27)

Where q is defined as

q =

√
ω2

c2T
− k2 (2.28)

and A and B are arbitrary constants.

The total displacement field equation can then be separated into two different

components relating to the symmetric and antisymmetric components with respect

to x2 :

us3(x1, x2, t) = Bcos(qx2)e
i(kx1−ωt) (2.29)

ua3(x1, x2, t) = Asin(qx2)e
i(kx1−ωt) (2.30)
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Where the superscripts s and a denote a symmetric and antisymmetric mode

respectively. Now boundary conditions can be imposed on the modes that the sur-

faces of the layer at x2 = ±h are traction-free. This allows the dispersion equations

for a traction free surface for the symmetric and antisymmetric modes to be defined

as

sin(qh) = 0 (2.31)

and

cos(qh) = 0 (2.32)

Explicit solutions to these equations can be obtained using knowledge of the

sine and cosine behaviour in that sin(x) = 0 when x is zero or an integer value of π

and cos(x) = 0 when x is a factor of π/2. In other words

sin(x) = 0 whenx = nπ(n = 0, 1, 2, ...) (2.33)

and

cos(x) = 0 whenx = nπ/2(n = 1, 3, 5, ...) (2.34)

such that

qh = nπ/2 (2.35)

Where the symmetrical SH modes are defined by n=(0,2,4,...) and the antisymmet-

rical modes are defined by n=(1,3,5,...). By using the definition d=2h seen earlier

and taking the real parts of the equation in equations 2.29 and 2.30, the displacement

fields for the symmetric and antisymmetric modes can be respectively rewritten as:

us3(x1, x2, t) = Bcos(nπx2/d) cos(kx1 − ωt) (2.36)

us3(x1, x2, t) = Asin(nπx2/d) cos(kx1 − ωt) (2.37)

This is an important result, as the sine and cosine terms do not depend on

the frequency and wavenumber of the mode. This means that the displacement

field across the thickness of the sample does not vary with the frequency of the

mode generated but only with the order of the mode generated. This provides a

marked difference to the Lamb wave case where the displacement profile changes

with the frequency and means that different SH modes should be more sensitive

to different defects at all frequencies rather the sensitivity varying with frequency.

An important aspect to note from the displacement profiles of the first few modes
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in Figure 2.6 is that although the displacement is always maximum at the outer

surfaces of the sample, it does vary throughout the sample, falling to zero at certain

points for the higher order modes. This can pose a problem for inspections as it

will be less sensitive to defects in these regions. As the order of the mode increases

so does the complexity of these profiles, with more points of minimal displacement,

which limits their use in NDT inspections.

(a) SH0 displacement profile (b) SH1 displacement profile

(c) SH2 displacement profile

Figure 2.6: Displacement profiles through the thickness of the plate for SH wave
forces.

Explicit solutions to the phase velocity vs frequency thickness (fd) curves

can be calculated from the solutions to the previous equations. This allows the

generation of the dispersion curves for the shear horizontal modes that dictate the

speed of wave generated for a particular frequency [8]. Using the definition of q,

the solutions to the dispersion equations and the definition for k, the dispersion

equation can be written as:

ω2

c2T
− ω2

c2p
=
(nπ

2h

)2
(2.38)
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Where the order of the SH mode in question is denoted by the integer number

n. The phase speed can then be calculated using the equations set out for phase

velocity where cp = ω/k

cp =
ω

k
= ±2cT

 fd√
4(fd)2 − n2c2T

 (2.39)

This develops the phase velocity curves for the infinite family of SH modes

that can be generated in a plate. All of the modes in a plate show some dispersive

nature except for the lowest order symmetric SH mode which is dispersionless and

propagates with both a phase velocity and group velocity equal to the shear wave

speed of the material. The group velocity of these modes is calculated from the

definition of the group velocity seen earlier that cg = dω/dk such that:

cg =
dω

dk
= cT

√
1− (n/2)2

(fd/cT )2
(2.40)

The phase velocity curves are shown in Figure 2.7 and group velocity curves

are shown in Figure 2.8, with the SH0 mode in blue, SH1 mode in red, SH2 mode

in black, SH3 mode in green, SH4 mode in magenta, SH5 mode in cyan and SH6

mode in yellow. An important feature that can be seen is that in addition to the

dispersive behaviour these modes show, all but the fundamental SH mode have a

cut off where the phase velocity becomes infinite and the group velocity drops to

zero at a certain value of frequency thickness.

Figure 2.7: SH guided wave phase velocity dispersion curve for a steel plate

These are known as cut off frequencies, here the wavenumber of the propagat-

ing wave along the x1 direction becomes imaginary and the wave becomes evanescent

and nonpropagating [64]. The cut off frequency for the nth mode is:
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Figure 2.8: SH guided wave group velocity dispersion curve for a steel plate

(fd)n =
ncT

2
(2.41)

When a higher order mode with a cut off frequency reaches a section of plate

where the remaining thickness is less than the cut off thickness, then the mode

is forced to mode convert and reflect at the interface. The extent to which these

processes occur will be discussed later but it extremely important in guided wave

inspections, being dependent not only on the thickness of the plate but the profile

of the wall thickness change.

The area just before the cut off thickness in a sample is the most dispersive

area of the curve, with the group speed decreasing for decreasing thickness which

aids in identification of defects approaching the cut off thickness of the sample. As

the frequency thickness product is increased, all modes tend towards the shear wave

speed in the material, as the waves begin to propagate as if they were travelling in

the bulk of a material.

2.11 Dispersion curves in different geometries

When guided waves are applied in a different structure to that of a plate, their

behaviour is altered. The most common feature of this is in the use of guided

waves in pipelines. Generally when experiments are carried out with pipelines,

the difference between plate and pipe dispersion curves is accepted but assumed

to be small so that the pipe dispersion curves are assumed to follow the pattern

of that in the plate. However, there are some marked differences. Guided wave

propagation in an annulus is dependent on direction, such that the dispersion curves

differ depending on whether the waves propagate axially or circumferentially. Other
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engineering structures such as rail track heads also have a distinctively different and

more complex guided wave behaviour because of their geometry.

Much of the work on guided waves in a pipeline has been based on axially

propagating Lamb like waves in order to provide long distance pulse-echo style

detection of defects [90] via an amplitude drop of reflected signals. The waves

generated axially can be referred to as longitudinal and flexural and are analogues

to the symmetric and antisymmetric modes that are found in a plate [91, 58, 62]. The

dispersion curves for Lamb-like modes can change quite drastically for axial travel

and this change has to be taken into account when designing an inspection and a

point of operation. With long distance scanning of pipelines in this application, the

operation of probes is typically limited to areas of the dispersion curves that feature

low levels of dispersion in order to simplify analysis and allow for the waveforms to

travel long distances coherently. Lamb modes have also been successfully applied in

a circumferential operation in theory [57] and experiment [83, 84] to provide a tool

to locate wall thinning in pipeline, relying on a change of speed of the Lamb wave

along a line to detect a defect and provide some quantification of the extent of wall

thinning. Obstacles to these inspections can arise when the samples are thick as

stronger single magnets are required in order to generate satisfactorily strong field

to generate strong enough signals when using EMATs, and the type of waveform

used can result in leaking of the wave’s energy into the surroundings or the interior

of a fluid filled pipeline.

The alternative to this is to use SH waves generated by EMATs which will be

mentioned in detail in sections 2.13.2 and 2.13.8. The advantages here being that the

SH wave energy doesn’t leak into the internal media such as the liquid contents of the

pipeline or the external surroundings in a subsea case due to the shear motion not

being supported in liquid media. The interpretation of signals can also be simpler

than some Lamb wave inspections [92]. SH waves have been shown to be able to

travel round corners in plates [93] and can be used for axial propagation of SH waves

along pipelines [82]. Their relatively simple behaviour compared to Lamb waves in

terms of dispersion and mode conversion characteristics gives a better chance of

being able to interpret received signals to obtain depth estimates for defects, but it

has been shown that the geometry of defects [94, 82] as well as depths influences

signals and the use of the circumferential dispersion curves [95, 96] is often neglected

in favour of the more simple but less exact plate dispersion curves [97]. The validity

of such an assumption has been studied and found that in cases this is indeed valid

but in others the behaviour can be markedly different [96].
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2.12 Dispersion curves in an annulus

The dispersion relations for SH waves in a plate, relating the frequency of a mode to

its phase and group velocity were stated previously in equations 2.39 and 2.40 with

the subsequent dispersion curves seen in Figures 2.7 and 2.8. When a pipe structure

is involved, the governing equations become more complex and the derivation of

these equations is possible following the procedure set out in [95]. The analytical

derivation of guided circumferential SH wave modes can be started at equation

2.13. Assuming there is only displacement in the z direction along the length of the

pipeline and changing to cylindrical coordinates, ur = uθ = 0 and uz 6= 0 so that

equation 2.13 can be written as:

ρ
∂2uz
∂t2

= µ

(
∂2uz
∂r2

+
1

r

∂uz
∂r

+
1

r2
∂2uz
∂θ2

)
(2.42)

Denoting the dimensions of the cylinder as having an inner radius of a and an

outer radius b, and defining that the wave is time harmonic and propagates in the

theta direction around the pipe circumference, the displacement in the z direction

can be defined by:

uz = Ψ(r)ei(kbθ−ωt) (2.43)

Where r is a value between a and b and the wavenumber k is defined by k = ω/c(b)

and c(r) is the linear phase velocity for particles at a distance r from the centre of

the cylinder. Using this value for the displacement allows the equation in 2.42 to

become:

Ψ′′ +
1

r
Ψ′ +

[
ω2

c2T
−
(
kb

r

)2
]

Ψ = 0 (2.44)

Where Ψ′′andΨ′ are the second and first order derivatives with respect to r

respectively and ω,k and cT are the angular frequency, wavenumber and shear wave

velocity as defined previously. This equation can be recognised as a Bessel equation

and following the literature [57], non dimensional variables can be introduced such

that:

r̄ =
r

b
, k̄ = kh, ω̄ =

ωh

cT
, h = b− a (2.45)

k̂ =
k̄

1− η
, ω̂ =

ω̄

1− η
=
ωb

cT
, η =

a

b
(2.46)
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This allows the solutions to be written as:

Ψ(r) = AJk̂(ω̂r̄) +BYk̂(ω̂r̄) (2.47)

Where the Jk̂(x)andYk̂(x) are Bessel functions of the first and second kind of order

k̂ and A and B are arbitrary constants.

Assuming the surfaces of the hollow cylinder are traction free so that

σrz|r=a,b = µ
∂uz
∂r

∣∣∣∣
r=a,b

= 0 (2.48)

By substitution we can obtain the following equation:

AJ ′
k̂

(
ω

cT
r

)
+ BY ′

k̂

(
ω

cT
r

)∣∣∣∣
r=a,b

= 0 (2.49)

This can be written in an expanded form to find a set of linear homogeneous

equations with A and B as unknown variables:

A

[
Jk̂−1

(
ω

cT
a

)
− Jk̂+1

(
ω

cT
a

)]
+B

[
Yk̂−1

(
ω

cT
a

)
− Yk̂+1

(
ω

cT
a

)]
= 0 (2.50)

A

[
Jk̂−1

(
ω

cT
b

)
− Jk̂+1

(
ω

cT
b

)]
+B

[
Yk̂−1

(
ω

cT
b

)
− Yk̂+1

(
ω

cT
b

)]
= 0 (2.51)

For non trivial solutions to these equations, the determinant of the coefficient

matrix of this system must vanish. This gives a dispersion relation between the wave

number and frequency of the system as:

[Jk̂−1(kTa)− Jk̂+1(kTa)][Yk̂−1(kT b)− Yk̂+1(kT b)]−

[Jk̂−1(kT b)− Jk̂+1(kT b)][Yk̂−1(kTa)− Yk̂+1(kTa)] = 0
(2.52)

Where kT is the shear wave wave number. For a given frequency value, the

value of k̂ can be obtained from this equation such that the phase velocity can be

calculated:

c(b) =
2πf

k̂(1− η)
(2.53)

and the subsequent group velocity through equation 2.23. This allows for the gen-

eration of the phase and group velocity dispersion curves for SH waves in a hollow

cylinder.
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An example of the circumferential guided wave dispersion curves for the phase

velocity is shown in Figure 2.9 with plate versions also provided for comparison and

the group velocities shown in Figure 2.10. A few key differences are shown here in

that the circumferential SH0 mode is no longer non dispersive at all frequencies and

begins at above the shear wave velocity. The higher order modes also show some

difference from the plate versions especially around the ’knee’ areas of the curves,

although the cut off frequencies remain the same as in a plate. It is apparent

therefore that there are situations in which the pipe dispersion curves must be used

instead of a plate approximation particularly if exact values of velocities are required.

Figure 2.9: SH guided wave phase velocity dispersion curves for a 7 mm thick steel
plate (blue) and circumferentially around a 7 mm thick, 86 mm outer radius pipe
(red dotted).

Figure 2.10: SH guided wave group velocity dispersion curves for a 7 mm thick steel
plate (blue) and circumferentially around a 7 mm thick, 86 mm outer radius pipe
(red dotted).
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2.13 Ultrasonic Transduction

As mentioned in Chapter 1, a range of methods exist for generating and receiving

ultrasonic signals. They have different strengths and weaknesses and are applied

in different situations where they are appropriate [64, 12, 28]. The generation of

ultrasound in different ways is explained subsequently, with particular focus on

EMATs as that is the transducer type used in the experimental system here.

The most common transducer type in NDT is the piezoelectric transducer

[64]. These are used all across the spectrum of NDT applications due to their

high efficiency of generation and detection compared to other methods and the ease

with which they can be applied to a wide range of materials including complex

materials such as plastics and composites [98, 99]. However, they possess a distinct

disadvantage in that they require contact with a sample and usually a couplant

material to allow efficient transfer of energy from the transducer into the sample.

The consequence of this is that they can be unsuitable for some uses such as when

high temperature samples such as parts in constant use in power stations need to be

tested, or when the part needs to be scanned continuously at a high speed (metres

per minute) such as in the pipe screening implementation here. They can be used to

generate a wide range of waveforms, but often are very sensitive to their positioning

on the sample and of the transmitter relative to the receiver.

The advantage of non contact methods such as EMATs is clear in this case,

as contact with the sample is not necessary and hence very fast continuous scanning

systems (metres per minute) can be implemented, with less consideration of the

surface condition of a sample and alignment of transducer to the surface. The

EMAT also does not require the mechanical coupling to the surface [100] that is

necessary in a piezoelectric transducer, removing the need for a coupling medium and

ensuring measurements are more repeatable as there are no inconsistencies from the

amount of couplant below a probe. It also makes them suitable for high temperature

measurements [101] and means they can be applied for measurements through thin

coatings and scanned tomography [102]. The trade off for these advantages is that

the signal to noise ratio in EMAT scans is much less than in piezoelectrics [103, 104]

due to the efficiency of generation and reception being much lower [105]. They also

only work effectively on conductive samples, which limits their use in general to

metals.

However, the use of EMATs is preferred in some cases for different wave

mode generation due to the direction of the forces on the surface of the sample

being defined by the orientation of the magnet and the coil. This allows for modes
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such as the SH mode to be generated effectively by EMATs by simply using an array

of magnets and a coil to generate the horizontal shear forces necessary for this wave

mode [106].

In contrast to this, generation of shear waves by piezoelectric probes is more

complex in that they require waves generated at a critical angle or with very high

viscosity couplant which can make inspections more difficult. Shear vertical waves

are often excited in a sample via an angled probe to achieve mode conversion of

longitudinal waves at a critical angle in the medium [107], this works well for shear

vertical modes but does not produce shear horizontal modes. Horizontally polarised

shear waves can be generated in a sample using piezoelectric methods using zero

degree angle of incidence probes [108] where the forces generated by the probe are

designed to provide the shearing motion parallel to the surface as desired, but they

require a much more viscous couplant than is used in the ordinary longitudinal

or shear vertical generation such as a specialist high viscosity fluid or honey. This

makes these transducers difficult to work with and limits their usage in the scanning

of samples, with the use of such probes deemed unsuitable for the screening technique

desired in this work.

2.13.1 Piezoelectric transducers

Although not considered in this work, it is prudent to give a summary of the piezo-

electric effect in generating ultrasound due to its position as a major technology

in ultrasound in NDT [12, 28, 13, 11]. Piezoelectric transducers can both gener-

ate and detect ultrasonic vibrations in a material to which they are coupled. The

detection of ultrasonic waves is achieved via the direct piezoelectric effect where

stress is applied to a crystal due to the ultrasonic vibrations in a sample, which

produces a strain and a difference in potential between opposing faces of the crys-

tal. The inverse effect can be used to generate ultrasound in a sample where a

time varying potential difference is applied across the faces of the crystal to induce

a strain at high frequency which results in mechanical deformation of the crystal,

allowing ultrasonic vibrations to be generated and coupled into the sample material

via a couplant substance. Hence it is possible to use these piezoelectric crystals to

generate and detect ultrasound[12, 64, 11].

Piezoelectric materials do not have a centre of symmetry in the crystal, which

is important as it separates positive and negative charge in the crystal [64]. Using

the example of a quartz crystal, this effect can be illustrated. When no stress is

applied, the positive and negative charges are balanced so that there is no molecular

dipole moment. Once the crystal is exposed to a stress the distribution of positive
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and negative charges becomes unbalanced, creating a molecular dipole moment and

a polarisation, which leads to charge build up on the faces and a potential difference

[64, 109]. The cut of a crystal and hence the axis along which the asymmetry

of charge occurs, defines whether the longitudinal or shear modes are generated.

Conventional piezoelectric transducers are commonly made from ceramics rather

than a single crystal, with Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT) and Barium Titanate

(BaTi) common types.

The most common formulation of the constitutive equations for piezoelec-

tricity that couple the elastic and electrical properties is [64, 28]:

D = dpT + εTE (2.54)

and

S = sET + dpE (2.55)

Where D is the electric displacement, E is the electric field, S is the strain,

T is the stress, εT is the permittivity of the piezoelectric under constant stress, sE

is the mechanical compliance for a constant electric field and dp is the piezoelectric

charge constant.

Piezoelectric transducers generally use the thickness oscillations across a

plate of material a few millimetres thick. The operating frequency is set by the

thickness of the piezoelectric material, with the thickness de of the element equal to

half the wavelength, λ of the signal generated:

de =
λ

2
(2.56)

giving a fundamental working frequency of the transducer f0 of:

f0 =
c

2de
(2.57)

Where c is the velocity of longitudinal waves within the piezoelectric material.

The element will also exhibit higher harmonics of the frequency.

In order to effectively transmit the oscillations in the piezoelectric into the

sample to be tested, it is sometimes beneficial to add a matching layer in front of the

piezoelectric material [110]. This is intended to minimise the acoustic impedance

mismatch that occurs between the piezoelectric material and the sample and should

have an impedance that is intermediate between the transducer impedance and the

sample impedance. It has been shown that the ideal thickness of the matching
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layer is λ/4 so that any reverberations in the matching layer occur in phase with

one another allowing for constructive interference of the wave [64]. The general

construction of a piezoelectric transducer with backing layer is shown in Figure

2.11. Often in NDT, a matching layer is not used and there is simply a wear plate

in front of the piezoelectric element.

Figure 2.11: Schematic of a basic design of a piezoelectric transducer including an
active element, backing and matching layers.

In addition to the matching layer to allow for more efficient transmission

of the generated vibrations into the sample, piezoelectric transducers also generally

require a gel or liquid couplant in order to provide satisfactory coupling of the signal

into a sample. This can be prohibitive in high temperature applications and can

prevent some modes from being generated. It also means that the coupling efficiency

from one measurement to the next is not repeatable due to the liquid couplant not

being a constant factor in every experiment.

2.13.2 Principles of EMATs

EMATs consist of a strong magnet and an electrically conducting coil of wire [9].

The magnet provides a biasing magnetic field to interact with the eddy currents

that are induced at the surface region of a conductive material by an alternating

electrical current that is pulsed through the excitation coil. EMATs couple their

electromagnetic fields with the elastic fields generated in a sample in three ways.

These coupling mechanisms are the Lorentz force, magnetisation force and magne-

tostriction.

The Lorentz force is caused by the interaction between the eddy currents

that are induced in the sample and the static magnetic flux density generated by

the permanent magnet. This force exists in any conductive sample and has been

shown to be the predominant mechanism for ultrasound generation. The other
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forces only effect samples that are ferromagnetic, with the magnetisation force be-

tween the oscillating magnetic field and the magnetisation of the material and the

magnetostriction force being caused by the piezomagnetic effect.

The wave generation of an EMAT can be described as starting with the

interaction of the electromagnetic fields within the sample, then calculating the body

forces generated by the interactions between the electromagnetic and elastic fields

in the sample and final calculation of the acoustic fields caused by the generated

body forces.

The starting point for calculating the interaction between the electromagnetic

forces generated by the EMAT and the electrically conducting sample is Maxwell’s

equations[111]:

∇ ·D = ρf (2.58)

∇ ·B = 0 (2.59)

∇× E = −∂B
∂t

(2.60)

∇×H =
∂D

∂t
+ Jf (2.61)

Where D is the displacement vector, H is the magnetic field strength, Jf is

the free current density, E is the electric field, B is the magnetic field and ρf is the

free charge density. Any electromagnetic field must satisfy all of these equations.

Also necessary here are the relations between the displacement and magnetic field

strength vectors and the electric magnetic fields.

D = εrε0E (2.62)

H =
B

µrµ0
(2.63)

where εr is the relative permittivity of the material and µr is the relative

permeability of the material.

2.13.3 Skin effect

The time varying excitation signal sets up an electric field in the sample which

drives the eddy currents within the sample. These eddy currents act to oppose

the propagation of the electromagnetic wave due to the action of Lenz’s law [111],
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which means that the eddy currents are only generated within a certain depth in

the sample, in order for the boundary condition at the interface to be satisfied. The

depth to which the eddy currents penetrate is known as the electromagnetic skin

depth and is given for a conductor as [64, 32]:

δ =

√
2

ωµσ
(2.64)

So here the skin depth can be seen as inversely proportional to the angular

frequency ω of the electromagnetic wave and the permeability, µ and conductivity

σ of the sample.

The magnetic field then decays exponentially into the depth of the sample,

by a factor of 1/δ.

The plane wave solution for the electric field can be represented by [111]:

E = E0e
i(ωt− z

δ
)e(−

z
δ
) (2.65)

Which shows that the amplitude of the electric field exponentially decreases

with distance into the material. Since current density is represented by Ohm’s law, it

can also be stated that the current density decreases exponentially with penetration

distance into the material:

J = σE = J0e
i(ωt− z

δ
)e(−

z
δ
) (2.66)

So that the skin depth can be shown to be the depth below the surface at

which the current density has fallen to 1/e of its original value at the surface.

The penetration depth for steel is around 0.01mm at ultrasonic frequencies

of 1MHz [9], which means that this depth is much smaller than the ultrasonic

wavelength of the types of EMAT probes that are used in NDT so that it can

be assumed that the electromagnetic fields occur only at the material surface and

subsequently that approximation of the forces that are applied by an EMAT can be

assumed by approximating these forces on the surface of the sample.

The total current induced in a column of unit area through the semi-infinite,

conductive medium can be found by integrating the current density through the

depth:

I =

∫ ∞
0

Jdz (2.67)

I = J0e
iωt

∫ ∞
0

e−(1+i)
z
δ dz (2.68)
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I = J0e
iωt δ

1 + i
= Ike

i(ωt−π
4
) (2.69)

Which shows how the induced current can be treated as a single image cur-

rent, which has a phase lag of π
4 relative to the induced surface electric field defined

in equation 2.65.

2.13.4 Lorentz force

As mentioned, the predominant force generated by an EMAT in a conducting ma-

terial is commonly the Lorentz force[111]. This details the force experienced by a

particle with charge q, as a result of electric and magnetic fields.

F = q(E + v ×B) (2.70)

The magnetic field here contains both the static biasing magnetic field from

the permanent magnet and the dynamic field produced by the excitation current.

In a conducting material such as metals, the electrons are the charge carriers such

that the Lorentz force equation becomes:

m
dve
dt

= −e(E + ve ×B0)−
mve
τ

(2.71)

Where m is the mass of an electron, e is the electron’s charge and ve is

the mean electron velocity, with τ being the mean time between electron scat-

tering events and being of the order of 10−14s for metals such as steel at room

temperature[9]. Assuming harmonic oscillation of the electric field with the angular

frequency, this equation reduces to:

ne
mve
τ

= −nee(E + ve ×B0) (2.72)

Where ne is the electron density. The momentum is transferred from the

electrons to the ions via collision processes, such that the body forces on the ions

are approximated as [9]:

f = NZi(E + u×B0) + ne
mve
τ

(2.73)

Where N is the ion density, Zi the ion charge and u is the ion displacement.

Assuming the volume has no charge such that nee = NZi and that ve >> u , the

force per unit volume on the ions reduces to:
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f = −neeve ×B0 = Je ×B0 (2.74)

where

Je = −neeve (2.75)

is the eddy current density. This has shown that the Lorentz force as above

can cause an acoustic vibration. As mentioned previously, the magnetic field that

is generated is made up of both the static field from the biasing magnet and the

dynamic field from the excitation coil. It can be shown that the Lorentz forces due

to the static field are proportional to the driving current and vibrate with the same

frequency as the driving current, whereas those caused by the dynamic field vibrate

at a frequency double that of the excitation current frequency [9]. Given that the

static field is much larger than the dynamic field we can ignore the dynamic field

in general, however, it does show that using a large driving current, the EMAT can

generate ultrasound without the static field, which can be advantageous in some

circumstances. The Lorentz force mechanism for the generation of ultrasound with

EMATs is shown in Figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12: Schematic diagram of the Lorentz force mechanism seen in EMATs,
the skin depth will typically be very small such that forces can be approximated as
only affecting the surface of a sample.

The other methods that can contribute to the generation of ultrasound in

a ferromagnetic material should be considered here since the material that is used

in this research is steel. These as mentioned previously are the magnetisation force

and mangetostriction. It has been the cause of much debate in the literature as

to which transduction method dominates in steels, with some studies suggesting

magnetostriction dominates [103]. However, it has been shown that the predomi-

nant effect in using EMATs on steels is the Lorentz force [112, 113, 114], with the
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ferromagnetic effects only contributing a small amount to the forces exerted by the

transducer. This is a particularly important issue here as it means the forces for the

periodic permanent magnet array transducers used here can be approximated with

the Lorentz force interactions as the magnet array generates the shearing forces on

the surface via a Lorentz force interaction.

2.13.5 Magnetisation force

The magnetisation force [9] arises in a ferromagnetic material that is exposed to an

external field, H. It is a function of the electromagnetic field that is generated by the

transducer interacting with the internal magnetism in the material. It is composed

of the body force per unit volume and a force on the surface of the material, which

occurs due to the abrupt change of the electromagnetic fields at the surface and their

related decrease into the material. These are defined as Fv and Fs respectively:

F = Fv + Fs =

∫
v
∇∗(M ·H)dv +

1

2
µ0

∫
S
nM2

ndS (2.76)

Where∇∗ denotes the gradient operating only on H, n is a unit vector normal

to the material surface and Mn is the normal component of the magnetisation at

the surface. The integrand in the first term of this equation is the mangetisation

force, the body force per unit volume:

F (v) = ∇∗(M ·H) (2.77)

The body force per unit volume can be rewritten when the biasing magnetic

field is applied, the forces can be split into a force in x and a force in z:

F (v)
x = M0x

∂HM
x

∂x
+M0z

∂HM
z

∂x
(2.78)

F (v)
z = M0x

∂HM
x

∂z
+M0z

∂HM
z

∂z
(2.79)

The second terms here can be considered negligible since the external field

in x is much larger than in z. Using this and the Lorentz forces in the material we

can express the magnetisation and Lorentz forces in x and z:

F (M)
x + F (L)

x = B0z
∂HM

x

∂z
+M0x

∂HM
x

∂z
(2.80)

F (M)
z + F (L)

z = (M0x −B0x)
∂HM

x

∂z
= −µ0H0x

∂HM
x

∂z
(2.81)
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The biasing magnetic field in EMATs is normally less than a few Tesla and

|µ0H0| <<|M0|
In the case of a tangential biasing magnetic field, the Lorentz and magneti-

sation forces in a sample act to oppose each other, with the magnetisation force

cancelling a large part of the Lorentz force in the z direction so that EMATs are

ineffective at generating longitudinal mode waves in a ferromagnetic material.

2.13.6 Magnetostriction

The third method of generation in an ferromagnetic sample such as steel is magne-

tostriction [9]. This occurs because the external magnetic field makes the magnetic

domains within the sample want to align with the applied field, which causes a

dimensional change within the sample, causing strain. In a polycrystalline mate-

rial, the dimensional change has two steps, first the domains with a magnetisation

orientated close to the orientation of external field increase in volume, causing an

elongation along the field, then the magnetisation in this domain rotates about the

easy axis within the domain to align exactly to the field direction. This method of

changing the dimensions of the material can be used to generate an ultrasonic wave

[115, 113].

The coupling between the elastic and magnetic fields can be assumed to take

a similar form to that of a piezoelectric material:

SI = d
(MS)
Ij HJ + SHIJσJ (2.82)

Where I,J=1,2,...,6 and j=x,y,z, SI is a component of the strain,SHIJ is a

component of the compliance matrix at a constant field and σJ the stress component.

The piezomagnetic strain coefficients can then be written as

d
(MS)
Ij =

(
∂SI
∂Hj

)∣∣∣∣
σ

(2.83)

When a magnetic field is applied to the material the strain above appears.

The stress to cause magnetostriction can be described as:

σK = cHIJd
(MS)
Ij Hj (2.84)

If the applied magnetic field changes quickly or vibrates with a high fre-

quency, the strain will fail to respond simultaneously with the field and the stress

field −σk will occur inside the material. The magnetostriction stress is then given

as:
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σ
(MS)
I = −cHIJd

(MS)
Jj Hj = −e(MS)

Ij Hj (2.85)

with the converse piezomagnetic stress coefficients

e
(MS)
Ij = cHIJd

(MS)
Jj = −

(
∂σ

(MS)
I

∂Hj

)∣∣∣∣∣
S

(2.86)

The constitutive equation between the stress, strain and field is then given

by:

σI = −e(MS)
Ij Hj + cHIJSJ (2.87)

The body forces caused by the magnetostriction stress are then:

f (MS)
x =

∂σ
(MS)
1

∂x
+
∂σ

(MS)
6

∂y
+
∂σ

(MS)
5

∂z
(2.88)

f (MS)
y =

∂σ
(MS)
6

∂x
+
∂σ

(MS)
2

∂y
+
∂σ

(MS)
4

∂z
(2.89)

f (MS)
z =

∂σ
(MS)
5

∂x
+
∂σ

(MS)
4

∂y
+
∂σ

(MS)
3

∂z
(2.90)

The acoustic fields generated by the magnetostriction forces can then be calculated

when the piezomagnetic coefficients d(MS) and e(MS) are known.

Magnetostriction has been shown to have a smaller effect than the Lorentz

force in the generation of ultrasound in materials such as steel [112]. There are

specific applications however, where magnetostriction has a greater effect such as in

high temperature applications where iron oxide scale (magnetite) has formed on the

sample surface and greatly increases the effect of magnetostriction [116] .

2.13.7 Receiving ultrasound with EMATs

Both the Lorentz force and the magnetostrictive force are reversible [9], such that

the process of detection can be considered to be the reverse of the generation process.

This means that the acoustic wave generates dynamic electromagnetic fields in the

conductive material when it’s exposed to external bias field. This is caused by the

ultrasonic wave forcing the ions and electrons to oscillate, with a Lorentz force felt by

both charge carriers. The movement of electrons in the material gives rise to these

electromagnetic fields which in turn induce a current in the coils of the detecting

EMAT. This means that the receiving mechanism must consider the electromagnetic
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fields in the material from the acoustic waves, the boundary at the surface where

the fields pass into a vacuum and the electromagnetic fields in the vacuum where

the coil is located.

The literature has shown that EMATs are velocity sensors [16, 117]. For a

wave travelling to the surface of the sample, the displacement u(z,t) can be defined

as:

u(z, t) = u0e
[i(ωt−kz)] (2.91)

At the surface of the sample, the displacement vector will be a sum of the

wave travelling up to the surface and the reflected wave from the surface that travels

away from it. This results in a displacement vector ξ that is defined as:

ξ = u0e
[i(ωt)](e[−ikz] + e[+ikz]) (2.92)

which can be written as

ξ = u0e
[i(ωt)]2cos(kz) (2.93)

Using Ohm’s law, the current density can be defined as:

J(z) = σ

(
∂ξ

∂t

)
B (2.94)

As ξ is perpendicular to the static magnetic field of the EMAT, the magnitude

of the current density can be defined as:

| J(z) |= iσωu0e
[i(ωt)]2cos(kz) (2.95)

This can be integrated through the skin depth to give an average value of

the current density through the skin depth.

J =
1

δ

∫ δ

0
iωσu0e

iωt2cos(kz)dz (2.96)

such that

J =
iωσ

kδ
u0e

iωt[2sin(kz)]z=δz=0 (2.97)

As the eddy current density is confined within the skin depth, and the skin

depth is much smaller than the ultrasonic wavelength in most cases, δ << k then

the small angle approximation can be used to approximate that sin(kδ) ≈ kδ such
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that these factors in the equation cancel and the expression simplifies to:

J = iωσ2u0e
iωt (2.98)

so that

J = 2σ
∂u(0, t)

∂t
(2.99)

The current density here is what is detected by the EMAT coil, which has

been shown in the temporal derivative of the displacement here (the velocity).

As mentioned, another method that can be used for ultrasonic wave genera-

tion in a ferromagnetic material is magnetostriction, this too is reversible, with the

inverse magnetostrictive effect known as the Villari effect [13, 9]. The tensile stress

in the material generates a change in magnetic flux and a corresponding current is

induced in the detector coil.

In both generation and reception of ultrasound with EMATs, the efficiency

is greatly reduced with lift off distance such that lift off is usually limited to a few

millimetres [118, 119, 120], this is due to the exponential decay of the electromagnetic

fields with distance. The lift off that is possible however, means that EMAT systems

can be automated and detect defects through coatings, both aspects that are difficult

for piezoelectrics due to the generation of the forces needing connection to the sample

and a ringing effect seen in signals due to the coating layer.

2.13.8 The Periodic Permanent Magnet EMAT

The most common EMAT configuration for generating shear horizontal guided waves

is the periodic permanent magnet (PPM) array design EMAT [121, 81, 106]. The

PPM EMAT consists of an array of permanent magnets (usually rare earth magnets

of the type Nd-Fe-B) with alternating polarities above a racetrack coil through

which an excitation current is pulsed, a diagram of the structure is provided in

Figure 2.13a.

In the case of a 10 mm wavelength array used in Chapter 3, the EMAT

is comprised of 6 magnets, each 4 mm wide with 1 mm alumina ceramic spacers

between the elements to provide a pitch of 5 mm for the array and hence a wavelength

of 10 mm, a photo showing the array of magnets is provided in 2.13b onto which

the racetrack coil would be placed.
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(a) Schematic plan diagram of the periodic
permanent magnet array used in an EMAT
that generates shear horizontal ultrasound
via the Lorentz force.

(b) Photo of the 10 mm wavelength PPM
array with dimensions.

Figure 2.13: Construction of the PPM EMAT, schematic plan and photograph of
the probe structure.

The alternating poles of the permanent magnets provide an alternating Lorentz

force in the sample surface shown in Figure 2.14, giving the required shearing force

parallel to the sample surface. Here a simplified view is provided, with a force in

opposite directions below each magnet of opposite polarity as the shearing forces

will reach a peak magnitude at the centre of each magnet, but in reality the struc-

ture generates a sinusoidal force profile, not a single maximum as will be seen in the

next section covering the bandwidth of probes.

Figure 2.14: Schematic diagram of the PPM array from the side showing the direc-
tion of propagation of the generated waves and the forces produced by the array.

However, in order to utilise the whole of the racetrack coil, the probe is

actually made up of six rows of two neighbouring magnets with alternating polarity.

This alternating polarity in a row results in a Lorentz force being generated in the

same direction by the elements, as the direction of the current reverses as the coil

spirals around, this is illustrated in Figure 2.15.
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Figure 2.15: Schematic diagram of the generation of the Lorentz force in a sample
by using the periodic permanent magnet array structure, with each row of magnets
generating a Lorentz force in the material in the same direction due to the reversal
of magnet polarity and excitation current direction. The magnetic force (B) induced
eddy currents in the sample Je and resulting Lorentz force (F) are illustrated in the
diagram.

This nominal wavelength is set by the spacing between two magnets of the

same polarity in the array, which is achieved by the application of alumina ceramic

spacers. These spacers are also designed to improve the lift-off performance of the

probe by reducing the magnetic field ’shorting’ across to the neighbouring magnet

and maintaining the magnetic field vectors perpendicular to the surface even with

a degree of lift-off.

The wire used in the racetrack coil depends on whether the EMAT is designed

as a transmitter or a receiver. For the EMATs used in transmission the diameter of

the wire including the insulation layer was 0.28 mm. This is so that the wire is large

enough to reduce the risk of overheating and thermal expansion caused by Ohmic

heating from the high levels of current used in generation. The receiving EMAT

can have a smaller diameter coil of 0.2 mm as the current levels are lower, allowing

a greater number of turns of coil to be used, leading to better sensitivity.

The design of the probes used in this Thesis are provided in Table 2.1. The 10

mm wavelength probe was predominantly used in the preliminary tests in Chapter

3, whereas the 8.8 mm wavelength probe is applied in Chapter 5 and 6 as it is the

probe that is predominantly used by Sonomatic.

The profile of surface forces that this creates can be examined and used

to provide an approximation of the forces the EMAT exerts on the surface of the

sample, which can be used as an input for finite element modelling of the transducer.
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Probe λ Dims. (mm) Tx wire (mm) Rx wire (mm) Coils Magnets
1 10 31 x 29 0.28 0.2 140 Tx Six magnets

200 Rx 4 mm wide
1 mm spacing
5 mm pitch.

2 8.8 40 x 35 0.28 0.2 110 Tx Eight magnets
155 Rx 4mm wide

0.4 mm spacing
4.4 mm pitch.

Table 2.1: The design parameters for the two main wavelength of probes used to
obtain data in this Thesis. With the wavelength (λ), dimensions of the active area,
diameter of the transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) coils including insulation, the
approximate number of coils of the wire in each probe and the details of the magnets
used in one side of the array.

The profile of the forces applied on the surface is important, as it sets the spatial

bandwidth of the transducer. This concept arises because the nominal wavelength

of the probe actually translates as a range of wavelengths at which the probe can

operate such that the force profile is sine wave like on the surface of the sample.

Knowledge of this profile for a probe is useful when modelling the transducer, as it

allows for the generation of a model with a comparable range of possible wavelengths

to approximate to the experimental transducer.

2.13.9 Bandwidth of Probes

The operation of this EMAT probe is controlled by setting the wavelength of the

probe via the array of permanent magnets in the EMAT [17, 104] and by the tem-

poral profile of the current that is pulsed in the coil. For this reason EMATs are

often referred to by their wavelength as opposed to piezoelectric probes which are

referred to by their peak frequency, although this is still set by the wavelength of the

probe the form of the thickness of the piezoelectric material as seen in the Figure

2.11 previously [64]. An EMAT probe is constructed in order to excite guided wave

modes at specific positions on the dispersion curves. Typical considerations for an

inspection are the number of modes that are desired to be generated and the ex-

tent of dispersion, or lack thereof, that is desired to be present in the interrogating

signals. When producing a PPM array probe, the desired nominal wavelength is

achieved by appropriate choice of magnet width and by using acrylic spacing blocks

in-between the magnets in the array to set the field profile and spacing between them

if necessary [17]. If the wavelength of the probe is known, a line of constant wave-

length can be superposed on the dispersion curves that gives an indication of the
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optimum frequency for the generation of each mode, where the nominal wavelength

line intersects with the mode of interest. The intersection points here also indicate

the phase velocity for the mode at a certain frequency and wavelength. This can

be seen in Figure 2.16, where the dotted line across the phase velocity dispersion

curves indicates at what frequency these modes could be excited.

Figure 2.16: Example SH wave dispersion curves for a steel plate, showing a line of
constant wavelength (blue dashed) which allows for excitation of the different modes
where the line intersects with a mode.

Using the nominal wavelength of the probe to guide inspections is a use-

ful tool, but in reality the generation of waves will depend on both the frequency

bandwidth of the input signal and the spatial bandwidth set by the probe [122].

The spatial bandwidth occurs because of the finite size of the probe, and manifests

as a range of possible wavelengths that can be used across the dispersion curves

in contrast to the nominal wavelength excitation line. This is illustrated in Figure

2.17 where the nominal wavelength line is shown along with the highest and lowest

wavelengths in the possible range.

It should be noted that this is for one probe, whereas if the receiving probe is

taken into account, the wavelength range is reduced. The extent of the wavelength

range can be reduced by adding more permanent magnets in the array, with the

result of a more sharply defined wavelength at the expense of a the footprint of the

transducer. The wavelength bandwidth is set by the alternating array of magnets,

with the force generated by the array sine like on the surface. A fast Fourier trans-

form can be taken of this profile to obtain a peak in the wavelength domain and

a range of bandwidth that will also be possible. The frequency bandwidth of the

excitation signal can be controlled by altering the number of cycles in the excitation

signal to suit the inspection tasks. A greater number of cycles results in a smaller

frequency bandwidth at the expense of a longer duration time signal, again an FFT
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Figure 2.17: Phase velocity dispersion curve for a steel plate as before, with the
wavelengths of the probe displayed by the black dashed lines. The middle of these
lines is the nominal wavelength line, with the other two lines showing the upper and
lower limits of the wavelength for the probe.

can illustrate the frequency bandwidth and peak frequency in the signal.

The spatial bandwidth and the frequency bandwidth results here and in the

rest of this thesis are calculated using the Fast Fourier Transform function included

in Matlab. This function returns the discrete fourier transform (DFT) [123] of the

vector computed with a fast fourier transform (FFT) algorithm. In each application

here, the vector is also padded with trailing zeros to a given length, which improves

the appearance of the frequency representations, but doesn’t improve the resolution

of the results.

The transform used in the Matlab function is as follows:

X(k) =
N∑
j=1

x(j)ω
(j−1)(k−1)
N (2.100)

where ωN = e(−1πi)/N and N is the length of the vector.

It uses the Cooley Tukey algorithm like most FFT operations. This works

by dividing the input signal into different components and performing the DFT on

the separate inputs. By dividing the problem up in this way and taking advantage

of symmetry and trivial operations that occur, the complexity of the operation can

be changed from the order of N2 operations to the order of Nlog(N) operations,

making it much faster than calculating the DFT directly from the entire data set

[124].

The frequency bandwidth and spatial bandwidth can be calculated by taking

the Fourier transform of the time signal and the calculated forces on the sample

surface from the probe. An example of the spatial profile of forces on the surface of
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the sample is shown in Figure 2.18a with the Fourier transform of the approximate

surface forces shown in Figure 2.18b. The inverse of the graph gives the wavelength

of the probe and its bandwidth.

(a) Approximation of the in plane SH force
generated by the 8.8mm nominal wavelength
PPM EMAT.

(b) FFT of the in plane SH force generated
by the same EMAT.

Figure 2.18: Illustration of the in plane SH forces generated by the PPM EMAT
and the corresponding spatial frequency. The use of a similar profile transmitter
and receiver will narrow this bandwidth as will the addition of more magnets in the
array.

The surface forces can be assumed to be sine-wave like, but the application

of a probe will be dependent not only on the properties of the probe, but also

on the sample properties. The surface forces are dependent on the sample used,

with the profile on steel different to the profile on aluminium for example, due to

their different physical properties and the ferromagnetic nature of steel. In order to

determine the relevant profile for any situation in which a probe is applied, modelling

of the situation is required. The modelling in this case would need to be of the static

electric and magnetic fields generated by a transducer using a finite element program

that can accommodate this. One such program is COMSOL Multiphysics [125]

which is a finite element program specialising in the simulation of the underlying

physics of problems such as interaction of electric and magnetic fields, heat flow

and stress in components. Modelling of this form can confirm the realistic force

profile on the surface and is necessary in order to input the correct force profile into

the modelling of the ultrasound, which in this work is carried out in PZFlex [126].

PZFlex is another finite element program which is used for optimising the design

of piezoelectric probes and to assess the propagation and interaction of ultrasound

within a material, a more in depth description of the program will be provided in

Chapter 4.
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So the design of a probe and its interaction with the sample are necessary

details required to identify the surface forces in a certain application of a probe.

This information can be used with the frequency bandwidth with which the probe

is excited to fully characterise the frequencies at which the probe can be operated.

The temporal bandwidth and the spatial bandwidth can both be superimposed on

the dispersion curves as in Figure 2.19, with the operation area of the probe given

by the convolution of these two bandwidths.

(a) Frequency bandwidth of excitation signal
(5 cycle toneburst at 386 kHz).

(b) Spatial bandwidth of probe (8.8 mm
PPM array).

Figure 2.19: Frequency and wavelength bandwidths of an 8.8 mm nominal wave-
length probe excited with a 5 cycle tone burst at a frequency of 386 kHz onto a 7
mm thick 170 mm outer diameter pipe sample.

The convolution of the two different bandwidths gives the operator a full

view of which modes may be generated in an inspection and the relative amplitude

of both. Presented here are the areas of operation for the same probe and excitation

signal on a plate (Figure 2.20a) and circumferentially around a pipe structure (Figure

2.20b). The dispersion curves show the different velocities at which the modes

would be generated for the same frequency signal and also a shift in peak frequency

between the two, although the relatively large frequency bandwidth means this is

not generally a large effect.
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(a) Operation area of the 8.8 mm wavelength
probe on a plate sample.

(b) Operation area of the 8.8 mm probe on
a pipe sample of the same wall thickness.

Figure 2.20: Operation areas for an 8.8 mm EMAT probe with a 5 cycle excitation
tone burst of centre frequency 386 kHz on a 7 mm thick plate and a 7 mm thick,
170 mm diameter pipe.

This assessment of operation areas can be carried out for each inspection

if necessary, with the spatial bandwidth of the probe assessed and the excitation

signal with the number of cycles used to identify what modes might be excited by a

probe. It can also help to select signals that minimise the number of modes excited

by a given signal.

To complete the assessment of the operation areas of the probes, the ampli-

tude of the generated mode at each frequency can be plotted for both the plate and

the pipe case, by taking the amplitude of the generation signal at the points where

it intersects with the mode line in the dispersion curve. This illustrates the small

differences in the peak frequencies of each mode for the plate and pipe cases. The

amplitude profiles along the first two modes for the plate case is shown in Figure

2.21 with the pipe equivalent for the first two modes shown in Figure 2.22, with

the frequencies shown as a product of the peak frequency and the thickness of the

sample.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.21: Amplitude of the excitation signal where it intersects with a mode line,
to illustrate the frequency thickness product where the optimum operation of the
aforementioned probes on a plate sample is achieved, showing a) the SH0 mode and
b) the SH1 mode.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.22: Amplitude of the excitation signal where it intersects with a mode line
to illustrate the frequency thickness product where the optimum operation of the
aforementioned probes on a pipe sample is achieved, showing a) the CSH0 mode
and b) the CSH1 mode. The optimum frequencies of operation are higher in the
pipe case as for the application of the same probes.

2.13.10 Alternative Methods for the generation of ultrasound

Other methods than those described in detail here exist to generate and receive

ultrasound in a sample, with laser ultrasonics and air-coupled ultrasound being two

common ones included here for completeness. Laser ultrasonics [127, 128, 129, 130]

is a promising area but is limited in its current applications by the cost, safety

precautions and size of equipment required. It has the benefit that it can generate

ultrasound in a sample remotely [128] using a focused pulsed laser beam to pro-
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vide generation from a small spot size. The application of these lasers generates

a broadband signal that can be used to generate surface or guided waves, but re-

quires a second laser or other transducer to detect the generated ultrasound [131]

or an EMAT can be used to generate and the laser used to detect [132], which can

make it too complex and expensive a system for on site application. It has how-

ever, been successfully used to probe material microstructure using Surface Acoustic

Waves (SAW), so has some good applications in material characterisation and flaw

location [133, 134, 135, 136].

Air coupled ultrasonics involves using specially designed probes for operating

into air which has a very low acoustic impedance. These have been applied in pipe

but again need very specific properties of probe orientation to operate [137, 138, 139].
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Chapter 3

Experimental system

This chapter considers the information that is necessary in order to plan the in-

spection of a pipe sample using the suggested SH wave screening technique. In

particular, the properties of the sample that need to be found before the theoretical

procedures mentioned in the previous chapter can be used to guide the operation

of the probes. It continues to identify some of the differences that were highlighted

in Chapter two between plate and pipe structures. In order to illustrate this, a

system that allows for frequency sweeps to be carried out is used to characterise the

optimum frequency of generation for different modes for a certain wavelength probe

on a sample.

The preliminary testing shown here using a more versatile lab based system

is used to validate a more limited industrial system, which while not as versatile, will

be more portable and more suited to on site inspections in challenging environments.

The capabilities of this industrial system provided to Sonomatic by Innerspec Tech-

nologies Inc. are then evaluated considering the advantages and disadvantages for

the intended inspections.

The experimental system used here for the excitation and reception of waves

has been developed with the intention of providing a robust method for pipe wall

thickness screening that can be carried out rapidly, have the potential to be auto-

mated and allow easy identification of defects with a minimum of false calls and a

high probability of detection of defects. This uses an inspection frame built in house

at Sonomatic and the Innerspec Technologies Inc [140] pulser receiver.

The strengths and weaknesses of the system as a whole are considered in

order to provide a background to the results presented in Chapters 5 and 6.
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3.1 Basic sample measurements

When planning a guided wave measurement, several properties of the sample need

to be known in order to guide the operation of the probes. These properties are

namely the thickness of the sample, the outer diameter and the shear wave speed in

the material.

In general these can be measured on the sample or a separate piece of piping

that is the same specification as the sample to be tested. The outer diameter of the

pipeline is usually easy to measure and the shear wave speed in the material will

be addressed later, but the thickness of the sample is perhaps the most difficult of

these to find. If the sample is well matched to its specification then the original

specification of thickness can be used. Alternatively if an open section of the sample

is available, the thickness of the sample can be measured by using vernier callipers,

which would give a more precise measurement of wall thickness, this measurement is

used where access is possible in this work. Even then, typically the thickness of the

sample could vary by up to 10 percent from point to point and any measurement

with callipers would also include the thickness of any coating on the pipeline.

If the coating is non conductive as is usually the case then the EMAT will

generate guided waves in the sample at the surface of the pipeline, without being

affected by the coating, so it would need to be discounted in any thickness measure-

ment. Another method that is available to determine the thickness of the sample

is to carry out a through wall thickness measurement at a point using ultrasonic

thickness gauging as seen in Figure 2.2. Using a thickness gauge, the reflections from

the coating layer will be distinct from the reflections within the sample such that

the thickness could be determined from the time of flight measurements between

successive back wall echoes, removing the effect of the coating on the signal.

These sample measurements are important in guided wave measurements, as

the dispersion curves that have been illustrated in Chapter 2 that allow the operator

to approximate the speed of a specific mode at an operation point, are dependent on

all these factors. Choosing a probe appropriate for the nominal wall thickness of the

sample is also important, as a different wavelength probe will change the frequencies

at which the modes can be generated.

3.2 Optimising generation frequency

The Innerspec Technologies Inc system that will be described in detail later, only

allows a maximum number of 5 cycles to be used in the excitation tone bursts used
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to excite the ultrasound in a sample. In order to confirm that the operation of the

industrial system fulfils the requirements for the guided wave inspections desired,

initial tests were carried out to view the optimal frequency and bandwidth range

for both the plate and pipe case. These tests are to confirm the assumption that

a small number of cycles in the tone burst, and hence a relatively large frequency

bandwidth is manageable in terms of the frequency bandwidth and time duration

of the signal so that the desired modes are generated without obscuring signals in

the time domain.

A preliminary experiment was carried out to illustrate the frequency band-

width and optimum generation frequencies for the pipe and plate cases. In order

to achieve this, a Ritec RPR 4000 pulser receiver system [141] was used with two

EMATs of the PPM array design shown in Chapter 2, with a nominal 10 mm wave-

length (probe number one in Table 2.1) operated in a pitch catch arrangement on

the surface of a pipeline of 170 mm outer diameter and a wall thickness of 7 mm.

Initially the probes were arranged on top of the pipe, with probes orientated

so that the wave was propagating in the axial direction along the pipe with a 200 mm

spacing between the front of the EMAT cases as shown in Figure 3.1. (On this scale,

at this point on the pipe, the dispersion relations for the SH waves should largely

follow the plate behaviour, with the dispersion curves for the axially travelling guided

waves being much more appropriate to approximate as having behaviour comparable

to the waves in a plate.) A frequency sweep was carried out to determine the optimal

frequency of operation for the 10 mm wavelength probes on the sample.The optimal

frequency for a specific mode can be approximated by selecting the frequency that

gives the largest peak-to-peak amplitude for the mode of interest.

The industrial system used in this thesis (described in detail later) can gen-

erate tone burst excitation signals with up to 5 cycle duration, in any application,

the number of cycles that are used in the excitation signal defines the frequency

bandwidth of that signal and the time duration of the received signals. In this par-

ticular application, the optimum signal is would be of a narrow enough frequency

bandwidth that a small operation area is available on the dispersion curves (to min-

imise dispersion in the received signal) but also of a small time duration such that

different modes in the signal can be differentiated from each other if their arrival

time at the receiver is similar. In the application of the industrial system, a 3 cycle

tone burst is used as an excitation signal such that both the CSH0 and CSH1 modes

are generated with high amplitudes so that only a single scan is necessary (generally

due to time constraints on the inspection). A total of 4 cycles is used in these pre-

liminary measurements, this reduction in the frequency bandwidth from the 3 cycle
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Figure 3.1: Experimental technique for carrying out frequency sweep measurements
and shear wave speed measurements. Measuring axially allows the SH0 speed to
be assumed to be equivalent to the plate case. Generator and detector are at a
constant separation as the peak frequency is changed, this is 200 mm. For SH0
speed determination a=100 mm and b=200 mm.(Not to scale)

signal should allow more energy to be concentrated in the mode of interest at each

frequency. The peak frequency of the generated tone bursts was swept from 0.25

MHz to 0.94 MHz with 0.01 MHz increments, with signals collected at each differ-

ent increment in frequency. The data was collected via a computer, with 64 records

taken at each generation frequency, with an average (mean) taken. The Ritec sys-

tem applied a hardware bandpass filter to the data with a passband between 0.2

MHz and 2.5 MHz.

This allows the optimal frequency for the generation of each mode to be

calculated, but due to the frequency bandwidth of the signal, several modes are

likely to be excited at once (even with the reduced frequency bandwidth). The

results of such a frequency sweep can be represented in the time (Figure 3.2a) or

frequency (Figure 3.2b) domains and normalised to give the amplitudes of each

signal relative to the other.

The presentation of the time of arrival of the waveforms with respect to the

generation frequency shows how the maximum amplitudes in the signals change

as the frequency is swept through the stated range. The different sections of signal

that are seen arrive at different times due to the different speeds at which the modes

travel for a given frequency. This representation shows the range of values that the
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.2: A frequency sweep from 0.25 MHz to 0.94 MHz in 0.01 MHz increments
of a 4 cycle tone burst on the surface of a pipe sample in the axial direction in a) the
time domain and b) the frequency domain. The 10 mm wavelength EMATs were
used, with a 200 mm separation between the EMAT cases, with the waves travelling
in a purely axial direction, allowing the behaviour to be treated as plate like.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.3: The same frequency sweep as in Figure 3.2 in the axial direction in a)
the time domain and b) the frequency domain, with boxes to show the approximate
span of the signals in the time and frequency domain with areas labelled a,b,c and
d relating to the SH0, SH1, SH2 and SH3 modes which peak at 330 kHz, 400 kHz,
560 kHz and 740 kHz respectively.

waveforms can take at different frequencies as a result of the relevant bandwidth of

the signal, with different modes shown. The modes are shown in Figure 3.3a, with

a,b,c,d, labels referring to the SH0, SH1, SH2 and SH3 modes respectively. To relate

the generation frequency to the received frequency for the equivalent measurements,

another figure can be mapped to show how the frequencies change with respect to the

generation frequency. This is shown in Figure 3.3b labelled in the same way as Figure

3.3a. The concept of this graph is that if the axial and circumferential generation

of modes with this technique were the same in terms of the relative amplitudes of
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modes generated and detected and frequencies excited, then Figure 3.3b would look

the same as the corresponding figure for the pipe sample, circumferentially (Figure

3.7b) as it shows the frequencies detected for given generation frequencies. The fact

that Figure 3.7 looks different indicates that the generation of guided wave modes

with this method is affected by the sample curvature. The time records and the

FFTs of the data at the peak frequencies are shown in Figure 3.4a and Figure 3.4b.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4: The data for the optimum frequency of operation for the different guided
wave modes in a plate situation in a) the time and b) the frequency domain for the
first four Shear Horizontal guided wave modes.
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The peak frequencies here from the scan are identified as 330 kHz, 400 kHz,

560 kHz and 740 kHz for the SH0, SH1, SH2 and SH3 modes respectively. It should

be noted that the optimum frequencies for generating the SH0 or SH1 modes also

generate a portion of other modes, whereas the SH2 and SH3 excitation frequencies

avoid exciting large proportions of the other modes due to the larger difference in

excitation frequency between the two modes. However, due to the frequency range

of operation of the SH2 and SH3 modes being situated on a more dispersive area of

the dispersion curves, the received waveform will be subject to a larger variation in

propagation velocity and hence a greater range in arrival time.

The same procedure can be carried out for waves travelling in the circumfer-

ential direction by rotating the transducers so that they are generating the waves

in the circumferential direction of the pipe. The probes in this case were arranged

to be touching each other as shown in Figure 3.5 so that the short path between

the probes is minimised to reduce measurement error of the distance between the

probes and the signals are received after travelling almost a full circumference of

the pipeline.

Tx

Rx

Figure 3.5: Orientation of probes for the frequency sweep carried out in the circum-
ferential direction of the pipeline.

This will result in the short path in the clockwise direction (from the trans-

mitter to the receiver) and the long path in the anticlockwise direction being very

close to each other in terms of distance travelled and time taken to travel that

distance. The original short path will be in the dead time of the transducer and

the first long path will be the circumference of the sample minus the length of the

transducer(to the mid point of the probe) and the second short path signal will be

the length of the transducer plus a circumference. This will result in some overlap
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of modes travelling in the opposite directions, leading to identification of different

modes being more difficult. This emphasises the need for positioning of probes

such that their separation is enough to differentiate the different circumferentially

travelling modes, in order to be able to use this approach as a diagnostic tool.

An important point to note here is that the SH3 mode that was obvious

in the plate orientation is not seen in this arrangement on the pipe, and the SH2

mode has a much weaker amplitude compared to the other modes than that in the

axial case. This is thought to be due to the differences in generation and reception

between the flat plate and pipe cases, with the increase in lift off of the different

sections of the probe due to the curved surface of the pipe believed to reduce the

efficiency of generation and reception of the higher order modes. The lift off here

can be up to 1 mm greater at the edges of the probe than it is at the centre of the

probe. This is minimised in the case of the experimental rig as the probes are held

in a more secure way at a distance away from the surface. The change in lift off will

affect all the modes but appears to have a greater effect on the higher order modes

making them unsuitable in general to use for giving information about the presence

of defects in a sample. This effectively limits the application to the two lowest order

circumferential modes of the SH0 and SH1 type.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.6: A frequency sweep from 0.25 MHz to 0.94 MHz in 0.01 MHz increments
of a 4 cycle tone burst on the surface of a pipe sample in the circumferential direc-
tion in a) the time domain and b) the frequency domain. The 10 mm wavelength
EMATs were used, with the cases touching and the waves travelling in a purely
circumferentially direction. The peaks for the SH0, SH1 and SH2 modes are seen,
but due to the waves travelling in both directions around the pipeline, the long path
SH1 mode overlaps with the SH0 short path plus a circumference signal. The SH3
mode cannot be seen in the signal and the other modes show different frequency
peaks at 350 kHz, 390 kHz, and 570 kHz for the SH0, SH1 and SH2 modes.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.7: The data for the optimum frequency of operation for the different guided
wave modes in a circumferential pipe situation in a) the time and b) the frequency
domain for the first three Shear Horizontal guided wave modes that are visible, with
a box added for the fourth mode position if it could be detected.

The frequency sweeps shown in Figure 3.6a and 3.6b are the figures obtained

in the time and frequency domains respectively for the circumferentially travelling

guided waves. It is important to note here that the signal is more complicated than

in the plate like case due to the propagation of the waves in both the clockwise and

anticlockwise directions of the pipe. It is also different to that of the plate like case

as the distance travelled between the transducers around the circumference of the

pipe is almost a full circumference of 540 mm, whereas in the plate like case this

was limited to 200 mm such that a different scale is necessary in order to show the

same modes. As before, a labelled version of the frequency sweep data is provided to

make it clear where the different SH modes arrive in the time and frequency domain.

The modes are highlighted with boxes in Figure 3.7, with some modes overlapping

due to the coincidence of waves travelling in opposite directions around the pipe

circumference.

For ease of reference, the different modes that can be seen in Figure 3.7a are

described here. The area of signal shown in box a of Figure 3.7a represents the CSH0

mode travelling the long path distance between the transducers in an anticlockwise

direction around the pipe circumference. It differs to the SH0 mode detected in the

plate-like case in that its peak excitation frequency is higher and its group velocity

is greater than the plate like case.

The signal seen in box b of Figure 3.7a is more complex to interpret as it is a

combination of the anticlockwise travelling CSH1 mode and the clockwise travelling

CSH0 mode which has travelled a full circumference of the sample and the short

path. The difference in group velocities of these modes results in the two modes
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arriving at the receiver with very similar arrival times despite the different distances

they have travelled.

A clearer representation of the CSH1 mode where it arrives without overlap-

ping with the other generated modes is seen in Figure 3.7a in box c. This is the

CSH1 mode that has travelled the short path distance and a full circumference of

the sample. The remaining signals that can be seen in Figure 3.7a are the anti-

clockwise and clockwise travelling CSH2 modes seen in boxes d and e respectively.

These show a marked decrease in relative amplitude to that of the CSH0 and CSH1

modes which is believed to be due to the inefficient generation and detection of the

higher order modes due to the different profile that the probes generate on the pipe’s

surface because of the variation of lift off of the probe along the axis of the probe

where the magnetic array varies.

The propagation of the respective modes in both the clockwise and anti-

clockwise directions around the pipe circumference results in the representation of

the maxima of the received frequency for each generation frequency being less clear

than in the plate-like case, but they can still be highlighted in Figure 3.7b, with the

CSH0 mode shown at f, the CSH1 mode at g and the CSH2 mode at h. The CSH3

mode is not seen in the signals, with a box placed on Figure 3.7b at i to show where

it would lie if it could be seen.

The time and frequency domain signals for the peak frequencies of the circum-

ferentially travelling ultrasound are shown in Figure 3.8a and 3.8b. The difference

in the selected peak frequencies here from the plate case illustrates that the peak

frequencies that can be generated change with the different geometry and the arrival

time will be different due to the different velocities of the modes when travelling in

a circumferential direction on the pipeline.

The frequency sweeps here showed that there is a change in frequency of

operation between the plate and pipe samples and that there is a range of frequencies

at which the probes can be operated at, illustrating the need to find the optimum

frequency at which to operate the probe. It has also shown that the use of a limited

cycle tone burst (as will be necessary with the industrial system) is valid if the

inspection is planned beforehand in terms of the excitation frequencies that are

used. When considering the difference between these two orientations of the probe,

there are other factors that also must be taken into account. Namely these are the

lift off of the probe from the sample surface and the spatial bandwidth of the probe

on the sample. The spatial profile of the probe on the surface will be different for the

two probe orientations due to the curvature of the sample in the pipe case. Whereas

the plate like use of the probes has the variation in the magnetic array of the EMAT
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.8: The data for the optimum frequency of operation for the different guided
wave modes in a plate situation in a) the time and b) the frequency domain for the
first three Shear Horizontal guided wave modes in a pipe.

along the axial direction of the pipe, which will result in the sinusoidal behaviour

of the profile as mentioned previously, the circumferentially travelling wave has the

variation in the PPM array in the circumferential direction. This leads to different

amplitude responses to the applied fields in the sample at the edges of the probes

because if the probe is attached to the sample at its centre point, the amplitude
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of the fields in the sample will be less further away from the centre due to the

increase in lift off. This means that both the nominal wavelength of the probe and

the bandwidth of the signal will be different in the two cases and will likely behave

differently with increased lift off, which could account for some of the change in

signal in the experiments.

A basic COMSOL model was constructed to show the spatial profile that the

probes generate on the surface for both the axial case and the circumferential case.

These were set at a lift off of 1 mm from the centre of the array to the sample and

the in plane spatial force profile approximated, with FFTs taken of the subsequent

profiles to ascertain the nominal wavelength and bandwidth of the signals. The

results are shown in Figure 3.9a for the spatial profiles and in Figure 3.9b for the

bandwidths of the signals. It can be seen that at this size of probe and sample, the

circumferentially travelling waves show a small change of nominal wavelength and

an increase in bandwidth of the transducer compared to the transducer in the axial

direction. The change however is small and will be largely neglected here, with the

profile for the flat plate case used to generate simulations as the bandwidth of the

simulation is likely to already be greater than in experiment, with further details on

this in chapter 4.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.9: Illustration of the in plane SH forces generated by the same EMAT probe
a) as a force profile both axially(red) and circumferentially (blue) at 1 mm lift off
showing the profile change. b) The in plane spatial frequency for the axially (red)
and circumferentially (blue) orientated probes, showing a small change in nominal
wavelength and spatial bandwidth of the probe.
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3.3 Confirming Shear wave speed in sample

Another factor that was listed that can affect the accuracy of generated dispersion

curves for a given sample is the shear wave speed in the material. Typically the steel

samples will have a shear wave speed that is close to the standard shear wave speed

for mild steel, but significant deviation from this would result in alteration to the

dispersion curves generated. Therefore it is recommended that the shear wave speed

in the sample is determined before carrying out an inspection, in order to adjust

the dispersion curves accordingly. This can be achieved by taking measurements for

the time of flight in the axial direction for different transducer separations. Here

100 mm and 200 mm separations have been chosen for recording signals, and the

transducers moved to allow the measurement to be repeated 3 times using the peak

frequency for the SH0 mode calculated from the frequency sweep. An average of

the recorded signals for the two different positions is shown in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10: Waveforms generated from an excitation frequency of 330 kHz for 100
mm separation between EMAT cases (black) and 200 mm separation between the
EMAT cases (red), cross correlation of the SH0 modes gives the shear wave velocity
in the sample.

Using the knowledge that at this point of operation, the guided wave should

travel with a constant speed equal to that of the shear wave speed in the sample,

the shear wave speed can be calculated. The difference between the two positions

in distance and the two waveforms in the time domain can be used, as a differential

measurement removes errors due to the uncertainty in when the wave can be said
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to have arrived at the detector.

The difference in arrival time of the SH0 wave packet for the 100 mm sep-

aration and 200 mm separation can be calculated using a cross correlation on the

waveform, which allows the speed of the mode in the sample to be measured as

(3234 ± 21)m/s which is very close to the standard value of 3235 m/s expected for

the SH0 mode [142].

The same procedure can be carried out for the circumferentially travelling

modes in order to determine the wave speed of the CSH0 mode when travelling

circumferentially around the pipeline, but the phase velocity and group velocity of

the CSH0 mode are no longer equal and the wave mode shows dispersion, so taking

velocities directly from the data is less straightforward and becomes more of an

estimate.

3.4 Planning an inspection

3.4.1 Procedure for setting up an inspection

Using the information from above and the applicable guided wave theory, a proce-

dure for planning an inspection with the minimum of calibration can be written.

First the shear wave speed should calculated in the sample if possible by carry-

ing out a differential wave speed measurement of the fundamental shear horizontal

mode in the axial direction of the pipe. Secondly, the nominal thickness and outer

diameter of the sample should be obtained and the speed and sample dimensions

used to generate the dispersion curve for the sample.

The nominal wavelength of the probe or the full representation of the opera-

tion area of the probe can then be used to determine the frequency of operation for

the various modes that are desired to be generated. The inspections focus on the

lowest order symmetric and antisymmetric modes and the bandwidth of the system

means these are usually generated simultaneously. The choice is then whether to

choose a frequency that suits the generation of both modes or different frequencies

that are optimised for each different mode. A single frequency that lies in between

the maxima of the modes would allow for a single scan of the sample but compro-

mises on the energy into each mode. A set of measurements that excite the probes

at the peak frequency for each given mode means more sweeps are needed by but

the energy is more concentrated into the mode of interest.
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3.4.2 Probe positioning

Once the parameters of the sample have been determined and the frequencies of

operation obtained from the dispersion curves, the application of the probes should

be considered. The system that has been used here involves two PPM EMATs of

either 8.8 mm or 12 mm nominal wavelength operated in a pitch catch arrangement,

mounted on a wheeled trolley, equipped with an encoder wheel. When these probes

are applied to the sample, the system is designed to saddle the top of the pipeline

so that there is around 200 mm separation between the probes on the surface of the

pipeline (depending on the diameter of the pipeline), with half of this distance to ei-

ther side of the centre line of the pipe. This places the transducers at approximately

the ten and two o’clock positions on the pipe surface.

This inevitably takes some calibration each time in order to make the probes

lie at the appropriate lift off from the surface, and at the desired separation. It is

important to know the circumferential separation of the probes so that if there is

a change in the arrival time of signals, the distance travelled by the waveform is

known and information about the severity of the defect can be extracted.

Figure 3.11: Schematic diagram of the positioning of probes on the pipe surface and
of the EMAT rig used to carry the probes.

The method of operation of the EMAT probes results in the propagation of

guided waves in both directions around the pipeline, both clockwise and anticlock-

wise. This allows for the separation of the received signals into these two categories,

with the first signals detected being the short path signal that goes between the two

transducers along the top of the pipeline and the second signal being the long path

signal, which travels between the transducers along the bottom of the pipeline. The

set separation of the EMATs is designed to provide a different propagation distance

for the short path compared to the long path, so that they appear at different times.

The different times of arrival for the different paths allows categorisation

of any defect into being between the transducers on the top of the pipe or on the
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base of the pipe by seeing which set of signals are different from the clear area.

The propagation of the waves in the circumferential direction means that multiple

signals will be seen in the time records, corresponding to the multiple loops that

the waves travel around the pipeline. These multiple loop signals can be used to

determine wave speeds in areas that are defect free without knowing the separation

between the probes. If the signal that has travelled the short path distance and the

signal that has travelled an entire circumference plus the short path distance are

considered, the time taken for the constant distance that is the circumference of the

pipeline is found and hence speeds can be calculated without any errors in distance.

Figure 3.12: Schematic diagram of the positioning of probes on the pipe surface
and the short (SP) and long path (LP) along the pipe surface that arises due to the
generation of waves in both directions by the transmitting probe (T), detected by
the receiving probe (R).

Knowledge of the positioning of the probes with respect to each other and

the pipeline centre circumferentially allows any reflections of waves from the defect

to be used to provide further information for the inspection. The position of these

reflections with respect to the short and long path signals can be used to provide

further characterisation of the circumferential positioning of a defect, if the defect

allows for coherent reflection of the waves from the defect edge. This can happen if

the edge of the defect is abrupt and relatively uniform, but is unlikely to be able to

be used if the defect is varied in shape and depth such as would be the likely case

with an in-service corrosion patch.
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3.5 Characterisation of Pulser Receiver system

With the inspections optimised in terms of the frequency of operation and the

placement of the probes, the final factor to be considered in terms of inspection

is the pulser receiver system that is used to generate the excitation signal and to

record the time signal data. The tone burst excitation signals and data capture were

provided by an Innerspec Technologies Inc pulser box (Innerspec “PowerBox”), this

has been referenced previously, but the following describes in more detail some of

its advantages and disadvantages.

This system has been designed by Innerspec on the basis of portability, user

interface and power restrictions, so that it can be used on site using only battery

power with the minimum of user input. This means that the industrial system has

various limitations as compared to a laboratory based system. The most relevant

of these limitations for the user are the limits on the full data sets that can be

recorded, and the bandwidth and temporal duration of excitation signals that can

be generated.

3.5.1 Pulser receiver considerations

The time signals recorded by the system are limited to a full time record of 600

microseconds. This could lead to issues on large diameter samples due to the time

that it takes for the guided wave modes to propagate around the circumference of

the pipeline. It could also pose a problem when trying to detect reflections from

the defect that arrive later on in the time signal, or any attempts to gain further

information from signals that have travelled multiple loops of the pipeline. The

acquisition of information from multiple loop signals in the data will be considered

later, but tests have been carried out with this system on a sample that has an

outer circumference of almost 2 metres, so this time restriction is deemed to not be

damagingly limiting for obtaining signals.

The system also has a maximum number of five cycles in the excitation signals

that can be generated. This determines the level to which the frequency content of

the signals can be controlled. The frequency sweep with the more versatile lab based

system has shown that this limitation of the frequency should not prove too disrup-

tive in terms of obtaining signals of relevant frequency content from the system. It

is however likely to mean that multiple wave modes are generated simultaneously,

which can cause problems if the modes overlap with each other, making it difficult

to separate the two modes for travel time measurement.

The final factor that should be taken into account when applying the system
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in an in-situ measurement is the limitation in the power settings that can be used

to generate the excitation signals. The system only features two power settings of

600 of 1200 Volt excitation signals. This can cause issues, in that the lower power

setting can lead to unsatisfactory amplitude of signals due to the poor transduction

efficiency of the EMAT probes. The higher power setting on the other hand can

lead to a saturation of the receiver such that the amplitude information can be lost

from a signal in terms of being able to compare amplitudes between clear areas and

areas where a defect is present.

These limitations have been assessed with regard to the quality of data that

is recorded in a particular sample. The frequency restrictions can be dealt with

by careful consideration of the excitation frequencies used and the time restrictions

have been considered and deemed adequate for the majority of samples that will

be examined. The saturation of the received signal can be avoided by viewing an

initial A-scan of the sample before an encoded scan is carried out. This allows for

confirmation that the signal does not saturate and the application of a lower power

setting if it does. If there is time when carrying out the inspections, the saturated

signal can still be recorded and used to show differences in areas where a defect is

present for a screening style measurement, as an immediate indication of the present

of a defect.

3.5.2 Experimental rig considerations

The experimental trolley that holds the transducers is designed to move across the

surface of the pipe with minimal disruption. It consists of wheeled carriages for the

EMAT probes, holding them at a fixed lift off from the sample which can be adjusted

but is set here at 0.3 mm lift off and an adjustable arm that holds these carriages

in order to set them on the pipe surface at a given separation. A photograph of the

trolley with dimensions is shown in Figure 3.13 [143].

This arrangement is effective for securing the probes to the surface at the

desired point, but has its own inherent drawbacks. Different surface conditions of

the sample can lead to the frame not moving smoothly over the pipe surface and

can lead to missed data or poor quality data axially. This can occur if the shaft

encoder doesn’t move when the rig is moved over a particular section, which leads

to rescanning of areas to compensate for the missing data. Obtaining this missing

data is achieved by rescanning an area but unless this is done very carefully, keeping

the encoder position for each time record correct, errors can occur in the encoder

position, which could lead to over or underestimation of a defect’s size by an encoded

distance step (here 1 mm). Errors could also occur given the risk of circumferential
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Figure 3.13: Photograph of the experimental rig used for scanning topside pipe
samples with EMATs in this Thesis.

slippage of the transducers, changing the positioning of the scanning system with

respect to any defect.

These limitations in positioning are solved in the subsea case by allowing

location tracking for the rig, such that it remains on the top of the pipe and com-

pensates for any change to positioning that might occur. A photograph showing

the subsea unit on a pipe is given in Figure 3.14. At present this is only used in

the subsea version due to the necessity of getting the measurements correct on the

first sweep of the sensors due to limited inspection times due to weather limitations

in a marine environment. However, this approach could be applied in the topside

application of the system if necessary. In general the encoded scans are recording

a time record every 1 mm, such that any inconsistencies in the encoded data are

on a much smaller scale than the size of the defects that are encountered. This

should not affect the screening capability of the system, but would affect the fine

measurements that may be required such as defect positioning circumferentially or

defect extent in the axial direction.

Due to the uncertainties involved in the measurements with regard to the

application of the experimental rig and the application of the pulser receiver system,

it will be necessary to assess the interaction with defects in a modelling situation as

well as taking the experimental data. Finite element modelling of the system will
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Figure 3.14: Photograph of the experimental rig used for scanning subsea samples
with EMATs.

allow for any uncertainties in distances and the recording of data to be considered

separately to the actual data and provide a deeper understanding of what happens to

the different wave modes when they interact with a defect. An introduction to finite

element modelling is provided in Chapter 4 along with some of the processes that

have been carried out in order to establish a representative model of the experimental

system.
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Chapter 4

Finite Element Analysis

In order to gain a better understanding of a system at all stages of development,

computer modelling of the system is often used. In the case of ultrasonic inspection

techniques, this can take several forms. One form of modelling is to carry out

finite element modelling of the wave propagation [61, 58], another is to carry out

modelling of the wave propagation in an analytical sense using Huygens principle

type models [106]. Modelling of the generation mechanisms that lead to ultrasound

being generated by a transducer can also be carried out such as in the determination

of forces caused by the electromagnetic interactions in an EMAT [144]. Modelling

can be used to give further information on the processes that happen at all points

of the inspection process, from the generation of ultrasound by the EMAT, through

to the propagation of ultrasound in the sample and interaction of the ultrasound

with a defect to the reception of the ultrasound by the receiving transducer.

Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is a useful tool for understanding complex

experimental signals and separating effects that are seen experimentally in order

to assess their contribution to the situation as a whole. It can also be used to

visualise complex interactions such as how waves behave when incident on a defect

[60, 61, 58] and can be used to generate a range of different scenarios that may not

be available to experimentally. FEA is used in this thesis to determine the profile

of forces generated by an EMAT transducer in an electromagnetic model. The

forces determined here can then be used as an input to a model of the generation

and propagation of ultrasonic guided waves in a pipe sample. The purpose of this

being to confirm the hypothesis of what happens to different SH guided wave modes

when they interact with defects of different sizes and shapes, to provide a tool to

interpret the complex signals received and to give an opportunity to visualise these

interactions.
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The process of finite element modelling can be computationally expensive

and certain simplifications may have to be made in order to make the acquisition

of data from the model possible in terms of the computational load of a model and

reasonable in terms of the amount of time that a simulation takes to complete. This

section gives a brief introduction to finite element theory and the steps taken to make

sure that the model that is generated is suitable to compare to the experimental

data.

Finite element modelling of wave behaviour is carried out here with the com-

mercial package PZFlex developed by Weidlinger Associates Inc. This is a package

that has been developed to investigate amongst other things, the behaviour and

optimal design of piezoelectric style probes and arrays and their ultrasonic wave

propagation. In this thesis, the focus is on the propagation of ultrasound in a sam-

ple that is generated by an EMAT. This is achieved by using an excitation signal and

transducer force profile that represent that which is seen in experiment for both the

transmission and reception of guided waves. Initially an electromagnetic model of

the EMAT was generated using COMSOL Multiphysics, to confirm that the profile

of forces on the surface is approximately sinusoidal and to obtain a realistic excita-

tion force that is seen in experiments, that can be used for the excitation force in

the PZFlex model. Once a model for the transducer’s generation and detection of

guided waves is created and verified against experimental data, the model can be

used to create more complex scenarios or data for defect geometries that are not

available experimentally.

4.1 Finite Element theory

FEA is commonly used to investigate the behaviour of complex systems that change

over time. The complexity in these systems could be in the geometry, the wave

interaction behaviour such as the level of scattering, reflection or mode conversion,

or in the changes that such a system sees with time such that an analytical solution

to the problem is unavailable. For example in the problem that is presented here, the

phase and group speeds of the different modes are given by the respective dispersion

curves as in Chapter 2, but the extent to which waves are reflected or mode converted

can’t be derived from these dispersion curves.

The finite element method is based on building a structure out of a series of

discrete elements such that a large sample is constructed from many small elements,

this is known as building a mesh [145], and an example of this is shown in Figure 4.1.

This mesh has to be fine enough to allow for a good approximation of the overall
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structure to be achieved. The small elements that the sample is split into allows

for the wave equation for the situation to be solved for each individual element and

the results propagated into the next element, whilst also ensuring global boundary

conditions are met. In modelling processes for NDT tasks, a chronological solution

to the problem is found usually employing a time stepping solution. Breaking the

problem down in this way allows for very complex systems to be examined due to the

calculations for each element being simple and easy to calculate but the combination

of all these solutions making up the more complex global solution.

Numerically solving the wave equations for the mesh of elements provides a

self consistent series of solutions for each element, which is used to obtain a global

solution to the wave equation for the whole model of which the elements are a part,

and this is then used to calculate the wave displacements, velocities or pressures, as

is required for a given situation.

Figure 4.1: Illustration of the concept of meshing in finite element methods, with
many small elements making up a larger model. The solutions for the wave equation
are found for each element allowing the propagation of waves through the model.

When designing a finite element simulation, care must be taken that the small

errors that can be inherent in building a large model out of smaller elements do not

add up to make the output of the model non representative of the experimental

situation. These errors are generally introduced by rounding errors or mistakes

that are made when discretising the model. If the mesh is not fine enough then a

propagating wave will experience numerical dispersion [146, 147]. The mesh density

that is required for a given situation in order to accurately represent the sample is

generally found through convergence of the solution. Although various suggestions

for the number of elements that are required can be seen in the literature, in reality

a convergence test is the only method that will provide a definitive answer [145, 148,

149].

The convergence of a model is the concept that as the size of the elements is

reduced, hence increasing the density of the mesh for a given distance, the solution

to the finite element problem becomes closer to the actual experimental results. For
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example in an ultrasonic case, the speed of the ultrasonic waveforms in the simu-

lation should approach the analytical value for that type of wave. A common way

of confirming the convergence of the solution is by doubling the mesh density and

investigating whether the output of the model changes significantly. Here conver-

gence was tested by testing the arrival time of the modes to check whether they were

close to the theoretical values. If the theoretical arrival time value wasn’t reached,

then the number of elements was doubled and the model rerun. This procedure

continued until the solution converged. This is illustrated in Figure 4.2 where the

number of elements that make up the distance represented by one wavelength of the

ultrasound generated is doubled from one case to the next, with the extra elements

in that distance providing a more representative solution to the problem.

Figure 4.2: Illustrative example of doubling the number of elements in a model for
the distance given by one wavelength of the ultrasound in the model. Convergence
is achieved when the signal representation in the model doesn’t improve when the
number of elements is increased.

The convergence test is easy to carry out on a flat plate style geometry due

to the simplicity of the propagation of the waves between the elements but becomes

more complex when a pipe structure is considered. This is because PZFlex as a finite

element analysis tool doesn’t provide the user with a choice of element geometries,

it limits the mesh choice to that of square or cubic elements. This can cause issues

with generating geometries that are more complex such as curved surfaces as the

number of elements will have to be increased to bring the approximation of the

surface closer to the real situation, the issue of a square mesh for a circular sample

is illustrated in Figure 4.3. This limiting factor is avoided in other finite element

programs where a choice of the mesh type is allowed so that a suitable element shape
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can be chosen to suit the geometry and a variation in mesh density is possible such

that areas of interest can be finely meshed and areas that are not as relevant to the

solution can be more broadly meshed. This allows for the mesh to provide a closer

approximation to complex geometries such as curved surfaces by using elements that

can be distorted to match the desired surface or allowing shapes such as triangles

that may be more suitable to fill the area desired. Even in programs where a choice

of mesh is provided, it is usually recommended for time stepping procedures to

provide elements of identical size and shape for the mesh.

Figure 4.3: Illustration of the difficulty of representing a curved surface with square
elements.

When carrying out modelling of ultrasonic wave propagation, a chronological

simulation is used [150]. The most common is to perform a time step solution such

as PZFlex uses. PZFlex uses an explicit time stepping approach, in which the values

such as displacements and velocities at any time are used to extrapolate a new set of

values a certain time later. This procedure is followed as many times as is necessary

until the desired end time is reached. Using this method, the element size and

time step size have to be within certain limits to ensure the accuracy and stability

of the model. As such the program limits the size and shape of elements in the

mesh to be the same to improve solution efficiency and to prevent wave reflections

from boundaries in mesh regions with different element sizes. The time step is set

to be less than the time taken for the fastest wave to travel the shortest distance

between adjacent nodes, which will correspond to the element length. This ensures

the stability of the simulation and also ensures that when the convergence test is

carried out, it is not only the size of the elements that is changed but also the time

step, so that the solution becomes more precise in both distance and time as the

number of elements per wavelength is increased.

Despite the restrictions in PZFlex on the shape of the elements, it is a useful

tool to use for the propagation of ultrasound due to the ease with which a model
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can be established and the reduction in parameters that need to be specified by the

user.

Although increasing the mesh density increases the accuracy of the resulting

data, it also increases the size of the model as more elements have to be included

in the structure. This will lead to increased memory usage and computation times.

A balance is therefore required between the number of elements in the system and

computational cost of the simulation. If the number elements is too low then the

mesh density will not be adequate to represent the sample and so the model will

not converge to the desired value. Conversely if the element size is too small, then

the simulation will be impractical in terms of memory usage and computation time.

A common technique for reducing the number of elements and hence reducing

the computational load and time of a finite element simulation is to use knowledge

of boundary conditions and symmetry to reduce the size of the model. Symmetry

can be used in some cases to allow for half or even a quarter of the overall struc-

ture to be representative of the whole model for example, which would reduce the

computational time [151].

Absorbing boundary conditions can also be used to limit the computational

load by shortening the sample in a direction that isn’t important and removing

reflections and scattered signals that are not desired. PZFlex implements the MINT

condition (Material Independent Non-reflecting Treatment) that can be found in the

literature [151, 152], which makes no assumptions regarding the boundary geometry,

angle of incidence of scattered waves or material constitutive properties so that non

linear effects can be accommodated.

In the cases considered here, the computational load can be reduced by using

the SH wave feature in PZFlex that makes a 2D model with an arbitrary thickness in

the 3rd dimension so that a shearing force can be applied in this dimension without

having to generate a full representation of this dimension in the model. This allows

for simpler models to be generated to determine the behaviour of the waves in the

propagation direction circumferentially, but is unable to give any axial information,

so 3D models are needed for such an analysis.

4.2 Spatial profiles as an input

PZFlex can input its excitation signals to the model in different ways; it can either

be used to model piezoelectric probes with voltage inputs to piezoelectric materials

as is used in probe design, or use a pressure to excite the face of an element of the

mesh in order to mimic the forces produced by a transducer, known as pressure
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loading. This causes the element to distort and transmit the forces onto the next

element and so on, allowing the disturbance to propagate through the material as

it would in the experimental case.

Here the probes used were PPM EMATs, (the structure of which was shown

in Chapter 2) to generate an alternating shearing force in an orthogonal direction to

that of the propagation direction of the wave. It was also shown previously that the

waves are generated in the skin depth of the sample, and that in the steel samples

that will be considered, this means that the forces generated by the transducer

can be approximated as forces on the surface. Therefore in generating the shear

horizontal forces here, the pressure loading to generate the desired guided wave will

be an alternating pressure load on the surface elements of the sample. The pressure

loading will be provided by a tone burst signal that is modulated by this spatial

profile along a length that is matched to the size of the experimental transducer.

Getting a representative distribution of these forces on the surface of a sample

is the key to generating the modes with spatial and frequency bandwidths that are

similar to that seen in experiment. This works well in a plate sample where the

number of elements on the flat surface for the given length of the transducer on the

surface is more than adequate to provide a representation of the probe, even with

a low mesh density. However, when the same forces are desired to be used on the

surface of the pipe, the profile must be adjusted to account for the fact there are

less element faces directly facing out from the sample, which means less faces onto

which the forces can be directly applied.

The effect of this is that in order to obtain the same quality of results as

the flat plate case in terms of narrowing the spatial bandwidth that is produced,

the number of elements per wavelength for the pipe must be greater in order to

provide a surface that is more realistic. This is an example where the propagation

of the ultrasound in the sample is not limited by the size of the elements in terms

of being small enough to represent a material but in the ability to apply the force

profile effectively on the surface. The disadvantage of the increase in the number

of elements per wavelength required is that the computational load of the model

increases as well as the processing time. A new pattern of the respective amplitude

of forces on the surface is then necessary in order to produce a nominal wavelength

that is comparable to the experimental probe. This is separate but connected to

the issue that arises from trying to generate a curved surface with cubic elements

in that the number of elements representing the surface must be large enough in

the first place to give a good representation of the curved surface geometrically. It

must then have enough elements representing the surface for the force profile to be
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generated on the surface with enough points of operation to suitably represent the

forces that are seen experimentally.

Figure 4.4: Illustration of how the spatial profile of the probe is applied to the
excitation signal in order to generate signals of the correct relative amplitude and
the application of these signals to the relevant elements in the mesh of the finite
element model with a curved surface.

The practical application of this concept is illustrated in Figure 4.4. Here

the spatial profile that determines the amplitude of the forces on the surface of the

sample is used to modulate the excitation signal that is input by the pulser system,

this is done for every element under the active area of the transducer, so that the

effect on the surface is a periodic series of excitation points with the amplitude of

the excitation signal at each point different. The number of points in the profile

is adjusted to match the number of elements in the mesh on which the forces can

be applied in order to effectively apply the forces on the surface that approximate

the transducer forces. Figure 4.4 shows a simplified version of this with only a few

forces and elements selected, the full application would consider forces applied at

every element on the surface.

Given that the EMAT is a velocity sensor, as discussed previously, the data
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that will be considered from these simulations is the velocity of the nodes in the

direction of the shearing forces, so that an approximation of the velocities detected

by the receiver can be achieved. In order to ensure that the simulation matches

the experiment as much as possible, this value is taken from the surface elements

of the pipe that approximate the size of the transducer used in the transmission.

These outputs are then modulated by the spatial profile of the transducer in the

same way as the signals were generated for the transmitter and an average over

the area of the transducer taken in order to mimic the reception mechanism over

the entire footprint of the transducer. This should give the best approximation of

the generation and reception mechanisms that take place due to the forces in the

material that are induced by the interaction of the electric and magnetic fields that

the transducer generates.

In much of the work here, the model was used in two dimensions to approx-

imate the wave interaction with defects. Two dimensions were used to limit the

computational load and calculation time of the model. This approach is taken to

be valid because the defects of interest are often of a scale that is larger than the

transducer, such that the two dimensional model is representative of the propaga-

tion through a defect. This means that the effect of a transducer being entirely over

a defect in the axial direction will be effectively modelled by having a defect in two

dimensions blocking the passage of the ultrasound around the pipe circumference.

This will clearly give no axial information on sizing of defects as the scanning rig

travels along the pipeline, but can be used to accurately model the interaction of the

ultrasound with defects and reflection from defects in the circumferential direction

around the pipeline.

From this basis of the finite element theory and its application to the situation

that is presented in this study, it should be possible to model the interaction of the

SH guided wave ultrasound with defects as the waves travel circumferentially around

the sample. This should be comparable with the experimental situation in terms of

the proportions of the different modes that are generated and should give a facility

to assess the signals that are seen experimentally by knowing how they are generated

and behave in the simulation.
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Chapter 5

Experimental results

The previous chapters have set out the preparation that is required before an inspec-

tion is attempted with the SH guided wave screening system specified and the the-

oretical basis of these measurements, including the limitations of the experimental

system that have to be accommodated. This chapter will illustrate the information

that can be extracted from a measurement of a defect of known dimensions using

the experimental technique set out previously and how finite element modelling of

the defect can provide a greater understanding of how the ultrasound interacts with

defects. This can be extended to other cases of in service corrosion patch defects,

where the depth of the defect is not necessarily known, in order to assess what depth

information can be gained without prior knowledge of the defect structure or depth.

5.1 Samples of interest

The samples considered in this Thesis are taken to be representative of oil and gas

pipelines that would be used in industry. As such, a range of sample circumferences

and thicknesses are considered and presented. In addition to the samples tested

here, a wider range of samples have been tested in blind trials to assess the detection

capabilities of the system. The main focus in this Thesis is on samples of the lower

wall thickness range and circumference that are seen in industry, as these are the

types of samples that are more prone to failure due to external corrosion. The

samples considered in the general work here ranges from a wall thickness of 5 mm

to 12.5 mm (although not all of this range is provided here). Further blind trials

have seen the technique used on samples up to 19 mm thick wall thickness for defect

detection. The pipe circumferences tested range from 540 mm to 863 mm, with

application to circumferences of over 2.2 metres in further lab tests. As mentioned
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previously in Chapter 3, the main limiting factor with scanning large circumference

pipelines would be the length of the time signal that can be recorded by the receiver.

Clearly if the circumferential distance between the transducers is too great, then the

arrival time of the ultrasonic waves will be beyond the maximum time that can be

recorded.

The samples vary in surface condition and preparation, with some featuring

a layer of protective coating such as paint or fusion bonded epoxy. This layer is

designed to protect the underlying metal from external corrosion and can in general

be anything up to 1 millimetre thick. As long as this coating is non-conductive, as

in the case of the two materials mentioned, this should not present a problem for

inspection by EMATs, since the electromagnetic fields generate the shearing forces

in the underlying conductive material, effectively bypassing the coating thickness.

The main effect that the coating layer will have on the generation of ultrasound in

the sample is in the increased lift off of the EMAT probes from the surface of the

pipe. It will also affect the dispersion curves [153] but this is neglected in this Thesis

for simplicity. This lift off will lead to an inefficient generation of ultrasound due to

the strength of the electromagnetic forces decreasing with distance from the probe

[118, 119, 154]. This can present a major problem for inspection with EMATs, since

the signal transduction is inefficient compared to other ultrasonic methods.

A table detailing the specific samples tested in this Thesis is provided in

Table 5.1. This table labels the pipe samples and identifies which chapter contains

the scan data for each sample. The pipe samples tested here had a range of different

circumferences and pipe wall thicknesses as shown in the table but were focussed on

the lower pipe wall, smaller circumference pipes as mentioned. Some of the samples

had a coating layer present which was no thicker than 1 mm although the thickness

is unlikely to have been uniform at all points. The dimensions of any single defect

in the sample are recorded if they were known and are provided in Table 5.1 as a

measurement of a bounding box that encompasses the full defect. The maximum

depth of the defect is shown if it is available but in several cases it was not and is

provided elsewhere (Table 6.1) for samples with multiple defects. For the blind trial

cases in Chapter 6, no information was available on the defects, but for the rest of

the samples at least the approximate extent of the defect on the pipe surface was

known. Finally a brief description of the defects in the sample is given.
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Sample Chap. OD WT Coating Def. Dims. Depth Description
(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

1 5 170 7 1 48.6 circ 4.8 One
44.2 ax artificial

corrosion
patch
style def.

2 6 170 7 none 75 circ n/a Single
145 ax in-service

corrosion
patch,
varied
depth.

3 6 275 9 none n/a n/a Blind trials
with pipe
support
defect.

4 6 274 6.4 1 Multiple Multiple Multiple
with varied
morphology.
Details in
Fig. 6.10,
Table 6.1.

5 6 171 7.5 none Diam. 20 3.8 Flat-bottom
Diam 30 -hole style

defects,
int, ext
and varied
size and
depth. See
Fig. 6.15.

6 6 222 8.18 none 100 circ 2 Wrapper
100 ax welded on

exterior inc.
25% depth
defect.
See
Fig. 6.17.

Table 5.1: Summary of dimensions of the pipe samples for which data is shown in this
Thesis. Columns represent sample number, which chapter the sample features in,
outer diameter, wall thickness, coating thickness, dimensions of the defect, maximum
depth of defect and brief description of the defects.

The attachment of the probe to the pipe surface is shown in Figure 5.1, with
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the coating thickness shown to illustrate how this increases probe lift off. It should

be noted as from the COMSOL modelling before in Chapter 3, that the lift of the

probe for a circumferential measurement varies across the transducer such that the

signal generation could be efficient at the centre of the probe but less efficient for

the ends of the probe. The extent to which the system is affected by lift off is hence

dependent on the curvature of the pipe sample inspected.

Figure 5.1: Diagram showing how the EMAT is held against the pipe in its wheeled
carriage to allow it to be moved along the surface of the pipe and showing the extra
lift off that the coating layer introduces for the EMAT, (not to scale).

The change of lift off of probes is a particularly important factor when con-

sidering defects that can be at any position around the pipe’s circumference. The

presence of defects will make the surface of the pipe uneven, which could lead to

a change in lift off of probes if the circumferential position of the defect area is

directly underneath the EMAT. This will cause the probes to lift further away from

the surface and decrease the efficiency of generation of ultrasound in the sample,

changing signals without providing any wall thickness information. The lift off of

the probes from the surface is maintained in the experimental rig by the arms that

hold the transducers and can be adjusted in each case to have the lift off of the

probe at a fixed distance from the surface.

5.2 Defects

The defects of interest in this Thesis are considered to be corrosion patch defects that

have been generated by external corrosion of the pipe surface as shown in Figure 5.2.

In the topside case, corrosion patch style defects are most likely to be located at pipe

support locations as noted in the original problem description, but their location is

not limited to these positions. Corrosion patch style defects are usually irregular in

shape and depth, this presents a challenge for any inspection as they are likely to
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cause significant scattering of signals [155, 156]. The defect is also likely to change

in depth throughout its area in both the axial and circumferential directions, which

makes exact defect sizing difficult. Given that the methods here involve detecting

the ultrasound after it has been transmitted through a defect, this means that any

thickness measurement that can be achieved will only be an estimate of the average

thickness. The complicated nature of in-service corrosion patches also presents a

problem in determining the depth in order to assess results from the system.

Figure 5.2: Photograph showing an in-service corrosion patch in a non-coated sam-
ple. The corrosion patch is of irregular size and shape, with the wall thickness
variable throughout the defect.

Artificial defects that are induced in samples struggle to replicate the be-

haviour of the in-service defects due to the inherent complexity of a real defect. The

introduction of an artificial defect into a sample is generally limited by the tool that

is used to make the defect, with flat bottomed and straight sided defects the easiest

type to generate using techniques such as electrical discharge machining. A range

of artificial defects are considered in this Thesis, with different shapes and sizes and

the system has been tested on in-service defects. A study on the different defect

profiles is provided in Chapter 6, with straight sided flat bottomed holes situated

internally and externally generated by electrical discharge machining, but these are

not very representative of a corrosion patch defect, being more representative of the

type of pitting corrosion that may be an initial progenitor of further corrosion. As

the straight sides of the defects don’t compare well with the gradual change in depth
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found in in-service corrosion patches.

An artificial defect that is a more suitable representation of a corrosion patch

is a gouged hole in a sample, where the depth profile can be more easily fitted to

the sort of profile seen in in-service samples. In generating these defects, a gradual

change of thickness to the full depth is employed as would be seen in real corrosion

patches, but unless the profile is considered in detail, the edges of the defect in

the circumferential direction will be relatively uniform. This will result in coherent

reflections from the edges that may not be seen with more complex real defects.

5.3 Pipe Screening

Before an inspection is carried out, the preparation steps given in Chapter 3 can

be used to generate the dispersion curves for a sample and determine the operation

points in terms of frequency-thickness and velocity. Once the operation points on

the dispersion curves are known, the frequency of operation for each mode can be

set for an inspection. If the sample is the same thickness along the circumference,

then the arrival times of the different modes will correspond to the circumferential

distance travelled by the mode divided by the speed at which the mode travels. The

introduction of a defect in the form of wall thinning in the propagation path of the

guided wave will alter the arrival time of the different modes at the receiver.

5.3.1 Defect effect on the circumferential SH0 mode

As the thickness of the curved sample decreases from the nominal thickness, the

operation point on the dispersion curve will change. The change in the boundary

conditions caused by the thinning of the pipe wall results in a change of the velocity

of the wave in order to satisfy the new parameters of the sample. With the excitation

frequency constant and the thickness decreasing, the frequency-thickness product of

the mode changes such that its new velocity can be determined from the dispersion

curve.

When the circumferential SH0 (CSH0) mode is considered, a reduction in

the thickness will result in the CSH0 mode travelling at a higher speed whilst prop-

agating through the defect. This change in speed in the thinner region is shown as

the operation point of the guided wave moving to a lower frequency-thickness value

on the dispersion curve. The overall change in the arrival time of the signal will not

be a large change, as the mode only travels at the higher speed when propagating

through the defect. This means that for the vast majority of the distance that the

wave propagates around the circumference, it will travel at the original velocity de-
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termined by the nominal thickness. The effect of this change in operation area is

shown in Figure 5.3 for the phase velocity in Figure 5.3a and the group velocity in

Figure 5.3b.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.3: The phase and group velocity dispersion curves for the first 5 SH modes
in a 7 mm thick 86 mm radius steel sample with the nominal operation point set
by the nominal wavelength of the probe circled in blue and the resulting operation
point for a thickness that is reduced by 2 mm to a thickness of 5 mm shown by the
black star. (It is clear here that the small change in thickness results in a change in
velocity in the CSH0 mode, with a greater change in thickness resulting in a greater
change in velocity.)

Here the change from the excitation point for a 7 mm thick sample to a

thinner area is shown. The blue circle represents the original excitation point and the

black star represents the operation point of the wave that would be expected if the

thickness of the pipe is reduced to 5 mm. This shows the velocity the circumferential

SH0 mode would travel at in the section of the sample that is at this reduced

thickness.

The result of this change in wave propagation when a defect is reached is a

waveform that is essentially a sum of the wave travelling in the full thickness for the

majority of the path and the faster speed at the defect. In the case of a real defect,

the change of the velocity will be gradual as it will not possess an abrupt edge, with

the tapered depth defect gradually gaining its maximum value and then decreasing

again as the shallower part of the defect is encountered. This leads to a low level

of reflection, as the boundary conditions change at a rate that the wave can adjust

to. The change in velocity of the SH0 mode in the circumferential application here

presents a distinct difference to that of shear waves in a plate, where the velocity of

the SH0 mode remains constant at all frequency-thicknesses.

The low level of dispersion of the circumferential SH0 mode means that the

change in velocity of the CSH0 mode will be small compared to the higher order
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modes. The amount of difference in arrival time that is observed between the arrival

time of the CSH0 mode for the case of no defect and the case of a defect depends

on the depth profile of the defect and the circumferential extent of the defect. The

depth profile of the defect will determine the waveform received, as it will change

the depth of the defect at each point, determining how long the mode travels at the

particular speed that is defined by the new boundary conditions. The circumferential

extent will also alter this, as it will change what proportion of the total distance the

wave propagates to the different speeds.

Although the mode will show some disruption from the presence of a defect,

the small changes in velocity make it more difficult to use the CSH0 mode for defect

depth gauging than other modes that show a greater change with depth of a defect

such as the CSH1 mode that will be considered subsequently.

5.3.2 Defect effect on the circumferential SH1 mode

When a defect is encountered by a higher order mode than the fundamental shear

horizontal mode, its interaction is more complex. The higher order modes have a

cut-off frequency-thickness below which the waves cannot propagate within a sample

as was considered in Chapter 2.

The existence of a cut-off frequency of the mode results in different behaviour

when a sample is reduced to a remaining wall thickness that is below the cut-off

value. When the frequency-thickness product of the CSH1 mode for example falls

below its cut-off at a defect, the propagating ultrasound is partially reflected away

from the edge of the defect and partially transmitted through the defect as a mode

converted CSH0 waveform. This mode conversion to the CSH0 mode allows the

CSH1 mode energy to be transmitted through the defect area as the lower order

mode, with the wave mode converting back to the higher order mode as it reaches

an area where the full thickness of the sample is restored. This mode cut-off can be

used to determine a thickness range that the defect must fall into in order to have

caused a cut-off of the CSH1 mode.

For higher order modes such as the CSH2 mode, there are more options

to mode convert into lower order modes, with both the CSH0 and CSH1 modes

available depending on the remaining thickness in the defect area. However, as was

determined in the mode propagation tests in the original data in Chapter 3, the

higher order modes that can be excited with the EMATs considered here are not

suitable for defect detection, so will not be considered in detail here.

The other scenario for the interaction of the CSH1 mode with a defect is if

the defect is shallow enough for the remaining wall thickness to be above the cut-off
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thickness. If the section of wall thinning in the pipe is above the cut-off thickness,

then the CSH1 mode travels at a slower speed under the defect corresponding to

the new frequency-thickness value, with the velocity increasing to the original value

when the defect is passed. This different speed is illustrated in Figure 5.4 for the

phase and group velocity, where the change of velocity is shown for the thinning of

a 7 mm thick section of pipe to a 5 mm thick remaining wall thickness.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.4: The phase and group velocity dispersion curves for the first 5 SH modes
in a 7 mm thick 86 mm radius steel sample with the nominal operation point set
by the nominal wavelength of the probe circled in blue and the resulting operation
point for a thickness that is reduced by 2 mm to a thickness of 5 mm shown by the
black star.

The change in the propagation velocity as the wave propagates through the

defect area results in a later arrival time of the mode in the received signal, which

can be compared against the circumferential SH1 mode in a clear area of pipe to

show the presence of a defect. In the case of the CSH1 mode, the effect of the

change of the frequency-thickness product means that the wave is operating at a

more dispersive section of the dispersion curve, which will result in a greater spread

of velocities for the different frequency components of the signal. This will result in

a greater spread in the arrival time of the different frequencies in the mode, altering

the appearance of the received mode. It is clear here that the small change in

thickness results in a change in velocity in the CSH1 mode, with a greater change

in thickness resulting in a greater change in velocity.

As with the CSH0 mode, the defect profile and circumferential extent will

determine how much of the mode transmits through the defect region as the mode

converted waveform and how much is reflected. The important issue here is the

point at which the remaining wall thickness of the defect reaches a value below the

cut-off thickness and how abrupt a change occurs between the area of full thickness

and the area below the cut-off thickness. The change in the CSH0 and CSH1 modes
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can be used to give an indication of the severity of the defect, with scans put into

three categories:

• Category one is defined as having no defect present in the sample and is

characterised by having both the CSH0 and CSH1 modes arriving at the same

time and amplitude throughout an axial scan of the sample.

• Category two is indicative of having a defect in the sample that reduces the

wall thickness but leaves a remaining wall thickness that is greater than the

cut-off thickness. This is characterised by the slowing on the received CSH1

mode such that the arrival time of the mode is later than in the case where

there is no defect present.

• Category three is that of a defect that reduces the remaining wall thickness

in the defect area to below the cut-off thickness of the CSH1 mode. This

results in a mode conversion of the CSH1 mode into an CSH0 mode in the

area beneath the defect, with the mode converting back the CSH1 mode when

the defect area is passed. This defect is identified by having some of the energy

that was expected in the CSH1 mode arriving as a faster waveform in between

the CSH0 mode for the path and the expected arrival of the CSH1 mode for

the path.

5.4 Initial measurements

The experimental system described in Chapter 3 using the Innerspec pulser receiver

and the EMAT rig was assessed in terms of its capabilities for detecting an area

of external wall thinning on a pipe sample and the sizing information that this

provides. A further assessment of the effect of defect geometry and depth is given

in Chapter 6.

5.4.1 Sample Parameters

Preliminary measurements were carried out on a steel pipe of 534 mm circumference

with a wall thickness of 7 mm, and a full axial length of 700 mm (Sample number

one in Table 5.1). This sample had a painted surface of approximately (1 ± 0.5)mm

thickness to mimic a coating that might be seen in industrial applications. The

sample contained a single artificial defect in the form of a gouged defect where

material has been removed from the pipe surface to leave a maximum remaining

wall thickness of 2.2 mm.
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The defect was designed to mimic a basic wall thinning area in the sample,

with several simplifications compared to an in-service defect. The defect structure

as shown in Figure 5.5 featured a gradual slope down to the area of greatest depth,

such that the change from the full thickness of the sample to the cut-off thickness

was gradual. However, the defect had a uniform shape along its axial length such

that it is roughly rectangular in shape to remove any complexities inherent in the

interactions of the guided waves with a complex shape.

The defect was situated in the centre of the pipe axially on the external

surface. It had a measured axial length of 48.56 mm and a circumferential extent of

44.22 mm. The intention is to represent a defect that has a depth profile and size

comparable to a simple corrosion patch without representing the complex shapes

that are often generated by in-service corrosion patches. The controlled knowledge

of the size of the defect can then be used to interpret the results and a finite element

model generated that represents this type of defect. The size and positioning of the

defect is intended to represent a defect that could occur in a pipe support area. The

defect is shown at the side of the diagram for visibility in Figure 5.5, but the sample

is free standing so the initial tests will be carried out with the defect centred at

the 6 o’clock position on the pipe to represent a pipe support style defect. Figure

5.5 shows all the relevant dimensions of the pipe and a representation of the defect,

although the profile here is simply an approximation of the likely style of the defect.

Figure 5.5: Schematic diagram showing the dimensions of the pipe sample with the
artificial defect.

Before the inspection is carried out, the sample dimensions can be used

to determine the optimum frequencies that the modes can be operated at for the

specific wavelength probe used. Here an 8.8 mm nominal wavelength probe is used

for generating and detecting the guided waves which gives an approximate frequency

of operation of 380 kHz for the CSH0 mode and 450kHz for the CSH1 mode.
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5.4.2 Recorded data and experimental setup

An encoded scan of the pipe can then be carried out, by exciting the transmit probe

with a 5 cycle tone burst in order to generate guided waves in the circumferential

direction of the pipe. The experimental rig is then moved axially along the pipeline

in order to achieve an encoded scan of the pipe. The scans can be carried out at

a high speed, (approximately 2 metres per minute) with the main limitation being

the smooth movement of the rig along the pipe in order for the encoder to work

appropriately.

The Innerspec Technologies Inc Powerbox provides the A-scans of the waves

received at the receiver and presents the encoded scan data on screen so that an

immediate assessment of the presence of a defect can be made. This sort of immedi-

ate response for the presence of corrosion is extremely useful for on-site inspection.

However, in order to provide more quantitative information about the depth and

positioning of the defect, more in depth off-line processing needs to be carried out.

The experimental rig was adjusted to fit the sample, with the EMAT carriages

set to a 0.3 mm lift off from the pipe surface to maintain the lift off distance as a

constant and the separation of the EMATs circumferentially across the top of the

pipe was set to 170 mm The relatively low number of cycles in the excitation signal

will mean that the signals span the operation areas for both the CSH0 and CSH1

modes such that both modes will be generated simultaneously.

5.4.3 Filtering

When collecting data, the digital software filters in the Innerspec system are used,

as the system generates unwanted low frequency content. Applying the software

filters in the system to remove the content below 200 kHz appears to be sufficient

to remove such signals, but more extreme filters are often used in the industrial

application of the system in order to make the initial data presentation adequately

clear. This frequency content appears to be due to the generator receiver behaviour,

as the content is present in a received signal even if the receiver is not attached to

the sample and is predominantly the same even when a different wavelength probe

is used in the system.

This suggests it is a consequence of insufficient shielding between the gen-

eration and reception sections of the equipment in this application, with a low

amplitude signal at the desired frequency and signals at a half and quarter the fre-

quency of the excitation frequency. These signals are not from propagating wave

modes that are generated and detected by the transducers and so are not relevant
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to the defect detection performance of the system. They are easily filtered out if

the digital software filters on the receiver are used and at any rate appear at much

lower amplitude than the signals of interest in the sample and so can be largely

discounted. Appropriate filtering of these additional signals is used when collecting

data in order to remove this noise and present a clear view of the received modes

in the collected time signal. Detailed analysis can then be carried out with the

appropriate application of software filters in processing of the data off-line.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.6: Time and frequency records for the transmitter pulsing at 375kHz but
the receiver not attached to the sample, showing the low frequency leakage from
within the experimental system.

A filter can also be introduced to remove any high frequency noise content in

the signal, but any noise in the higher frequency regime is generally of low amplitude.

The time record for the transmit EMAT attached to the sample but the receiver

removed from the sample is provided in Figure 5.6a showing the periodic nature of

the signals that are generated, suggesting that they are leakage from the operation

of the pulser. The frequency content of the signal is presented in Figure 5.6b,

illustrating that the majority of the signal is low frequency content that can be

filtered out from the signal.

5.4.4 Circumferential scan raw data

The frequency bandwidth of the excitation signals and the separation of the probes

on the surface of the pipe will result in the appearance of several different wave

modes in the received signal. The received waveforms in a circumferential scan

were briefly described previously for the frequency swept case, but will be presented

in detail here along with the way these waveforms can be manipulated to extract

quantitative data from the scans.
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The encoded scan is composed of Amplitude (A) scan data taken at 1 mm

intervals in the axial direction of the pipe as the guided waves propagate around the

circumference of the pipe. The A-scan data contains numerous waveforms due to

the frequency bandwidth of the excitation signal spanning both the excitation points

for the CSH0 mode and for the CSH1 mode. It also features waveforms travelling

in both directions around the pipe due to the EMAT generating waves in both

the clockwise and anticlockwise directions, knowledge of the operation of the probe

and the circumferential distance between the probes can be used to determine what

each waveform corresponds to. In the operation of the probes in this application, the

theoretical peak frequency for a mode is used as an initial estimate of the optimum

excitation frequency, with a small range around this frequency searched in order to

find the optimum frequency for the specific sample. This leads to a peak frequency

of 380 kHz for the CSH0 mode and 420 kHz for the CSH1 mode for this sample.

The filtering mentioned in the previous section can be applied to remove

unwanted disruptions to the signal. The Innerspec system allows filtering of the

received data through digital bandpass filters implemented on the system. There

are different filters available with 64, 128 and 256 taps which represent the quality of

the filter, with an increased number of taps relating to an increase in filter coefficients

and a better quality filter in terms of tightness of the passband and the amount of

attenuation of the signals outside of this band. An example of the filter is shown in

Figure 5.7 from the manual for the Innerspec system [140] in order to illustrate the

shape of the filter.

Figure 5.7: Image of the filter application screen for the Innerspec system used in
this Thesis to illustrate the shape of a bandpass filter applied. The data presented
here was taken with a higher number of taps of 256, but the shape of the filter will
still be representative.
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In the data presented in this thesis the highest order filter of 256 is used

allowing for a narrow transition from pass to stop band and a variety of levels of

filtering have been tested for their suitability. The change in the recorded signal

when different levels of filtering are applied is shown in Figure 5.8. The original

unfiltered signal is shown in Figure 5.8a, which shows a noisy initial signal due to

the extra signals in the data as referred to in Figure 5.6. The effect of applying the

filters in a wide passband between 200 kHz and 1 MHz is illustrated in Figure 5.8b

this removes any low and high frequency noise that is not related to the generated

signals but that could be disrupting the recorded data. A final figure is provided

in Figure 5.8c that illustrates the use of a tight passband around the excitation

frequency used to excite the EMAT, this is a filter with a passband between 320

kHz and 480 kHz for an excitation frequency of 380 kHz. The use of this tight

filter removes most of the extra signals from Figure 5.6, leaving only the signals of

interest.

This tight passband of frequencies around the excitation frequency is the way

the filters have been employed in the industrial application of the screening method.

This allows for the intended modes to be presented more clearly and removes any

excess noise from around the intended modes. The danger here is that information

may be lost if it lies outside this frequency range once a defect is encountered. This

means the excitation frequency and likely changes in the received signal need to be

known to a high accuracy in order to prevent the loss of information due to these

severe filters.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.8: Time records for circumferentially travelling SH modes showing the effect
of different frequency filtering ranges in order to obtain clearer signals. The initial
raw data suffers greatly with unwanted noise, caused by the system as mentioned
previously and filtering can make the signals clearer to interpret.

With the appropriate filters set for the collection of data, an assessment
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of the different sections of the waveform can be made in order to determine the

different modes that are detected. The signal for a defect free section of the pipe

is shown in Figure 5.9 with the different wave modes circled. The first signal that

will be detected, (labelled as number 1), will have travelled the short path distance

between the two transducers across the top of the sample. With the small transducer

separation distance in the short path in this example, both the CSH0 mode travelling

the short path distance and the CSH1 mode travelling the short path distance arrive

with similar arrival times. Due to the time duration of the signals and similar arrival

times at the receiver, the two modes are indistinguishable from each other in the

time domain although they should be able to be partially separated in the frequency

domain.

Figure 5.9: Time record for a defect free section of pipe showing the different wave
modes that are detected as the waves propagate around the pipe circumference.
Both the CSH0 and CSH1 modes are observed with waves propagating in both
directions around the pipe circumference.

As the waves travel a greater distance around the pipe circumference, the

different modes will separate in arrival time and become distinct from one another.

The waveform corresponding to the CSH0 mode travelling along the long path dis-

tance (labelled number 2), will be the next to arrive, followed by the long path from

the CSH1 mode (labelled as number 3). This pattern is repeated for the multiple

loops of the pipe, with waveforms corresponding to CSH0 and CSH1 modes trav-

elling the short path plus a circumference seen (labelled 4 and 5), followed by the
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same modes travelling the long path plus a circumference (labelled 6 and 7). The

CSH0 mode always arrives first in these cases due to its greater group velocity, but

the different speed of the two modes means they separate in time in the received

signal, with the CSH1 mode increasingly likely to arrive at a similar time to the

CSH0 mode travelling in the opposite direction around the pipe. This is observed

in the sections 9 and 10 and 11 and 12 especially, where the slower CSH1 modes

arrive at similar time to the CSH0 modes and complicate the recorded signals.

The knowledge of what the different waveforms relate to is essential in ex-

tracting circumferential defect positioning information from the data. If there is

a defect that occurs in the path of the transducer, then the amplitude and arrival

time of the CSH1 mode will change, as mentioned previously. This change from the

behaviour seen in the clear area can be used to indicate the presence of a defect and

the waveform in the signal that it affects can indicate whether the defect is located

within the short path between the transducers or the long path. If the defect is

located in the short path, then the short path CSH1 mode will show a change from

the clear area and similarly for the long path waveform as shown in Figure 5.10.

Figure 5.10: Time record for the defect free area of pipe. If a defect is located
between the transducers on the short path around the top of the pipe, then the
waveform labelled 1 will see a change, whereas if it is located between the transducers
on the long path around the bottom of the pipe, the waveform labelled 2 will be
affected.

The presence of a defect can also lead to distinct reflections from the edge
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of the thinning region if it is uniform axially. If the experimental rig is positioned

correctly, any reflections from the defect edge will allow for the approximate po-

sitioning of the defect circumferentially. If the defect is positioned at the base of

the pipe then any reflections are likely to travel further than the long path in order

to reach the detector, which will mean that they are received after the long path

signals in a time record. If the defects are located at positions that are not at the

base of the pipe, for example at the 3 and 9 o’clock positions on the pipe, then any

reflections will be detected between the short path and the long path signal and so

can be used for circumferential positioning. This will be considered in more detail

in Section 5.4.8. The arrival time of each mode distinct by its frequency content and

speed can be visualised using a Short time Fourier transform (STFT) of the signal

as in Figure 5.11.

Figure 5.11: Short time Fourier transform of the received signal for the clear section
of the pipe, with the modes detected as described earlier in Figure 5.9. Data is
normalised to the amplitude of the short path CSH0 mode, but the colour scale
adjusted to allow all the signals to be visible.

The STFT is a form of time frequency analysis [157, 158] of which there

are many available [159] that allows the different waveforms in a signal to be char-

acterised in both the time and frequency domains [160]. It consists of applying a

window function that can be moved through the data. This splits the signal into

sections of a specified equal size which can then be Fourier transformed to give the

frequency content of each window. Due to time frequency duality, an increase in
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the time resolution results in a decrease in the frequency resolution and vice versa.

This means that the result of a STFT is a balance between the resolution of these

two factors and is dependent on the windowing function used.

In this work the Hann function in Matlab is used which imposes a Hanning

window on the data [123], this was chosen as a window as it reduces the appearance

of frequency band side lobes. The window is a symmetric window given by:

w(n) = 0.5
(

1− cos
(

2π
n

N

))
, 0 ≤ n ≤ N (5.1)

The STFT gives an indication of the frequency of a waveform and its arrival

time which is very useful for mode decomposition here and for showing dispersion

that is present in signals. It also helps separate the different modes in the visualisa-

tion of the signal, which can be difficult when just looking at the A-scan signals. The

different wavemodes are labelled as in Figure 5.9, with the colour map showing the

amplitude relative to the maximum value in the signal. The STFT representation

allows the different modes to be identified by their operation frequencies and arrival

times [161, 99].

The speed of the different modes can be estimated in order to provide a

baseline for velocity changes and confirm the operation on the dispersion curves at

the intended area. The most accurate way of doing this is to compare the waveforms

that have travelled multiple loops of the pipe with the ones that travel just the long

or short path separation between the transducers. This removes the need to know

the long or short path distance accurately, as the time of arrival of the envelope of

the direct paths can be subtracted from the time of arrival from the multiple loop

signal to obtain a time of flight for the waves travelling the circumference of the

pipe. This means that only the circumference of the sample needs to be known,

which is a much more readily available and measurable parameter to use.

The velocity can be calculated in several ways, but it is complicated com-

pared to general ultrasonics due to the dispersive nature of the waveforms, which

means that finding the phase velocity of the wave by locating the same point on

the waveform is difficult and the group and phase velocity are not equal. Finding

the speed of a specific mode is also complicated by the interaction and overlap of

the CSH0 and CSH1 modes that can make it difficult to sufficiently separate the

two modes to make reliable speed measurements. A variety of methods are then

available to assess the group velocity of the modes, with the CSH0 mode the easiest

to assess due to its low levels of dispersion. An estimate of the group velocity can

be found by carrying out a cross correlation of the waveforms from multiple loops

to find the time lag between the detection of the different signals and using the
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circumference of the sample as the distance to determine a speed for the waveform.

Alternatively, the envelope of the waveform can be approximated and the

maximum of the envelope of the waveform found and compared for each part of the

signal to obtain a group velocity of the signal. These methods have their inherent

advantages and disadvantages, with the cross correlation method relying on using

the same shape and frequency signals for identification, which can be complicated

when the modes interact with other modes in the signal and interfere with each other.

Obtaining the peak of the envelope of the signal requires selecting the correct section

of the signal to fit the curve over and is subjective as to what fitting techniques are

used.

By time gating the relevant signals out from the rest of the time record (in

this case the CSH0 signals are considered) and comparing the multiple loop signals

for each path, the average (mean) velocity of the wave from these two methods

is calculated to be (3356 ± 21)m/s and (3355 ± 30)m/s for the cross correlation

and peak of the envelope methods respectively. If the method is repeated after

removing waveforms that show considerable interference from the CSH1 mode, (in

this case the first mode and last mode in the signal), then an average velocity for

the CSH0 mode is calculated to be (3349 ± 21)m/s for the cross correlation method

and (3348 ± 30)m/s for the peak envelope method. The method taking the peak of

the envelope of the signal is found by time gating out the CSH0 signals, obtaining

the Hilbert transform of the data, and then fitting a Gaussian peak to the data, to

obtain the peak of the envelope of the mode, giving an arrival time that can be used

with the known circumference. This speed is close to the expected value of 3348

m/s from the dispersion curves shown in Chapter 3.

5.4.5 Encoded scan data

Any quantitative data from the scans will be obtained from looking at the individual

time records for each encoded distance step. However, for the qualitative screening

application where it is used to detect the presence of a defect, the colour map of

the encoded scan can be used. As the scanning rig is moved axially along the

pipe, the transmitting probe is excited and guided waves generated that propagate

circumferentially around the pipe. The encoder is set to record a time record every 1

mm step along the pipe length. A colour map of the amplitude of the received signal

at each distance step is generated, building up an image of how the signals travelling

around the circumference behave. A range of different representations of the data

are possible, but the most appropriate way to highlight the different modes in the

signals is to use the absolute value of the time record. An encoded scan is presented
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in Figure 5.12 for the sample considered previously, with a centre frequency of 386

kHz and tight bandpass filters applied around the excitation frequency of 326 kHz

to 486 kHz, with the different modes labelled.

Figure 5.12: Encoded scan of the pipe sample with a single wall thinning defect,
with the different modes labelled and the defect area highlighted

The different modes in the signal can be highlighted as in Figure 5.12 and the

presence of any defect in the sample identified by the difference of the amplitude or

arrival time of the CSH1 mode compared to the clear areas. This is shown with the

defect area bounded by the white box. The colour map can be made more relevant

to the received signal by gating out the initial signal of the transducer, as has been

done in the scans presented here. This ensures that only the propagating modes

contribute to the colour scale so that the amplitude levels are more relevant.

When viewing the encoded scan, the presence of defects becomes clear, but

what happens to the energy of the CSH1 mode that doesn’t arrive at the expected

time is less clear. This is partly because the received modes in the clear area

dominate the colour map, such that further processing of the signals is required in

order to locate the different signals that are generated by the mode’s interaction
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with a defect. The amplitude of the wave will also decrease with distance travelled

(in this case with greater number of loops around the pipe). This is due to material

attenuation, which makes it more difficult to see the ’extra’ signals that are of

lower amplitude to the largely unaffected signals such as the CSH0 modes. The

improvement of the appearance of the encoded scan will be shown later in section

5.4.7.

A further obstacle for viewing the encoded scan is the presence of time records

that haven’t recorded data due to the encoder not recording a value as it moves more

than one increment at once. This can either be ignored if the records are not in

a critical position or fixed in the processing of the scan by making the record an

average of the data to either side. It can however pose a problem if the surface is

rough, as it may be difficult to run the scanning rig along the pipeline smoothly,

In these cases the surface roughness may be abruptly overcome, with the rig then

moving further than expected, such that the encoder doesn’t record a value for a

particular distance step. The solution to this being to perform an initial scan to

locate the defect area then a scan of smaller axial extent at this area to ensure the

recording of all time histories.

An axial scan with this smaller axial extent centred around the defect position

is shown in Figure 5.13 with the defect area highlighted again, the modes are as

labelled in Figure 5.12.

Figure 5.13: Encoded scan of the pipe sample with a single wall thinning defect.
The position of the defect is highlighted by the white dotted box. At this position
the CSH1 mode is much different to the mode seen in the rest of the axial length
of the sample. A small disruption to the modes is also seen above 200 mm in the
scan, which may be to small internal defects in this sample that weren’t mapped.
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The encoded scans presented previously have been for the excitation signal

frequency centred at 386 kHz for the full axial length and 380 kHz for the smaller

axial extent, with this change in frequency to better suit the peak frequency of the

received CSH0 modes. The scans can also be carried out at a higher frequency to

match the CSH1 mode frequency, which will see a change in the energy in the signal

to be more concentrated in the CSH1 modes.

However, much of the other behaviour of the signals should be the same due

to the bandwidth of both of these excitation signals being sufficient to excite both

the CSH0 and the CSH1 modes in the sample. The encoded scan for the higher

frequency, showing the shift of energy into the CSH1 mode is shown in Figure 5.14.

Here the CSH0 mode shows a more similar amplitude to the CSH1 mode and the

mode converted waveform in the defect area becomes clearer due to the greater

proportion of energy that is put into this mode. The modes are as labelled in

Figure 5.12.

Figure 5.14: Encoded scan of the pipe sample at 420 kHz (in order to concentrate
more of the wave energy in the CSH1 mode.) with a single wall thinning defect.
The defect is again highlighted by the white dotted box.
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5.4.6 Axial sizing of defects

The encoded scans of the pipe sample can be used to show the presence of a defect,

but further processing of the data is required in order to extract sizing data for the

defect. From the colour maps of the encoded scans of the sample, the clear areas

of the pipe can be identified by the constant wave velocity and amplitude of both

the CSH0 and CSH1 modes. If these values are constant throughout the length of

the sample then it can be said to be defect free in terms of the corrosion patch style

defects that the system here is designed to locate.

As shown in the encoded scans, the most convenient way of locating whether

a defect is present in the sample is to look for an area where the amplitude and

arrival time of the CSH1 mode differs from its normal value. The mode that is

affected by the defect can be extracted from the rest of the signal using time gating.

This allows the affected signal to be considered separately for all of the axial distance

steps, as shown in Figure 5.15.

Figure 5.15: Presentation of just the long path CSH1 mode section from the encoded
scan, showing the mode at all distance points. Here the change in amplitude at the
defect becomes more obvious.

The reduced time signal here for all distance steps can be manipulated to

present the relative amplitude of the mode at each distance step by calculating the

Root Mean Squared level (RMS) of the waveform. This is the value of the square

root of the average of the squares of the waveform values:
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XRMS =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
n=1

|Xn|2 (5.2)

This yields an RMS value for every distance step in the scan, which effectively

generates an amplitude profile of the CSH1 mode for each distance point in the axial

scan.

Changes in the amplitude of the CSH1 mode will indicate that a defect is

present that has redistributed the CSH1 mode energy, due to the mode interacting

with the defect. This will manifest as a drop in amplitude of the CSH1 mode as the

probe is moved past the defect area. The change in amplitude of the CSH1 mode

along the length of the sample will be a valid method of detecting the defect whether

the remaining thickness is above or below the cut-off thickness of the sample due to

the difference that will be seen in the selected time gate. The raw amplitude profile

from this data can be presented as in Figure 5.16, highlighting the axial size and

position of the defect.

Figure 5.16: Amplitude profile of the long path CSH1 mode through the axial length
of the pipe, showing a decrease in amplitude as the probes pass the axial position
of the defect.

Taking into account the width of the transducer in the axial direction, the

length of the defect in the axial direction can be calculated. If a single defect is

assumed in the pipe then this process can be carried out with minimal user input.

This is achieved by normalising the value of the RMS at each axial point to a baseline
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value by taking an average of a section that is assumed to be defect free. The minima

of the profile along the length of the pipe can then be found, which will correspond

to a point where the path of the ultrasound is centred over the defect so that the

guided wave energy is unable to travel around the pipe without interacting with

the defect. The value of the amplitude at a point is then compared to the average

value of the non defective area and when the value reaches this average value the

full extent of the defect’s effect on the signal is acquired.

Subtracting the active area of the transducer from this defect extent then

gives the axial length of the defect. This is an effective method for finding the

axial extent of a single defect in the sample, as the minima of the profile will be

easy to find, with the amplitude of the profile returning to the average value as the

probe passes out of the defect area. The procedure would become more complex for

multiple defects in the sample axially due to the presence of several minima, with

the accuracy of the measurement of the axial extent likely to decrease if the defects

are close together axially. If the defects are close to each other axially, then the

amplitude profile would not be able to return to its maximum value after passing

over the first defect due to the signal still being affected by the other defect, which

would complicate the extraction of information from the profile, the effect of this is

illustrated in more detail in Chapter 6.

The furthest extent of the defect effect is shown in Figure 5.17, with the full

extent of the defect being this value minus the active area of the transducer, giving

an approximate axial extent of (47 ± 1)mm. This is in reasonable agreement with

the measured value of (48.6 ± 0.1)mm.

This technique can be applied for either the long path signals or the short

path signals, depending on where the defects are expected to lie around the circum-

ference. The mode that is affected can be found from the colour map, allowing the

relevant area of the signal to be gated out of the full signal for further consideration.

If this information is not known, both can be tested to check for the presence of

defects in the signal. The use of the quantitative A-scan data rather than relying

on the qualitative appearance of the encoded scan is important, as the appearance

of the defect in the colour map is likely to be different than the actual data due to

the limited number of colour levels in the map. However, when the defects are very

shallow (below 10%) or have a small circumferential extent, a combination of the

two methods may be necessary as the drop in amplitude for the CSH1 mode may

be minimal as the mode will be only affected by a slowing of the wave in the case of

the CSH1 mode so the energy will still be contained in the window. The minimum

detectable defect will be considered in Chapter 6.
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Figure 5.17: Amplitude profile of the long path CSH1 mode through the axial length
of the pipe, normalised to an average value of the defect free section of pipe, with
the outer extent of the defect’s effect shown by the red lines.

5.4.7 Presentation of encoded scans

When the CSH1 mode interacts with the defect as is seen in the encoded scans, the

amplitude of the waveform at the expected time of arrival decreases. This decrease

in amplitude means that the energy is redistributed throughout the sample via

processes such as reflection, mode conversion and scattering.

In the case of the defect presented here, where the edges of the defect are

uniform, the amount of scattering should be minimal. This should mean that the

receiver is able to detect the reflections from the defect at the point where the

boundary conditions change due to the thinning of the sample, in the tapered defect

case here, that is not necessarily the start of the defect but depends on the thickness

at each point. This can be seen in the individual time records, but is less obvious in

the encoded scans of the data due to all of the data being on the same colour scale.

This results in the lower amplitude signals, such as reflections or waveforms that

have travelled a further distance being more difficult to see due to their amplitude

relative to the other modes.

In order to provide a colour map that allows all the different waveforms to be

visible in a single figure, the amplitude values can be manipulated. The encoded scan

is split into different sections along the time axis, with a high amplitude CSH0 mode
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included in each section. The rest of the data in the section is then normalised to the

maximum value of the CSH0 mode, such that the other waveforms in the section have

an amplitude that is more visible within the colour map. This representation can be

made clearer if a low level of smoothing is applied to highlight the areas of coherent

signal. This is a very useful method for improving the visibility of the different

waveforms in the signal but means that the different sections of the signal can only

be compared relative to the amplitude of each maxima, as the absolute amplitude

information is lost. However, the raw data can still be retained and the new colour

map used to locate the areas in which the different signals are seen in order to select

these time records for further analysis. An example of this processing of the image

data is shown in Figure 5.18, where the extra signals that were not visible in the

original scan because of their lower amplitudes are visible in the processed scan.

Figure 5.18: Adjusted colour map of the sample around the defect area showing the
wave modes that become more obvious when the colour scale is manipulated.

This is a useful precursor to extracting more information from the extra

signals that occur when the ultrasound that is generated in the pipe interacts with

a defect. It works especially well in this case because the sides of the defect are

uniformly straight such that most of any energy reflected from the defect will travel

directly around the pipe and be received by the receive transducer. This allows for

the reflected energy to be recorded by the transducer and the positioning of these

signals to be used to define where the defect lies circumferentially.
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5.4.8 Reflections and mode conversion

With a defect structure that generates coherent reflections from the defect, the

circumferential positioning of the defect area can be approximated. It has been

mentioned previously that the position of the defect in the short or long path between

the transducers determines which portions of the received signal are affected by the

presence of the defect, but information can also be extracted from any reflections

seen. With the defect centred at the base of the pipe and the transducers saddling

the top of the pipe centred at the 12 o’clock position, the reflected energy from the

defect will arrive after the signal that represents the modes travelling the long path

between the transducers. This is because the total distance travelled by the reflected

waves in this case is greater than the long path distance between the signals. Due

to a proportion of both the CSH0 and CSH1 modes being reflected, two waveforms

should be generated, but due to the distances between the defect and probes, the

clockwise and anticlockwise modes should coincide.

If the defect is between the transducers at the top of the pipe, then the

reflected signals would be seen after the long path signal, but the effect on the modes

would be observed in the short path. Again as long as the defect is centred at the

top of the pipe and the transducers are equally spaced away from its edges then

the reflections travelling clockwise and anticlockwise should arrive at approximately

the same time. Changes to the arrival time of reflections that travel in different

directions around the pipe would be introduced if the defect has a different depth

profile at each edge.

If the defect is at another position on the pipe such as the 3 or 9 o’clock

positions, then the reflected signal will occur between the short and long path signals.

This can be used to further characterise where a defect lies circumferentially on a

pipe sample, whilst maintaining the information that is provided by the wave that

propagates through the defect area. It would not necessarily give any indication as

to which side of the pipe the defect is on due to the travel distance for the reflected

waves in these two cases being equal. However, if the dimensions of the sample are

well known, the arrival time of the reflections at different times for each position

could give an approximate position of the defect.

The sample used here is free standing, such that it can be rotated to have the

defect at any of these positions, so the effect of having a defect at different positions

around the pipe circumference can be investigated. The change of time of arrival

of the reflected signals can then be used to show this circumferential positioning

capability of the system.

In the case of the transducers saddling the top of the pipe and the defect
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being centred at the base of the pipe at the 6 o’clock position as shown in Figure

5.19, the different modes can be identified.

Figure 5.19: Adjusted colour map of the sample around the defect area for a defect at
the base of the pipeline, showing the new waveforms that become more obvious when
the colour scale is manipulated. These defects are labelled 1,2 and 3 corresponding
to the mode converted CSH1 mode, reflected CSH0 mode and reflected CSH1 mode
respectively.

Here a mode converted wave mode is seen at the position labelled 1, instead

of the CSH1 mode, because the remaining thickness of the sample in the defect

area is less than the cut-off thickness. This results in the CSH1 mode travelling

towards the defect, mode converting to the CSH0 mode at the defect area in order

to propagate through the defect area and then mode converting back to the CSH1

mode as the full thickness of the sample is regained after the defect.

Portions of the CSH0 and CSH1 signals that are reflected from the defect

edge are seen at positions 2 and 3 respectively. These are portions of the signal that

have reached the defect and reflected back due to the change of boundary conditions

for the wave. They travel back in the direction they came from, being detected at

the receiver. This can be observed in the raw data if the A-scan data from the centre

of the defect is selected from the distance steps as in Figure 5.20b, the signals due

to interaction with a defect can be seen labelled 1,2 and 3 as in Figure 5.19, with

the respective travel paths shown in Figure 5.20a.

If the different wave modes were to travel as a beam directly to the defect,

then the through propagating signals at the defect would not change if the defect
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.20: A-scan output from experimental scans, with the associated paths of
the different signals. a) Schematic showing the paths the guided waves can take
around the pipe circumference through the defect and after reflecting off of the
defect (shown in grey). b) The associated A-scan signal from the centre of the
defect area in the axial scan. The different modes are highlighted and labelled, with
the mode at SP the short path CSH0 and CSH1 signal (blue in schematic), LP the
long path CSH0 signal (red), 1 a signal generated from the original CSH1 signal
mode converting to CSH0 under the defect and back again at the other side of the
defect (green), 2 and 3 reflections of the CSH0 and CSH1 modes from the defect
edge (brown) and SPcirc the CSH0 mode that has travelled the short path plus a
circumference (purple).

was at a different circumferential position. This is because the times at which these

modes are detected depends not on the position of the defect, but the separation of

the probes on the pipe surface. As long as the short and long path travel distance

was kept constant, the arrival times of the through propagating modes should be

constant. In a real three-dimensional situation however, there will be beam diver-

gence as the waves propagate away from the transducer and attenuation of the wave

modes as they travel a longer distance to the defect. This will result in a change

in the received signal as a different proportion of the wave energy will be able to

interact with the defect depending on how far away the defect is from the transmit

transducer.

Changing the position of the defect relative to the probes in the long path

will also affect any reflections from defect that are seen, by changing the distance

that the reflections have to travel before they are detected. The same treatment

of the results as in Figure 5.19 is shown here for a change of the orientation of the

defect circumferentially compared to the probe position. The results for having the

defect at the 3, 9 and 12 o’clock positions on the pipe are shown in Figure 5.21,
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with the corresponding effect on the reflected waveforms shown.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.21: Axial scans of the sample with the defect positioned at the 3, 9 and
12 o’clock positions in (a), (b), and (c) respectively. Mode conversion of the CSH1
mode is highlighted at 1, with the reflected CSH0 mode shown at 2 and the reflected
CSH1 mode at 3. The modes are labelled in a), with the same applying for all figures.
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It has therefore been illustrated that the axial length of the defect can be

found by monitoring the amplitude of the CSH1 mode and that the circumferential

positioning of a defect can be characterised by the mode which it affects and the

reflections that it generates. In order to confirm the nature of the different waveforms

in the received signal and in particular what happens to these modes when they

interact with a defect, finite element modelling can be carried out.

5.5 Finite element modelling of the artificial defect

It should be possible to construct a valid finite element model for this sample, given

that the dimensions of the sample and defect are well known. Using the finite

element theory set out in Chapter 4, a model can be constructed with an excitation

and reception mechanism that represents the structure and operation of the EMAT

probe used in experiment.

The use of finite element modelling here will allow the different modes in

the sample to be visualised graphically and provide the A-scan data that is seen in

experiment in order to confirm the behaviour of the different guided wave modes

as they interact with a defect. Generating a model that correlates well with the

experimental data for the non defective area of pipe and generating a defect profile

that gives a received signal that matches well with the recorded data will allow the

simulation to be validated as a tool for predicting the behaviour of the different

modes as they are incident on a defect.

The model can then be used for more complex defect profiles and different

depths of defect. This will allow the interaction of the waves with the defect to be

estimated without having the range of defects available for testing experimentally,

allowing for a more thorough analysis of the method with sample models of exact

parameters.

A two dimensional model was constructed in PZFlex showing the circum-

ference of the sample. Since the predominant aspect of interest in this case is the

guided wave interaction with defects when travelling in the circumferential direction

around the pipe, the axial extent of the sample is neglected apart from a one element

section onto which the shearing forces can be applied. This is achieved using a func-

tion in the program that is specifically designed to allow for the creation of SH waves

in the two dimensional model without having to introduce a third dimension. Using

the program to generate and deal with the arbitrary length in the axial direction

of the pipe eliminates any extra signals that might occur due to the introduction

of an arbitrary extent by the user. The ability to essentially treat the situation as
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a two dimensional problem is important, as it cuts down the computational load of

the model without invalidating any of the physics of the model.

The model is constructed to be the same dimensions as the experimental

sample, with a 7 mm thick pipe wall and the same outer radius, with the material

properties of a steel pipe. The excitation profile is set as a series of pressure loads

on the outer radius with a profile that represents the 8.8 mm nominal wavelength

transducer. This is calculated using the techniques discussed in Chapter 4, where

the force profile of the transducer is mapped onto the surface of the model. The

data is then extracted from the equivalent surface extent at the receiver position,

modulated by the transducer profile again and averaged to represent the signal that

would be recorded from the probes in experiment.

The signal that is obtained from the model without a defect is comparable to

the clear area signals obtained from the experimental system. Similarly, the defect

signals for the model are comparable to the areas of the scan where the probe is

directly above the defect axially, such that no energy from the waves is able to

travel around the defect. The scans that are obtained in the simulation will have an

arbitrary amplitude such that they cannot be directly compared to the experimental

data in terms of amplitude, but the relative amplitude of the different modes in

the experimental and simulated signals should be generally comparable. The two

dimensional nature of the model will mean that all the signal is retained in the model

situation. This is different to the experimental situation where signal energy can

be lost in several ways including reflections occurring at angles that do not return

the signal to the receiver position and other phenomena such as scattering from

the non-uniform shape of the defect, as well as diffraction of the ultrasonic beam

meaning that not all of the transmitted energy reaches the defect.

Another point of note for the simulation is that the effect of material atten-

uation has been neglected such that the amplitude of the different modes does not

decrease with distance due to the material. This was chosen to restrict the changes

in the simulated signal amplitude to the changes in the signal from phenomena such

as dispersion of the signal and in order to remove any uncertainties in the simulation

generated by frequency dependent damping.

A 5 cycle tone burst that is modulated by the spatial profile of the transducer

is input at the appropriate element faces at a frequency that matches that used in

experiment, with the peak frequency of the excitation signals here being 386 kHz.

The transducers are set at a spacing of 170 mm short path distance along the outer

circumference of the sample. The modelling of the transducers and samples in this

way should give scan data that is representative of the experimental data with an
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improvement in the knowledge of the dimensions in that they are known exactly in

the simulation data. It will also have the added benefit of the ability to visualise

the modes as they propagate around the circumference of the sample if the velocity

in the axial direction of the sample is plotted.

The 5 cycle tone burst was used in the simulation to compare against the

initial measurement that used a 5 cycle tone burst experimentally. This signal was

chosen for comparison as the probe separation on the surface was measured exactly

in this case and so was deemed the best result to set up the simulation to represent.

A measurement with the 3 cycle tone burst was also carried out, but the separation

of the probes wasn’t identified as consistently, leading to a drift in arrival times due

to different travel distances. Therefore the data from the 5 cycle case is considered

here with the experimental and simulated waveforms compared in Figure 5.22 but

the same will be applicable for the three cycle case.

Figure 5.22: A-scan data from the experiment in blue and the simulation in red
of the non defective area of the sample showing the good correlation between the
arrival times and relative amplitudes of the modes. The amplitudes cannot be
directly compared between the two and the amplitude of the simulation data has
been scaled to show on the same scale as the experimental data.

The data from the simulation can be seen to match well with the experimen-

tal data gained from the encoded scan, with the different waveforms in the data

correlating to the waves seen in Figure 5.9. The main difference that is seen here is

a slight change in arrival time of the modes from the simulated to the experimental

data, this could be due to the accuracy of the nominal wavelength that is generated
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in the sample and the circumferential distance that the mode travels being slightly

different. However, the general behaviour of the modes including the relative am-

plitudes appears to correlate well and the speed for travelling a full circumference

of the sample as discussed earlier matches well between the two cases and to the-

ory, with the simulated waves travelling at a group speed of 3347 m/s for the cross

correlation method and 3356 m/s for the peak of the envelope values method. This

confirmation of the behaviour of the simulation without a defect present will al-

low the simulation to be adapted to have a defect present, in order to confirm the

behaviour of the mode at the defect area.

The other benefit of the simulation as mentioned, is that the different modes

can be visualised in the scan. A basic example of this is shown where the amplitude

of the velocity can be approximated to the shearing forces through the thickness;

first for a single transducer at the top of the pipe as the wave is being established

in Figure 5.23 and then for the different modes as they propagate around the pipe

circumference as seen in Figure 5.24.

Figure 5.23: The in-plane velocity generated by the transducer in the simulation a
short time after starting the excitation, with the waves not yet established.

By plotting the velocity of the mode into the plane of the sample, an ap-

proximation to the relative amplitude of the shear wave displacements through the

thickness is achieved, allowing the differentiation between the modes seen. This is

possible, as the displacement profiles through the thickness of the sample will match

the theoretical displacement profiles as seen in Chapter 2. In summary these are:

a constant displacement through the sample for the CSH0 mode, a maxima at the
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top and bottom surfaces with opposite sign for the CSH1 mode, with zero displace-

ment in the centre of the sample and maxima at the top and bottom surfaces of the

sample with the same sign for the SH2 mode.

Figure 5.24: The in-plane velocity of the waves once an amount of time has passed,
with the different wave modes established and travelling circumferentially in both
directions around the pipe structure. The different modes can be differentiated from
each other by their profiles through the thickness of the sample.

This tracking of the modes at each point allows the reflection and mode

conversion behaviour to be visualised at the defect area. Here for simplicity the

transducer is placed at the top of the pipe such that the propagation in both direc-

tions around the pipe is symmetrical around the mid-point. This is altered for the

A-scan data acquired where the transmitting probe is placed at a position such as

would be seen in the experimental system.

With the experimental measurements, the dimensions of the pipe sample are

able to be measured and the simulation can be generated to closely represent the

non defective area situation. However, the defect structure in terms of the shape

and profile of the defect, the depth through the defect and degree of roughness of

the defect circumferentially is not well defined in the experimental case. Although

the defect is artificial and designed as a wall thinning patch that removes material to

make the nominal depth below the cut-off thickness of the CSH1 mode, the specific

structure is unknown.

In order to model the defect appropriately therefore, assumptions need to be

made about the structure of the defect. An assessment was carried out on different
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defect geometries, taking into account calibration style defects such as flat bottomed

holes and constant depth defects in a pipe (the two are not equivalent in a pipe as

they would be in a plate) and more representative corrosion patches.

The modelling carried in this study involved the generation of defects of the

same circumferential extent as the artificial manufactured defect in the experiments,

but with a different structure, which affects the results that are obtained. Modelling

of the calibration style defects is presented in Chapter 6, but the abrupt nature of the

beginning and end of the defect circumferentially means that a greater proportion

of energy from the different modes is reflected from the edges of the defect than

would be seen in a real corrosion patch. This is because the thickness of the sample

goes from full thickness to a large depth of defect almost immediately which causes

a greater degree of reflection.

By contrast, the defects used for modelling in this Chapter had a more repre-

sentative structure to that of a corrosion patch style defect by tapering the thickness

down from the full thickness of the sample to a minimum value before tapering up

to the full thickness of the sample again as the end of the defect is encountered. The

effect of this is that the change of depth is more gradual, which allows for more of

the higher order modes energy to be transmitted through the defect. This is because

the tapering of the plate allows for the frequency-thickness product of the defect

area to reduce to its minimum value for the CSH1 mode before it mode converts

to the CSH0 mode under the defect. If this change from the full thickness to the

cut-off thickness is abrupt, then a greater degree of reflection of the mode occurs.

The slope of the tapering area also defines the arrival time of the received modes

since it determines how long the CSH1 mode spends at the lower velocity as the

defect develops and the higher CSH0 velocity in the mode conversion area under

the deepest section of the defect. It has a similar effect on the arrival time of the

reflected signals, as the modes can travel into the defect area before being reflected

when the remaining thickness approaches the cut-off thickness.

A range of different tapering angles for the defect were assessed in the model,

with the most appropriate angle to represent the experimental data chosen. In this

case that is a slope of ten degrees to the horizontal for the defect modelled here,

with a circumferential extent of 44.2 mm and a maximum defect depth of 4.8 mm

out of an original 7 mm wall thickness. This defect structure gives a relatively long

length of the defect where it is tapering down to its maximum depth. The structure

of the defect can be seen in Figure 5.25a, with the depth of the defect plotted in

Figure 5.25b to show the depth profile and allow the cut-off thickness to be seen so

that the point at which modes will be reflected and mode converted can be found.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.25: Illustration of the structure and depth profile of the defect. a)
Schematic showing the defect used in the simulation with the maximum depth and
tapering angle of the defect labelled. The model continues to the full circumference
of the pipe, but only the defect section is shown here. b) Plot of the depth profile
of the defect.

The origin of different parts of the signal can be identified by matching the

likely paths to the sections of simulated signal as in Figure 5.26.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.26: A-scan output from the simulation, with the associated paths of the
different signals. a) Schematic showing the paths the guided waves can take around
the pipe circumference through the defect and after reflecting off of the defect (shown
in grey). b) The associated A-scan signal from the simulated defect data. The
different modes are highlighted and labelled, with the mode at SP the short path
CSH0 and CSH1 signal (blue in schematic), LP the long path CSH0 signal (red), 1
a signal generated from the original CSH1 signal mode converting to CSH0 under
the defect and back again at the other side of the defect (green), 2 and 3 reflections
of the CSH0 and CSH1 modes from the defect edge (brown) and SPcirc the CSH0
mode that has travelled the short path plus a circumference (purple).
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It can be seen that the simulated signal exhibits the same behaviour as the

experimental signal. The first signal received is the short path signal in which the

two modes appear very close to each other labelled as SP in Figure 5.26b. This

is followed by the long path CSH0 signal at LP and a mode converted signal at 1

where the CSH1 mode has travelled to the defect and mode converted to the CSH0

mode in order to propagate underneath it, with further mode conversion back to

the CSH1 mode on the far side of the defect. Reflections of both the CSH0 and

CSH1 modes are then seen at 2 and 3. These are signals that have travelled towards

the defect and reflected from the part of the defect that has reached the cut-off

thickness, to be detected later at the receiver. The CSH0 signal from travelling a

full circumference and the short path separation is then shown at SPcirc.

This can be compared to the experimental signal by overlaying the simu-

lated data onto the experimental data as in Figure 5.27, with the amplitude of the

simulated data adjusted to fit the experimental signal amplitudes.

Figure 5.27: Simulated (red) and experimental (blue) data from a single wall thin-
ning defect of maximum depth of 4.8 mm out of 7 mm. The behaviour of the two
signals correlates well with only small deviations in arrival time due to the difference
in the exact positioning of the probes on the pipe surface in the experimental scans.

The experimental and simulated data are found to be in good agreement

in terms of the relative amplitudes of the different signals and arrival times of the

different modes, with small discrepancies in arrival time due to the less exact spacing
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of the probes in the experimental situation resulting in a slightly different travel

distance between the two. This illustrates that the defect has been well modelled

by the simulation in this case. Given this good agreement, the model could be

altered to predict what would happen if it was a different depth or had a different

circumferential extent and should be valid as the simulation is a good approximation

to the experimental data.

5.5.1 Graphical representation of mode behaviour.

The physical behaviour of the waves in the sample can be confirmed by viewing the

graphical representation of the wave propagation generated by the simulation. The

modes are identified in the same fashion as previously, where the representation of

the signals in the simulation is compared to the theoretical displacement profiles of

the modes through the sample thickness. Here the propagation of the CSH0 mode

can be seen in Figure 5.28a, with the transmission of the CSH0 mode through the

defect, as well as the CSH1 mode approaching the edge of the defect seen in Figure

5.28b).

Figure 5.28: a)Wave propagation in the model at 46 µs showing the CSH0 mode ap-
proaching the defect area and b) Wave propagation in the model at 59 µs, showing
the CSH0 mode transmitted through the defect area and the CSH1 mode approach-
ing the defect.

The CSH0 mode is shown emerging from the defect in Figure 5.29a), with the

CSH1 mode interacting with the edge of the defect, causing some of the energy of

the CSH1 mode to reflect from the edge of the defect and some to propagate through

the defect as a mode converted CSH0 mode. The position at which this behaviour

begins to occur is also highlighted in Figure 5.29a). The image in Figure 5.29b
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shows the CSH0 mode propagating away from the defect area, having propagated

through the defect. The CSH1 mode can be seen mode converting in the defect area

in order to propagate through the defect, with reflections of the CSH1 mode from

the defect seen to move in the opposite direction around the pipe.

Figure 5.29: Wave propagation in the model at 63 µs, showing the CSH0 mode
emerging from the defect area and the CSH1 mode encountering the defect, where
some of the energy is reflected and some mode converted into the CSH0 mode as it
travels through the defect area. b) Wave propagation in the model at 74 µs, showing
the reflected CSH1 mode now travelling away from the defect in the direction it came
and the rest of the signal mode converting underneath the defect.

The final images shown in Figure 5.30 show the behaviour after the CSH1

mode has interacted with the defect. Figure 5.30a) shows a snapshot where the

CSH0 has propagated further around the pipe circumference, moving out of the

image. The CSH1 mode is seen re-establishing itself after mode converting under

the defect and the reflected CSH1 mode seen propagating further away from the

defect area. The final image shown in Figure 5.30b) shows the reflected CSH1 mode

moving further away from the defect along with some of the higher order CSH2 mode

that is generated due to the different bandwidth of the signal in the simulation. The

CSH0 mode that propagates in the opposite direction around the pipe structure is

shown appearing in the image.

The graphical representation presented here has been for the case analogous

to the experimental sample, with a remaining wall thickness below the cut-off thick-

ness of the CSH1 mode. This results in the mode conversion of the CSH1 mode in

the defect area, with this mode unable to propagate through the defect area. The

same images can be generated for a defect that doesn’t reach the cut-off thickness,
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Figure 5.30: Wave propagation in the model at 86 µs, where the CSH1 signal has
mode converted to travel through the defect and is now re-establishing itself on
the far side of the defect area, with the reflected CSH1 mode moving further away
from the defect. b) Wave propagation in the model at 95 µs, with the CSH0 mode
travelling in the opposite direction around the pipe entering the graphics from the
opposite direction.

where the CSH1 mode can be seen to be transmitting through the defect as the

CSH1 mode instead of mode converting.

So in summary, the modelling of a sample with a defect carried out here pro-

duces accurate time records, which match the behaviour seen in the experimental

case. The arrival times and relative amplitudes of the modes correlate well with

the experimental data and the graphical representation of the modes allow for the

visualisation of the physical processes that occur at each point. Given the good cor-

relation between the two sets of data, the model can be extended to other situations

for which the experimental data is not necessarily available.

5.5.2 Different defect depths.

In order to further investigate the defect effect on the ultrasonic signal, the depth

of the defect can be adjusted. By keeping the circumferential extent of the defect

constant and altering the minimum remaining thickness of the sample in the defect

area, the effect of different defect depths on the signal can be examined.

A particularly useful feature here is the ability to examine the thickness

range where the cut-off thickness is reached for a higher order mode in order to

ascertain what happens at this point. As mentioned previously in this chapter, if

the remaining thickness in the cut-off area is greater than the cut-off thickness, then
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the CSH1 mode will be able to propagate through the defect area, but the speed

at which it propagates will be lower than the speed at which the mode propagates

in the area of full thickness. There will also be a greater range of speeds for the

mode in the defect area due to the frequency range of the mode spanning more

possible velocity values on the dispersion curves, due to the dispersive nature of the

wave. In practice this means that the CSH1 mode will arrive later than expected

and elongated in the time domain. As the defect becomes deeper, the amount of

energy that is reflected at the edge of the defect will become greater, with a smaller

proportion of the mode propagating through as the altered CSH1 mode.

A range of different defect depths were considered to assess the effect on the

ultrasonic signals. The data shown previously was for the full depth of the defect

in experiment of 4.8 mm depth out of a wall thickness of 7 mm. The frequency-

thickness product of the excited frequency in the defect area is therefore around

0.9 MHz mm which is below the CSH1 frequency cut-off, which is at 1.62 MHz-

mm. The maximum depth of the defect can then be altered to give an indication

of what happens to the signal above and below the cut-off thickness of the CSH1

mode, whilst maintaining the general structure of the defect. The depth of defects

considered are 2.9 mm, 3 mm, 3.5 mm and 4 mm deep defects in addition to the

original defect depth. The first two of these depths generate a frequency-thickness

product in the defect region above the cut-off thickness or near to the value, with

the last three including the original depth showing what happens after the cut-off

thickness is reached. These signals are shown in a STFT format to illustrate the

arrival times and frequencies of the received modes.

The simulated data presented here therefore shows the difference between

a measurement taken with the remaining wall thickness above and below the cut-

off thickness of the CSH1 mode. These plots can explain how the remaining wall

thickness in these samples can be estimated and all contain both the short path

signal, the long path signals and at least the CSH0 mode that has travelled a distance

of the short path plus a whole circumference of the sample. The graph in Figure

5.31a shows the simulation of a sample without a defect present, showing the short

path at 1, the long path CSH0 at 2 and the long path CSH1 at 3, along with the

signal that has travelled the short path plus a circumference at 4. Since there is no

defect, the signals travel unimpeded around the pipe circumference, at the velocity

set by the operation area on the dispersion curves.

The images in Figure 5.31b and Figure 5.31c then show the result of the

scan when the remaining wall thickness is above the cut-off thickness of the CSH1

mode. These show the CSH1 mode arriving later, as the mode travels at a slower
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(a) STFT of the defect free simulation, with
a wall thickness of 7 mm.

(b) STFT of a simulated defect of 2.9 mm
depth out of 7 mm.

(c) STFT of a simulated defect of 3 mm
depth out of 7 mm.

(d) STFT of a simulated defect of 3.5 mm
depth out of 7 mm.

(e) STFT of a simulated defect of 4 mm
depth out of 7 mm.

(f) STFT of a simulated defect of 4.8 mm
depth out of 7 mm.

Figure 5.31: STFT data for defects of the same circumferential extent and profile
but different maximum depths. Colour scale is the amplitude normalised to the
maximum signal received.

velocity whilst in the defect region. As the depth of the defect deepens but remains

above the cut-off thickness, the CSH1 mode (as labelled at 5 and 6) arrives later
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and with a greater spread of velocities due to the operation area spanning more

possible speeds in the more dispersive area of the mode. In contrast to this, once

the thickness of the sample goes below the cut-off thickness of the CSH1 mode, the

CSH1 mode can no longer propagate as this mode under the defect and is forced

to mode convert to the CSH0 mode under the defect, before converting back to the

CSH1 mode once the full thickness of the sample is regained. The mode converted

waveform is illustrated in Figure 5.31d, Figure 5.31e and Figure 5.31f, labelled at 7

and shows an earlier arrival time than that of the pure CSH1 mode due to travelling

as the faster CSH0 mode under the defect.

After the cut-off thickness is reached, the opportunity to gain more informa-

tion on the depth of defect is minimal. As the depth of the defect goes below the

cut-off, reflections can be seen arriving from the CSH0 mode and the CSH1 mode

from near the defects edge. As the defects become deeper, the reflections will have

an earlier arrival time, as the depth at which the mode conversion of the waves

occurs will be earlier in the circumferential extent of the defect. The amplitude

of the mode converted waveform will grow as the depth becomes deeper, as will

the amplitude of the reflected CSH0 mode. This is because as the remaining wall

thickness becomes less, the likelihood that some of the CSH0 energy will reflect, as

opposed to travelling through the defect area increases.

The reflections labelled at 8 and 9 in the Figure 5.31d, Figure 5.31e and

Figure 5.31f can be characterised as the CSH0 and CSH1 reflected waves respectively

due to their different arrival times and frequencies. Given that in a real corrosion

patch style defect, the reflections will not necessarily reflect directly back to the

receiver due to scattering, the use of the different amplitude reflections would not

necessarily be possible as a tool for assessing depth and or positioning of the defect in

an actual corrosion patch measurement. This will be investigated further in Chapter

6 when real corrosion patches are considered.

In all of the above cases, Figure 5.31a to Figure 5.31f, the arrival time of

the CSH0 mode that propagates through the defect also changes, here the pattern

is consistent in that as the defect gets deeper, the arrival time of the CSH0 mode

becomes earlier as the mode will travel faster in the area of the defect. However, due

to the low level of dispersion of the mode, the change in arrival time for different

depths is minimal.

In summary, the modelling of a defect with a range of different depths, both

above and below the cut-off thickness of the CSH1 mode has been carried out and

the difference in behaviour between the two cases illustrated, to show the ability

to distinguish between different remaining wall thicknesses for the same structure
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of defect. The complex nature of the defect has been shown by the variety of

different thicknesses that will be presented to the through propagating guided wave

mode, which will mean a range of different speeds are possible at each point in its

propagation through the defect. The outcome of this is that the circumferential

size and structure of the defect affects the speed of propagation of different modes

and limits the opportunities for gaining more information about the remaining wall

thickness, as the circumferential size and structure of the defect are unlikely to be

known.

5.5.3 Different circumferential extent defects.

In order to expand this study, the other parameters of the corrosion patch can be

adjusted. Modelling was carried out to examine the difference between the large

circumferential size corrosion patch viewed up until this point and corrosion patches

of different circumferential extent, using circumferential extents of 10, 20 and 30

mm. These different circumferential size defects were tested with a depth above

and below the cut-off thickness of the CSH1 mode in simulations, using depths of

3 mm and 4.8 mm. In order to generate these defects with a specific depth and

circumferential extent, the angle at which the defect tapers down to its full depth

will have to be adjusted. This will complicate the behaviour of the modes as the

mode behaviour will then be affected by the distance spent in each different depth

part of the defect and the different defect structure caused by the change in tapering

angle. A range of different angles were tested for the tapering angle of the defect,

but the lowest angle of slope to the horizontal is used each time in order to maintain

the structure of the defect as being close to the original defect structure.

The simulation of the smaller defects here is carried out with the same as-

sumption as before that they are part of a larger size defect axially, such that the

two dimensional representation is equivalent to the results from the transducer be-

ing directly over the defect area. This may not be a valid assumption in some cases

since the style of the defect could vary to have smaller axial extent than the circum-

ferential extent. In these cases, the received waveform will be a combination of both

the signals received from propagation through the defect, reflection from the defect

and from portions of the beam that travel from the transmitter to receiver without

interacting with the defect or that diffract around it. Therefore, the simulated data

presented here represents only the ’ideal’ interaction of all of the wave interacting

with the defect and not the case of a small axial size defect, the effect of which is

considered briefly in Chapter 6.

With the defects considered here, although the maximum depth of the defect
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is the aspect that has governed the design, the structure of the corrosion patch on

a pipe results in the varying depth of the defect throughout the circumferential

length. The waves therefore travel for a variable amount of time as the slower CSH1

modes and the mode converted CSH0 modes in the different depth defects and in the

different circumferential extent defects. In the case of defects that are above the cut-

off thickness of the CSH1 mode at all points, this does not complicate the inspection,

with the arrival time of the CSH1 mode increasing with increasing circumferential

extent due to travelling at a lower velocity underneath the defect. These waves will

always have an increased arrival time with respect to the CSH1 mode from the area

without a defect present and so can be differentiated from the more extreme defects

where the CSH1 is forced to mode convert in order to propagate through the defect

area.

The different modes in the signals are highlighted in Figure 5.32 for a sample

with a remaining wall thickness in the defect area greater than the cut-off thickness

and length of 10 mm, 20 mm and 30 mm respectively for figures a,b,and c. The

signals that are seen will depend on the tapering angle as well as the extent of the

defect, with the reflections from the larger defects appearing more coherently and

at a different arrival time due to the angle of the defect edge. The short path signal

which is unaffected by the defect is labelled at 1 in Figure 5.32a, Figure 5.32b and

Figure 5.32c. This is followed by the CSH0 that travels the long path distance,

labelled as 2. A partial mode conversion waveform is shown at 3 in Figure 5.32b

and Figure 5.32c due to the bandwidth of the signals and the tapering angle.

The slowed CSH1 modes are shown at 4 in Figure 5.32a, 5.32b and 5.32c, with

the increasing arrival time and dispersion of the mode due to the greater amount of

time spent as the slower mode under the defect. The reflected waves are shown at

5 with the differences here predominantly determined by the angle of the tapering

slope, which is 50 degrees in the 10 mm circumference case and 20 degrees in the 20

mm and 30 mm case. This leads to a family of reflections in the 10 mm case due to

the more abrupt nature of the defect edge leading to a reflections from within the

defect. The CSH0 mode that has travelled an entire circumference plus the short

path distance is shown at 6.

In the case of varying the circumferential length of the defect when the depth

is below the cut-off thickness of the CSH1 mode in the sample, the arrival time still

increases with increasing circumferential length of the defect, this is due to the

complex nature of the defect.

If the CSH1 mode were to purely mode convert at the edge of the defect

directly from the CSH1 in the full thickness, to the CSH0 at the defect area, then
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.32: STFT’s of the simulated data for a remaining wall thickness of 4 mm in
the defect area with a) 10 mm circumferential extent, b) 20 mm circumferential ex-
tent and c) 30 mm circumferential extent. Colour scale is the amplitude normalised
to the maximum signal received.

the arrival time would be expected to decrease for a greater circumferential extent

due to the greater amount of distance travelled as the faster mode converted mode.

However, this does not happen due to the more complex nature of the defects, with

a varying thickness down to the cut-off thickness ensuring the wave travels some

distance as the slower CSH1 mode and some distance as the faster CSH0 mode

under the defect. This leads to an increase in arrival time of the mode converted

waveform as the circumferential extent of the defect is increased. However, due to

the increase in speed in the defect area, the waveform will still arrive faster than

the CSH1 mode from the clear area.

This effect is observed in Figure 5.33, for defects of the same depth but

different circumferential extents of 10 mm, 20 mm and 30 mm in the figures labelled

a,b and c respectively. Here the same behaviour is seen in Figure 5.33a, Figure

5.33b and Figure 5.33c for each of the extents. The unaffected short path signal
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seen at 1, and the long path CSH0 mode seen at 2. This is followed at 3 by the

mode converted waveform that gradually separates from the CSH0 mode in time by

arriving later but still has a earlier arrival time than the CSH1 mode in the clear

area of the sample. The reflections of the CSH0 and CSH1 modes from the edge

of the defect are shown at 4, with varying arrival times due to the circumferential

extent of the defect. The CSH0 mode that has travelled the circumference and the

short path distance of the sample is then seen at 5.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.33: STFT’s of the simulated data for a remaining wall thickness of 2.2
mm in the defect area with a) 10 mm circumferential extent, b) 20 mm circumfer-
ential extent and c) 30 mm circumferential extent. Colour scale is the amplitude
normalised to the maximum signal received.

From the simulation data presented, the remaining wall thickness of a defect

can be characterised by whether a slowed CSH1 waveform is detected or whether

a mode converted wave is detected. The level of dispersion of the CSH1 mode can

be used to indicate a shallow or deeper defect up to the cut-off thickness of the

CSH1 mode. As the cut-off thickness is approached, the mode conversion behaviour

starts to occur in the signal suggesting that a signal that shows both the CSH1
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slowed mode and the mode converted mode will be from a defect that has a mean

thickness that is close the cut-off thickness of that mode in the sample. If the

entirety of the frequency range of the CSH1 signal goes below the cut-off point

for the new frequency-thickness product that the defect generates, then the mode

converted waveform is what will be seen, with no appearance of the slowed CSH1

signal. This can be used to identify areas of more severe corrosion, that have involved

the mode conversion of the entire signal in order to propagate through the defect

area. These defect areas are also characterised by high amplitude reflections, with

differing arrival times due to the thickness profile of the defect.

The circumferential size of the defect alters the behaviour of the modes, with

an increase in arrival time for increasing circumferential size of defects due to the

complex depth profile of the defect. For a defect above the cut-off thickness, increas-

ing the circumferential extent leads to a more dispersive CSH1 waveform with an

increase in arrival time. The arrival time also increases for the mode converted wave

in a sample whose defect is below the cut-off thickness as the circumferential extent

is increased. The results here suggest that there is not the possibility to separate the

effect of depth and circumferential extent satisfactorily with this method without

prior knowledge of the defect depth structure, limiting its potential for more exact

wall thickness measurements.

5.6 Conclusions

This chapter set out the changes that the CSH0 and CSH1 modes would experience

in terms of frequency and level of dispersion when they interact with a defect in the

form of a section of pipe wall thinning. This was shown with reference to the dis-

persion curves for the specific sample of interest for a defect that leaves a remaining

wall thickness that is greater than the cut-off thickness of the CSH1 mode. Exper-

imental scans using the Innerspec pulser receiver were then shown and differences

between non-defective and defective areas highlighted to show how this method can

be used to detect defects and categorise their severity into one of three categories.

Axial sizing capabilities of the system were illustrated, showing that the method

gives a reasonable approximation of the axial size of a defect. More complex pro-

cessing methods to present the encoded scans in order to highlight different signals

in the scans were shown to allow for reflections and mode converted waveforms to

be highlighted. The physical origin of reflections and mode converted waveforms

in this method were assessed in order to provide circumferential positioning of any

defect present in a sample.
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The results from the experimental data and the corresponding information

that can be gained from it as listed above were used in conjunction with a finite ele-

ment model to confirm the underlying physics in the inspection. This was achieved

by the development of a model with behaviour matching that seen in experiment in

terms of the data sets received. Images of the propagation of the ultrasound in the

model were obtained to confirm where in the structure of the defect area processes

such as reflection and mode conversion were taking place. The close correlation of

the modelling behaviour with that of the experimental data allowed the model to be

extended from the known defect case into different defect depths and circumferential

sizes.

The results from changing the depth of the defect allowed the change from

a defect that is above the cut-off thickness of the CSH1 mode to below the cut-off

thickness of the CSH1 mode to be considered. It was shown that the defects that

leave a remaining wall thickness above the CSH1 mode cut-off thickness cause a

decrease in the speed of CSH1 waveform as it moves to a lower velocity position on

the dispersion curves and showed the corresponding increase in dispersion seen at

these points in the dispersion curve. The modelling illustrated the change of the

CSH1 mode to a CSH0 mode underneath a remaining thickness of pipe of below

the cut-off thickness, with a conversion back to CSH1 once the defect is passed. It

also confirmed that the presence of both a mode converted waveform and a slower

CSH1 mode in the signals is due to the remaining thickness being close to the mode

cut-off, causing some but not all of the CSH1 mode to mode convert in the defect

area. It illustrated the greater proportion of the signal that is reflected from the

defect once the remaining thickness in the defect area is below the cut-off thickness

of the CSH1 mode.

The modelling of defects of different circumferential extent showed that there

is a difference between defects of the same depth but differing circumferential extent.

The range of reflections that are seen are different as the circumferential extent is

increased, as the reflections travel different distances. The slope of the defect also has

to be adjusted to generate these different defects however, so the level of reflection

will be affected by this. The CSH1 mode is seen to arrive later in the time record for

these different circumferential extents because the waves spend more of their travel

time in the defect area and hence more time travelling as the slower velocities. Once

the remaining wall thickness is below the cut-off thickness of the CSH1 mode, these

different circumferential lengths don’t show a decrease in time as would be expected,

but an increase in arrival time as the circumferential length increases. This is due

to the complex structure of these defects causing the CSH1 mode to spend more
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time as a slower CSH1 mode, as well as its longer period as the faster CSH0 mode

under the defect.

This chapter has illustrated the method and clarified the underlying physics

involved in an inspection with this method, making it clear that the depth and

circumferential extent of a defect can’t be separated satisfactorily without prior

knowledge of the geometry of the defect, as the structure of the defect defines the

behaviour of the CSH1 mode in conjunction with the maximum depth.
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Chapter 6

In-service corrosion patches,

calibration defects and welds

Following on from the presentation of data from the known depth defect and the

corresponding simulated data in the Chapter 5, this chapter will consider the sys-

tem’s operation on samples with in-service corrosion patches. Due to the nature of

the corrosion in these cases, the generated defect will be of an irregular shape, size

and depth, so the behaviour of the guided wave modes will be different, but the

basics of the interaction of the waves with the defect will be used to identify a range

of remaining wall thicknesses.

These inspections will be used to assess the applicability of the system on

real samples that have more complex defects, and on a range of different sample

circumferences and wall thicknesses.

The chapter will also briefly consider the different structures of defects that

are used as calibration defects in industry, illustrating the differences that are seen

between these calibration defects and the signals received from the real corrosion

patches. A sample with straight sided flat bottomed holes is used to compare these

defects with corrosion patch data and illustrate the differences between internal and

external defects.

Further studies will be presented of defects with known dimensions in a

more complicated pipe structure, with features such as welded areas on the external

surface of the sample, which can mask defects and complicate the received signal as

the circumferential signals interact with the welded area.
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6.1 In-service defects

In order to ensure the technique is valid for a range of different samples, it has

been tested on in-service defects, both in laboratory conditions and on site with

the sample in situ. These samples have real corrosion patches that can have a very

variable depth and shape throughout the length of the defect and the detection of

external defects has been focussed on. The shape and size of the defects will not be

obvious and may not be visible or measurable in terms of circumferential and axial

size and defect depth. A range of samples have been tested, with defects both in

the pipe support position and at various positions around the pipe circumference,

with different coating conditions.

For the type of corrosion considered to be relevant here, the evolution of the

defect goes through several stages [2]. The corrosion of the pipe material starts

from a position of damage in the coating layer, which allows water to come into

contact with the steel and begin to corrode it. This water can then spread under

the coating later and cause the corrosion patch to expand. As this process continues,

the patch becomes larger and the structure more complex, forming different layers

and corrosion products such as scabs.

An initial sample with a single corrosion patch defect with known axial and

circumferential extent but unknown depth is considered, which has the same sample

dimensions as the sample with an artificial defect. Several samples with unknown

defect dimensions at the pipe support position that were measured in blind trials are

then presented, which were found to have varying defect depths and axial extents.

A further sample is presented with a range of defects around the pipe circumference,

in order to show the ability to gain information from defects at any circumferential

position, and the effect of corrosion products being present in a sample.

In each of these cases, the pipe circumference and thickness is different and

the theoretical operation points of the probe on the sample is calculated before an

encoded scan along the axial length of the pipe is carried out. The axial size and

the depth of the defect are then estimated. Interpretation of these real corrosion

patches is more complicated, as the irregular shape of the defect will cause a greater

degree of scattering [162] when the guided wave modes reach the defect area and

the reflections from the defect will not necessarily reflect directly back to the receive

transducer. This effectively means that the reflected signals seen in the artificial

defect case are not expected to arrive at such high amplitude as in the artificial

defect data in these real corrosion patch situations.

An initial example is shown here of the system operating on a pipe sample
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with a single defect centred in the pipe support position. This sample has the same

dimensions as the sample with the artificial defect considered in Chapter 5, with a

circumference of 534 mm and a 7 mm wall thickness (Sample 2 in Table 5.1). It has

a single corrosion patch style defect at the pipe support position, and is tested while

resting in a saddle support such that the defect is not visible. Before being placed in

the support, the defect’s extent on the surface is measured and found to be 145 mm

long at its maximum axial extent, with a circumferential extent of 75 mm. This is

only an estimate for the dimensions of the defect, as the defect is irregular in shape

as shown in Figure 6.1 where the sample, defect and stand are shown.

Figure 6.1: Photograph showing the sample with corrosion patch defect, with the
pipe stand in the background.

Encoded scans were taken of the sample at different frequencies with an

8.8 mm nominal wavelength probe (probe number two in Table 2.1) and the sizing

techniques discussed in the Chapter 5 used to characterise the defect. Measurements

were also taken without the scanning rig, by moving the transducers manually and

recording A-scans at 5 mm steps. This was carried out with a 10 mm nominal

wavelength probe (probe number one in Table 2.1).

The defect is variable in depth throughout the axial length of the sample,

with a large circumferential extent area that is approximately 30 mm in axial extent,

followed by a deeper area that is approximately 60 mm in extent, and a following

shallower area that decreases in circumferential extent of approximately 55 mm.

The transducer active area size is approximately 32 mm for the manual scan and 40

mm for the encoded scanner scan, due to a different design of probe being used.
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6.1.1 Manual Scan

A manual scan with a 5 mm axial step was carried out with the probes touching, to

minimise any errors related to the separation of the probes, since a rig wasn’t used

to keep the separation between the transmitter and receiver constant. This means

that the different modes in the signal will not be separated as before, but will arrive

very close to each other, making the analysis of the effect of the defect on different

modes more complex. The scans using this technique will show the change in the

CSH1 modes in the signal, but due to the relative position of the defect and the

probes, any reflections from the defect area will not be distinct from the original

signals. The close proximity of the short and long paths in the time domain also

means that the tracking of the RMS of the CSH1 mode will be carried out on both

the CSH1 modes. Closer inspection of the A-scans will be necessary to ensure the

correct area for the defect is selected. The scan of the sample is shown in Figure 6.2,

clearly showing the area where the amplitude and arrival time of the CSH1 mode is

changed by the presence of the defect in the path of the ultrasound.

Figure 6.2: Scan of the sample shown in Figure 6.1, using transducers that are
aligned with their edges touching each other, this results in the short and long path
signals arriving at similar times. The short and long path signals are labelled for
their first arrival and the defect area is seen in the removal of signal from the CSH1
mode in the defect area.

The 5 mm step for the scans will mean the scan is of a low axial resolution

as compared to the encoded scans, which record scans at 1 mm intervals. The axial
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length of the defect can be determined as 143 mm although this value has more of

an error attached to it of ±5 mm due to the distance step used. This agrees with

the measured value of 145 mm.

The scan shows consistent arrival times of the different modes outside of the

defect area, but some variation in the amplitude of the modes. These changes are

predominantly caused by the difference in lift off at each point, due to the manual

application of the transducers to the surface of the sample rather than being the

effects of other defects in the sample. A sample time record for the clear area of the

sample is provided in Figure 6.3, where the CSH0 and CSH1 modes for the short

and long paths are very close to each other in the time domain, due to the minimal

circumferential separation of the transducers.

Figure 6.3: Raw data for the clear area of the sample showing the arrival of the CSH0
and CSH1 modes that have travelled the long path distance (at 1 and 3 respectively)
and the CSH0 and CSH1 modes that have travelled a full circumference and the
short path (at 2 and 4 respectively). The remaining waveforms in the data are the
received signals that have travelled another circumference of the sample, they are
not considered in detail here.

Different sections of the time records can be identified that show how the

interaction with the defect differs throughout the axial length. The length of the

axial step here, limits the resolution such that the initial scans for the less extreme

area are mostly dominated by the section of the transducer that is outside of the

defect. This results in a gradual decrease in amplitude of the CSH1 mode before the

transducer is wholly over the defect, and the arrival time of the modes becomes later,

as in Figure 6.4a. This area is approximately 50 mm in axial length. The deeper

part of the defect is then encountered, giving a scan with some reflections and mode
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conversion, giving a faster arrival time for the CSH1 modes. As the transducer is

centred over the deepest section, the mode converted signals dominate as in Figure

6.4b, which extends for approximately 60 mm before the signal becomes a mixture

of the mode converted waveforms and a slowed CSH1 mode, which is approximately

65 mm long. These lengths are taken from the first change in the signal due to the

defect, so the defect appears larger due to the axial size of the transducer.

As the path of the ultrasound then goes through the area of small depth and

passes the defect, the signal becomes dominated by the clear area signal, returning

to its original value. It is expected that these areas of the defect will be able to be

differentiated from each other more clearly in the encoded scan, because it has a

smaller axial distance step.

(a) Raw data from the initial thinning area
showing the two CSH1 modes slowing and
becoming more dispersive in the waveform
labelled 5.

(b) Raw data from the mode converted wave-
forms, when the transducer is centred over
the deeper section of the defect, with the two
mode converted signals arriving earlier than
the CSH1 modes at the section labelled 6.

Figure 6.4: A-scan signals for the lower level of wall thinning and the more extreme
area of wall thinning.

6.1.2 Encoded Scan

The encoded scan shows similar behaviour to that of the manual scan. Here the

distance step is 1 mm and the probes are separated from each other in the short

path by 170 mm, with the probes situated at the 10 and 2 o’clock positions on the

pipe. In this case, the scan has only been taken from a small distance away from

the pipe support area, as the position of the defect is known, resulting in a much

smaller axial extent of the scan. The scan was also taken in the opposite direction

along the pipe to the manual scan, such that the behaviour arising from the different

depths of the defect will be reversed in the scan. This will result in the larger area
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of smaller depth being encountered first, before the deeper section is reached and

then the smaller low depth area at the other end of the defect. This change has

resulted in the amplitude profile technique that was used for the axial sizing of the

defect underestimating the axial length of the defect. The area where the CSH1

mode is significantly affected by the defect is found as 131 mm, suggesting there is

some change in the interaction with the defect at one end of the defect that causes

the underestimate. This is a function of the increase in distance step resolution, as

previously the 14 mm underestimate would be covered by 3 measurements, instead

of the 14 measurements now used for the same axial extent.

The reason for this change can be identified when the structure of the defect

is compared to the raw data. It can be seen that one end of the defect has a much

longer shallower section, with a small circumferential extent. On examining the raw

data, the beginning section of the defect can be seen to not have a large effect on

the CSH1 mode, but the CSH0 mode changes in arrival time. Once this change

in the signal is considered, the axial extent of the defect can be seen to be longer,

extending it to 143 mm, which agrees with the measured extent of the defect. A

schematic diagram of the defect is shown in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5: Schematic diagram of the in-service corrosion patch considered here. It
shows a complex structure with varying depth and shape throughout but a notice-
ably deeper section shown at ii and large area of small defect depth, small circum-
ferential extent at one end. The manual scan of the defect is performed from left to
right, whereas the encoded scan is carried out from right to left, (not to scale)

The encoded scan can be sectioned as before, to show the extra signals in

the data record in a more obvious way. This shows reflections and slowed CSH1

sections due to the defect, as well as the central section of mode converted waves

due to the area of deeper defect depth, the encoded scan is shown in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: Encoded scan of the defect with the amplitudes adjusted to see all the
modes. The short and long path signals are labelled, and the defect area is seen
where the long path CSH1 mode behaviour changes.

The structure of the defect can be followed as in the manual scan case from

the area without a defect shown in Figure 6.7a, through where the amplitude of

the CSH1 drops as the defect is reached until the transducer is directly over the

defect in Figure 6.7b. In this case the resulting waveform should be a slowed CSH1

mode, but it is seen that the reflections dominate the signals here. As the scan

continues, the mode converted waveforms then dominate, as the deeper section is

encountered, that goes below the cut off of the CSH1 mode as seen in Figure 6.7c.

An area of smaller defect depth is then encountered, showing a slower speed CSH1

mode and reflections in Figure 6.7d, before the sample thickness returns to the

original thickness. Again the resolution of the different areas within the defect will

be limited by the axial size of the transducer, as the transducer overlaps with the

various different sections of the defect at different points in the axial scan.

So in summary, the techniques described before that allowed the artificial

defect to be characterised are applicable to the case of a real defect, but may not

provide full quantitative information when the defect depth changes rapidly due

to the footprint of the transducer and the complex profile of the defect. However,

the information can be used to locate defect areas that are deeper by tracking the

behaviour of the CSH0 and CSH1 modes and determining where mode conversion

occurs compared to areas that show just the more dispersive CSH1 modes. The

appearance of areas that have a small change in thickness and a small circumferential

extent are more difficult to detect in the data, and may need additional examination

of the A-scans that are acquired in order to establish their effect on the received
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(a) Raw data for the area without a defect
in the path of the guided waves. The long
path CSH0 signal is highlighted at 1 and the
long path CSH1 highlighted at 2.

(b) Raw data for the initial section of the de-
fect, much of the ultrasound here is reflected,
with a small amount of CSH1 signal trans-
mitted through the defect area. The long
path CSH0 signal is highlighted in 1, with a
slowed CSH1 mode at 3 and reflections at 4.

(c) Raw data for the mode converted wave-
forms, when the transducer is centred over
the deeper section of the defect. Showing
the long path CSH0 mode in 1, a mode con-
verted waveform at 5 and reflections at 6.

(d) Raw data for the final section of the de-
fect showing a slowed CSH1 mode and re-
flections from the edge of the defect. The
long path CSH0 mode is shown at 1, with
the slowed CSH1 mode at 7 and reflections
at 8.

Figure 6.7: A-scan results for different positions in the axial scan to show the dif-
ference in behaviour as different parts of the defect are encountered.

signal which may be minimal. Therefore it is suggested that the amplitude of the

CSH1 mode is used as a guide to indicate the axial length of the defect, but that

further inspection of the surrounding data should also be taken into account to avoid

underestimating the axial length of the defect.

The technique works very well for the screening of samples in order to de-

termine the presence of defects by the changing behaviour between a defect free

area and an area in which a defect is present. Exact measurements of the change of

speed of the mode in order to provide further information on the depth of the defect
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is limited, due to the path of the ultrasound and the axial size of the transducer.

It is deemed unfeasible with this method, without knowing the defect structure a

priori. This suggests that the most appropriate method for assessing the different

behaviour with a defect may be to develop a catalogue of different defects, and their

effect on signals instead of a single method that draws out a remaining thickness

value.

6.2 Blind trials

A range of different pipe support style defects were also examined in blind trials,

where a sample has a defect present at the pipe support position but no information

is provided about the defect. A subset of these blind trials is presented here for

samples where only the dimensions of the pipe sample are given. An assessment of

the axial length of the defect and the remaining wall thickness is provided as in the

previous case. The sample tested here was of a much larger circumference than the

previous samples, having a circumference of 864 mm and a pipe wall thickness of 9

mm (Sample 3 in Table 5.1). The samples had a long axial length (many metres), but

only the area around the defect was scanned, as the defect was at a known position on

the pipeline. The A scans recorded in this case have saturated the receiver such that

the signals for each distance step can be compared in terms of amplitude, but the

different waveforms in the same time signal cannot be compared directly due to the

initial signals exceeding the amplitude scale and removing amplitude information.

However, the arrival time information for the modes shouldn’t be affected. The

encoded scans are shown in Figure 6.8a to Figure 6.8e.

An assessment of the likely wave behaviour at these defects and a correspond-

ing estimate of the likely depth of the defect was carried out. This has been carried

out using the physical behaviour of the CSH1 mode and the experimental operation

of the method in Chapter 5. The dispersion curve for the sample is generated and

the operating frequency of the CSH1 mode calculated for the full pipe wall thickness

of 9 mm. Using this operation frequency and the frequency thickness product of

the CSH1 mode at its cut off point, the cut off thickness of the sample for the peak

frequency of the CSH1 mode can be calculated. This is found to be at the point

at which the sample has a remaining wall thickness of approximately 4 mm. This

will be a different thickness than the cut off thickness that is observed in the 7 mm

wall thickness sample previously due to the thickness and outer radius of the sample

altering the operation point of the CSH1 mode on the dispersion curves.

The blind trial samples showed behaviour that was consistent with the thick-
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ness being near to the cut off thickness of the CSH1 mode. The results showed both

the slowed CSH1 mode propagating in the sample and the signal that travels to the

defect as the CSH1 mode, mode converts to the CSH0 mode under the defect and

then converts back to CSH1 after propagating through the defect. Both of these

waveforms being detected is thought to be due to the bandwidth of the signals used.

Some of the lower frequency content of the signal falls below the cut off thickness

of the CSH1 mode and travels as a mode converted wave under the defect, whereas

some of the signal doesn’t reach this cut off point and still propagates as the slowed

CSH1 through the defect area. This behaviour is different to that which is seen

when the CSH1 modes frequency range falls entirely below the cut off value, where

all the energy of the mode is mode converted. It is suggested therefore, that this

provides another category in testing where the thickness has decreased enough for

some mode conversion to take place, but not enough to cause the entirety of the

wave to mode convert. The balance of what proportion of the energy is mode con-

verted compared to travelling as the slowed CSH1 mode can be used to compare

each defect to the other in terms of severity.

In the case of the sample in Figure 6.8a, the defect contained two separate

areas where mode conversion from the CSH1 mode to the CSH0 mode under the

defect, back to CSH1 after the defect has occured, along with a high amplitude slower

velocity CSH1 mode throughout. This suggests that the defect is deep enough to

make some of the signal mode convert at two positions, but that it is not deep

enough to cause the entire signal to mode convert under the defect. There are

minimal reflections seen from the defect, suggesting the transition of wall thickness

in the defect is either a smooth slope or the shape of the defect scatters the reflected

amplitude. However, the amplitude of the through propagating signals recorded is

similar to the clear area amplitude which suggests a low level of scattering is taking

place. The defect has a 203mm axial extent as determined by the signal amplitude

method described previously.

The encoded waveform amplitude data of Figure 6.8b shows an almost com-

plete removal of the CSH1 mode in the defect area. Closer inspection shows a small

mode converted signal is received along with a range of reflections, suggesting a

deeper defect than before with an uneven shape that removes most of the reflection

energy from the direct path between the transducers. The axial extent of the defect

is much smaller than the previous scan with a length of approximately 64 mm. The

encoded waveform amplitude data in Figure 6.8c shows a strong mode converted

waveform suggesting a deep defect that forces the CSH1 mode to mode convert

almost entirely, leaving only a small signal from the slowed CSH1 mode. It also
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 6.8: Encoded scans of blind trials undertaken with the experimental system
featuring different size defects with a varying level of defect depth. The behaviour
in each case is estimated based on the previous simulated behaviour and from the
previous scans on the known defect sample.

features strong reflections, suggesting the change to full depth of the defect could be

abrupt and straight, forcing much of the energy to reflect directly back to the receive

transducer. The axial extent of the defect is approximately 112 mm. The encoded
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waveform amplitude data in 6.8d shows an area with strong mode conversion, along

with a separate section showing just the slowing of the CSH1 mode, suggesting the

defect has a deep section and a less deep section axially. It also features a range of

reflections from the defect edge; it has an axial extent of approximately 140 mm.

Finally the encoded waveform amplitude data in Figure 6.8e shows a defect that is

dominated by the slowing of the CSH1 mode, with a smaller amplitude and extent

mode converted signal, which suggests the defect is predominantly above the cut

off thickness but may have some parts that are slightly below the cut off thickness,

allowing some part of the CSH1 mode to mode convert to the CSH0 mode in the

defect area and back to the CSH1 mode after the defect. The axial extent of the

defect is approximately 150 mm.

Another comparative technique that could be used in the case of blind trials

is the use of a longer wavelength probe. The effect of using the longer wavelength

probe is that the operation frequencies for the modes become lower for the different

modes. Given that the dispersion curve is determined by the sample itself, the use

of a longer wavelength probe will mean that the cut off thickness for the CSH1 mode

will occur at a different point. The longer wavelength probes will cut off at a higher

remaining thickness such that the same defect will cause different behaviour for the

two transducers. The issue that is encountered here is that the fine detail of the

behaviour in the defect area can be lost due to change in resolution caused by the

use of lower frequencies and the desire for rapid single sweep scanning where there

may not be time available to scan with multiple probes as in the subsea application.

The blind trial results for this system were found to be effective in detecting

and axially sizing the defects and categorising the defects in terms of severity using

the three tier system mentioned earlier. All the intended defects were detected,

suggesting a high probability of detection and low false call rate for this type of

defect. Scanning took considerably less time than some of the other methods in the

trials and required no surface preparation or minimum length of sample that were

required by other methods taking part in the trial. The results put the system at

the forefront of detection capability for these samples however, detailed comparisons

with the other methods involved were not made available at the time of writing.

6.3 Multiple variable sized defects

In addition to the pipe support area defects, samples with a range of defects around

the pipe’s circumference were tested, these defects had different axial positions but

some of them overlapped with one another in the axial direction. An example of
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such a sample is presented here with a circumference of 861 mm, a nominal wall

thickness of 6.4 mm, and an approximately 1 mm thick coating of paint on the

external surface (Sample 4 in Table 5.1). The sample had 12 real corrosion patch

style defects of varying size, shape, depth and circumferential positioning that had

developed in-service. The defects had a range of levels of corrosion, from initial

corrosion after a coating breach, to extreme corrosion levels with corrosion products

visible as scabs on the outer pipe surface. This is illustrated in the images provided

of the defects, where Figure 6.9a shows the initial defect that can only be identified

by a small hole in the coating, to a corrosion patch that has expanded underneath

the coating in Figure 6.9b, to a severe corrosion patch where considerable pipe wall

material has been removed from the sample resulting in a large irregular defect in

Figure 6.9c.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 6.9: Examples of the range of defects present in the multiple defect sample,
from an initial small defect in a), to a larger corrosion patch with the corrosion
product in place in b), to a more severe corrosion patch in c).

The approximate sizing and positioning of the defects on the sample surface

are shown in Figure 6.10 along with the positioning of the transmitter and receiver

probes on the pipe surface.

The circumferential extent of the sample, probe separation (200 mm) and

the wavelength of the probe used on this sample allows the CSH0 and CSH1 modes

for the short and long paths to be clearly temporally separated from each other,
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which gives more clarity to the defect indications. This sample shows how defects

can be detected in the short and long path of the circumferentially travelling guided

waves, with the defects labelled at 4,5,6,7,8,10 and 11 in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11

affecting the short path signal between the transducers, whereas defects 1,2,3,9 and

12 can be said to be affecting the long path of the waves.

Figure 6.10: Schematic diagram of the ’unwrapped’ pipe to illustrate the axial and
circumferential positioning of the defects in the 864 mm circumference sample. The
different features are to scale but the shape of the defects is not intended to be
representative. The circumferential extent of the defect at a is unknown.

This also illustrates one of the weaknesses of the technique when real de-

fects are encountered, as a closer inspection of the defect positioning shows that the

defects at 1 and 2 overlap with each other in the axial direction but have different po-

sitions circumferentially. Both are in the long path of the signal at different positions

circumferentially, but as the indicative defect signals are due to transmission through

both areas, they cannot be differentiated from each other. These defects would have

a chance of being distinguished using the reflections in the smaller samples, but the

reflected signals that are caused by the defects in this longer circumference case are

too low amplitude to be used in such a way here. This is in contrast to the defects

at 3 and 4 and the defects 9 and 10 that overlap with each other axially but their

effect on the signals can be separated since 4 and 10 affect the short path signal and

3 and 9 affect the long path signal.

The scan shown in Figure 6.11 illustrates the difficulty that was stated earlier

in having a defect develop directly underneath the path of the transducer on the

surface of the sample. The indications at 4, 8 and 11 show that signal is removed

due to the defect being situated underneath the receiving transducer, increasing its

lift off. This effect is smaller at defect 8, as the defect scab has a lower profile and

hence the lift off is reduced, but the defects at 4 and 11 increase the transducer

stand off to a larger extent and remove the signal almost entirely. This effect of the

removal of any signal is dominated by the change in lift off, instead of the depth of

the defect. This results in the signals in this area providing inconclusive information
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Figure 6.11: Scan of a long axial extent sample with multiple in-service defects
spread around the pipe circumference. An unmarked defect in the short path (no
measurement data available) is labelled a, with various in-service corrosion patch
defects in the short path at 4,5,6,7,8,10 and 11. Defects situated in the long path
are labelled 1,2,3,9 and 12. The removal of signal by the change of lift off from the
sample is seen at defects 4, 8 and 11.

about the severity of the defect, but allowing the area to be highlighted for further

analysis.

The axial sizing method used previously becomes more difficult in this in-

stance, as some of the defects overlap in their axial extent and are in the same path

between the transducers. The change of lift off caused by the defects being under-

neath the transducers also makes it difficult to probe for defects in the long path at

these points, as no energy is available for such signals. This leads to varying accu-

racy of the axial sizing of the defects, which is achieved by comparing the image of

the scan amplitudes and the amplitude of the RMS of the CSH0 and CSH1 modes,

taking into account that the axial step here is 5 mm. The results for the axial sizing

along with the measured extent on the sample are presented in Table 6.1.

So by identifying the mode that is affected by the interaction with the defect
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and by tracking the amplitude of the CSH1 mode for the affected mode, the axial

position and size of the defect can be estimated and the circumferential position

localised to being in the short or long path between the transducers. In this case

the defects can be seen and their level of corrosion assessed, with the defects labelled

3, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 10 having a small axial and circumferential extent, with small depths,

whereas defects 1, 2, 4, 9, 11 and 12 are large corrosion patches, with and without

the corrosion scabs still in place.

However, the different defects can be characterised in terms of their severity

without having this prior knowledge of the defects, by using knowledge of the dis-

persion curves for the sample and how the different modes interact with defects as

considered in Chapter 5. The defects at 3, 5 and 6 show through propagating CSH0

modes that increase in velocity, arriving earlier than the clear area CSH0 mode.

This is due to the decrease in thickness at the defect area, causing the frequency

thickness product at that point in the sample to decrease, resulting in the operation

of the mode at a higher velocity section of the CSH0 mode on the dispersion curve.

The defect at 5 then can be seen to have a CSH1 mode that arrives later than in

the clear area, which suggests that the defect in this area has a depth that is above

the cut off thickness of the CSH1 mode, as a mode converted waveform is not seen

in the A-scan data. The defect at 6 experiences the same behaviour as defect 5 in

that the CSH1 mode slows in the defect area, suggesting a defect of a depth that

is not as extreme as would be necessary to reach the cut off thickness of the CSH1

mode as there is no mode converted wave detected.
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Defect Measured Scan Comments
Axial length Axial length

(mm) (mm)

a - 78 Unmarked, no measured length available.

1 + 2 420 418 Overlapping axially, with all
CSH1 mode removed.

3 50 58 Small defect seen on surface,
testing hampered by the effect of
defect 4.

4 150 155/263 Large defect with corrosion
product in place. Extent on scan
gives 155 mm but effect on the CSH1
amplitude extends much further
due to general pipe condition.

5 + 6 140 138 Small defects too close to
be measured separately using the
amplitude of the CSH1 mode, however
combined extent is as expected.

7 50 58 Small defect on the sample surface
that extends further under the
coating.

8 70 63 Small defect on the surface with
larger corrosion patch
under coating.

9 370 433 Extreme defect, adjusted amplitude
scan gives 373 mm but CSH1
amplitude scan overestimates
to 433 due to pipe condition.

10 25 30 Small axial extent, small depth
defect, only visible due to slight
changes in the arrival time of the
CSH0 and CSH1 modes in the scan.

11 220 223 Large corrosion patch with change
of lift off, axial size matches,
but only gives an idea of how
far the surface is uneven
for with the defect present.

9 + 11 + 12 760 778 Part of defect 12 overlaps
with defect 11 where the signal
is removed, combined extent
of 9,11 and 12 is correct.

Table 6.1: Summary of the measured (with a tape measure) axial length of defects
and the approximated length from scan data.
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However, the amplitude of the slowed CSH1 mode at defect 6 is much lower

than the amplitude seen at defect 5, which suggests that there is considerable reflec-

tion and scattering of the CSH1 mode when it interacts with the defect. Character-

isation of the defect seen at 3 is difficult as it overlaps with defect 4 axially, which

as has been mentioned removes some of the signal from the received signal due to

a change in lift off of the probes. However, it shows the CSH0 mode being able to

propagate into the defect area as mentioned and then an almost complete removal

of the CSH1 mode from the signal suggesting that there is considerable reflection

and scattering of this mode when it interacts with the defect.

The defect labelled at 7 exhibits the same behaviour as the defect at 6,

suggesting it has a depth that is above the cut off thickness of the CSH1 mode, but

causes a large degree of reflection and scattering of the CSH1 mode such that the

through propagating mode has a low amplitude. The defect labelled at 8 removes the

signal from the receiver due to the increase in stand off of the transducers, which

makes it difficult to obtain any quantitative information about the defect. The

transducers could be realigned to straddle the defect such that the lift off returns to

the normal levels for the rest of the sample in order to gain information about the

defect, but due to the rig not being used here, this type of scan was not recorded.

From the visual appearance of the defect, it is suggested that it would give similar

results to that seen in defect 5. The defect labelled at 10 is an area of corrosion

that has a small axial and circumferential size, with a small amount of wall thinning

occurring. It is only obvious with careful inspection of the amplitude profile and the

encoded waveform amplitude data, so it would be difficult to detect the presence of

the defect if it had not been found in the visual survey of the sample.

The more extreme defects that are seen at 1, 2, 4, 9, 11 and 12 can be

differentiated from the less extreme defects seen as they affect both the CSH0 and

CSH1 modes to a larger extent. In the case of defects 1, 2, and 9, the CSH1 mode

is entirely removed from where it would be expected to be detected if there was

no defect. This is not accompanied by a mode converted waveform, as would be

expected from the other defects that have been investigated, suggesting that the

energy of the CSH1 mode cannot propagate as the CSH1 mode through the defect

but instead is reflected and scattered when it interacts with the defect due to the

depth of the defect and its irregular structure. The more extreme nature of the

defect here is confirmed by the fact that the CSH0 mode that should propagate

through the defect area is either entirely removed in the case of defect 9, or has a

very low amplitude in the case of defects 1 and 2. This suggests that the depth

of the defect is extreme, as it was observed in Chapter 5 that the reflection of the
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CSH0 mode increases with the depth of the defect, and this is the predominant

mechanism by which the expected amplitude of the CSH0 signal would decrease. It

also suggests the structure of the defect is irregular, as the reflected energy from

both the CSH0 and CSH1 modes is not received, suggesting that it is scattered and

does not return to the receive transducer as a coherent waveform.

The defects at 4 and 11 exhibit a removal of signal due to the increase in

stand off of the probes, so quantitative information about the depth of the defect

is not available, however, a visual inspection of the defects would suggest that the

behaviour would be similar to that seen in defects 1, 2 and 9 if a scan at a different

angle was carried out. The defect at 12 is partially overlapping with the area of

defect 11 where the stand off of the probes is changed, which makes the assessment

of the defect difficult. The section of the defect that can be seen however, shows the

removal of the CSH1 mode, with a CSH0 mode that increases in velocity but with a

smaller amplitude than in the clear area of the sample. This suggests that the defect

is extreme enough to cause a large amount of reflection of the CSH0 mode and the

CSH1 mode, but still allows for some propagation of the CSH0 mode through the

defect area, suggesting it is less extreme than defects 1, 2 and 9.

In summary, the application of this method to detect in-service corrosion

patches is very effective as a screening technique, showing the defects clearly as a

change in the received signals. The method works best as the axial size of the defect

is increased and where the depth of the defect is increased or the abruptness of the

defect is extreme, such that the most difficult defects to detect are those that are of a

small axial size and have a small defect depth. The removal of the energy of a mode

completely suggests a complex defect with a rough profile and therefore usually a

more severe defect, with the removal of the CSH0 mode from the signal suggesting

a very severe defect. Any defect that causes the mode conversion of the CSH1 mode

or total reflection of this mode is severe enough to warrant further investigation.

6.4 Modelling different geometries, other calibration de-

fects.

It was stated earlier that a range of different defect geometries were tested before

deciding on the most appropriate geometry of defect to represent the experimental

structure. In the corrosion patch case, the main consideration was the slope of the

defect at the beginning and end of the defect, such that the extent of reflection from

the defect matched that of the experimental case. However, it is also noted that

there are a range of calibration defects that are considered in industry and have been
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used previously in the flat plate case. These machined defects are quite unrealistic

in terms of the behaviour they exhibit compared to real corrosion patches and are

presented here in order to emphasise these differences.

The original modelling of a defect therefore started from the desire to gen-

erate an equivalent defect in a pipe to that of a flat bottomed hole in a plate

[163, 164, 165]. The flat bottomed hole in a plate generates a defect that abruptly

moves to its full depth and then back again after the defect. The equivalent defect

in the pipe situation is one that follows the curvature of the pipe, but this type

of defect is difficult to machine into a sample. In practice this sometimes leads to

calibration defects being made by machining flat bottomed holes into a pipe, which

will result in a defect that is not a constant depth throughout the pipe wall, but

whose depth changes in a similar way to that of the corrosion patch defect considered

previously. The difference between this defect and the one chosen for modelling in

Chapter 5 is that the defect in Chapter 5 exhibits a controlled tapering of the depth

down to the full thickness of the defect. This is in contrast to the flat bottomed

hole case which shows a varying depth, but still features an abrupt start and end

to the defect, which affects the behaviour of the guided wave interaction with the

defect. The geometry of these defects is shown in Figure 6.12, with the constant

depth defect shown at a) and the flat bottomed hole at b).

Figure 6.12: Diagrams of a) the constant depth defect and b) a flat bottomed hole
defect that were simulated to show the difference between the two situations and
the difference from defects in a plate.

This distinction between a flat bottomed hole in a plate compared to a flat

bottomed hole in a pipe brings another consideration to the testing of defects in a

pipe. In a plate structure, the generation of the same depth defect in either side of

the plate should be identical in terms of the geometry of the defect and the effect

that the defect has on the guided wave, with the SH waves as sensitive to internal

defects as they are to external defects. However, due to the curvature of the pipe,

an equivalent depth flat bottomed hole on the internal and external surface of the

sample is different in terms of the structure of the defect and how it will affect the
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wave propagation. The difference being that the external defect will move from

a maximum remaining depth through a minimum wall thickness and back to the

original depth, whereas the internal defect of the same dimensions will increase its

remaining depth at the centre of the defect, which will produce different results. This

distinction is important as it greatly affects the signals received from the defective

areas.

To illustrate the differences that are seen with the range of different defects,

both the flat bottomed hole case and the constant depth defect case have been

modelled in PZFlex, with the same circumferential extent as the experimental defect

but with the different defect structures and depths to illustrate being above and

below the cut off thickness. Some of these cases show markedly different behaviour

to the corrosion patch style defect that has been studied in both experiments and

simulations, due to the distance in which the transition from the defect to the full

thickness of the sample is found. In the flat bottomed hole case, the defect is a

reasonable analogue to the corrosion patch when the depth of the defect is low, as

the transition to the full depth of the defect is gradual in this case although not as

gradual as the corrosion patch style case.

The problem with using this type of defect arises when the defect falls below

the cut off thickness of the CSH1 mode in the sample. Above the cut off thickness

at a 2 mm depth the defect simply slows the CSH1 and speeds the CSH0 mode up

in the received signal. When the value gets closer to the cut off thickness at 3 mm

depth, the signal received shows some mode conversion as a portion of the signal

falls below the cut off thickness, but most of the signal is still above the cut off, so

propagates as a slower, more dispersive CSH1 waveform. As the frequency of the

CSH1 mode goes entirely below the cut off thickness, the behaviour diverges from

the corrosion patch style defect in terms of the reflection behaviour of the modes.

For the case where the maximum defect depth matches that of the experi-

mental defect, the A-scan data with labelled waveforms is presented in Figure 6.13a,

with the corresponding STFT of the signal in Figure 6.13b. Here the reflected por-

tion of the CSH0 mode converts into the CSH1 mode, there is also considerable

reflection of the CSH0 mode from the far edge of the defect, which again mode

converts into the CSH1 mode when it leaves the defect. The equivalent behaviour

also occurs from the wave travelling in the opposite direction, although due to the

different time spent as the different wave modes, the arrival times are different to

the original reflected signals. In addition to this is, the reflection of the CSH1 mode

from the initial interaction with the defect and with the far edge of the defect re-

sults in reflected CSH1 modes from the edge and the far edge respectively after
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mode conversion to the CSH0 mode in the defect area. The effect of all this is a

range of reflections from the edge of the defect that will not occur in general for the

more realistic corrosion patch style defect.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.13: Simulated flat bottomed defect of depth 4.8mm out of a pipe wall
thickness of 7mm with a circumference of 534 mm, the structure of which is shown
in Figure 6.12b. The short path signals are labelled at 1, with the long path CSH0
mode at 2, the mode converted CSH1 mode at 3 and a family of reflections from
the defect at 4 that arrive predominantly as CSH1 modes. The CSH0 path having
travelled the circumference plus the short path is labelled at 5.

The constant depth defect suffers similar problems with reflections due to

the structure of the defect, the A-scan data for this defect is shown in Figure 6.14a,

with the corresponding STFT in Figure 6.14b. Here there are a range of reflections

from the edge of the defect and the further defect edge, although in this case there is

not mode conversion of the reflected waves at the defect, with the modes remaining

as their original mode when reflected. Reflections from inside the defect still exist

in this case. The main difference compared to the flat bottomed hole case here is

that the CSH0 mode appears to mode convert to the CSH1 mode after it propagates

under the defect due to the short distance in which the sample goes from the full

depth of the defect to the full thickness of the pipe. The CSH1 mode, as in the

other cases, is forced to mode convert to the CSH0 mode under the defect and so

arrives faster than the original CSH1 mode, this leads to the through propagation

modes appearing close to each other in arrival time and at similar frequencies.

The identification of the origin of these modes has been achieved using a

combination of both the A scan data acquired from PZFlex and the visualisation of

the modes through the thickness of the sample at defect depths of 2 mm, 3 mm and

4.8 mm for both cases. Visualisation of the behaviour of the CSH0 only was also

achieved by applying symmetrical forces on both the internal and external surface
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.14: Simulated constant depth defect of the form shown in Figure 6.12a,
with a depth of 4.8 mm out of a thickness of 7 mm, and a circumference of 534
mm. The short path signals are labelled at 1, with the long path CSH0 mode that
mode converts into an CSH1 mode after the defect, and the CSH1 mode that mode
converts to CSH0 under the defect and then back to CSH1 after the defect shown
at the section labelled 2 and 3. Section 4 shows the reflected waves from the defect
edge and far edge, with the signals remaining as their initial mode type as they
reflect and travel around the circumference to the receiver. The waveform labelled
at 5 is what would be the CSH0 path having travelled the circumference plus the
short path, but the earlier mode conversion affects its behaviour.

of the pipe, in order to suppress the generation of antisymmetric modes. This

allowed the more complex mode conversion behaviour of the mode in the straight

sided defect to be defined. An important distinction between these defects and

the corrosion patch style tapering defect, is that the reflection occurs at different

positions along the defect length. This is due to the abrupt nature of the edges

causing reflection at the edge, whereas the tapered ends allow propagation into the

defect before reflection occurs.

6.5 Flat bottomed holes experimentally

Scans were carried out on a sample with internal and external flat bottomed hole

style defects and are presented here to illustrate several points. Firstly they are

presented to show that the same size flat bottomed holes in a sample are not equiv-

alent if they are on the internal and external surfaces. Secondly it shows that small

defects of an axial length of 20 mm are detectable in general with the system, and

thirdly it illustrates again the difficulty of sizing defects when they are close to each

other axially.

A 535 mm outer circumference sample with a 7.5 mm thick pipe wall was
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considered (Sample 5 in Table 5.1). One scan with the 8.8 mm wavelength EMATs

(probe number two in Table 2.1) was carried out on an area with circular flat

bottomed holes of 20 mm circumference, that had a 3.8 mm deep external defect

followed by a 1.9 mm deep external defect, then a 3.8 mm deep internal defect and

finally a 1.9 mm deep internal defect as illustrated in Figure 6.15a. The regions

over which these defects occur are indicated by the areas numbered 1 to 4 on the

ultrasonic waveform scan respectively in Figure 6.16a.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.15: Schematic diagrams of the axial position of the flat bottomed hole
defect (all measurements in mm) for a) the 20 mm circumference defects and b) the
30 mm circumference defects. The axial size of the transducer is also provided in
blue (to scale).

The other half of the sample had circular flat bottomed holes of 30 mm

circumference, starting from a 1.9 mm deep external defect, a 3.8 mm deep external

defect and then a 1.9 mm deep internal defect and a 3.8 mm deep internal defect as

illustrated in Figure 6.15b. These are labelled 1 to 4 respectively in Figure 6.16b.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.16: The effect of closely spaced flat bottomed hole defects on the internal
and external surface of a sample to illustrate the detectability of the defects. Precise
depth gauging for the separate defects and axial sizing would not be possible due to
the close axial positioning of the defects.

Axial sizing of these defects would be difficult as the axial size of the active
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area of the transducer is 40 mm and the separation between the defects is small,

such that the transducer beam will interact at least partially with the defects at

most positions. The 20 mm diameter defects are less obvious, as more energy in the

ultrasonic beam can travel from the transmitter to the receiver without encountering

the defect, resulting in a waveform that is a combination of the clear path signal

and the signal affected by the defect. However, the defects can still be identified and

it shows that the defects have a different effect on the signal due to the curvature

of the pipe if they are internal or external. This would not be the case if they were

truly identical defects in terms of depth from the inner and outer surface. This

indicates that the method is sensitive to both internal and external defects but that

they can’t necessarily be differentiated from each other.

6.6 Welded areas

Another factor in the inspection of real samples is the presence of more complicated

pipe areas such as bends and welded areas. It has been shown previously that

SH waves in a plate can be transmitted around corners [93], so it is thought that

the presence of the much more gradual bends in the samples will not hamper this

technique, although samples weren’t available to test this. Of more interest in the

cases considered here are the presence of welds in a sample [166]. A weld will present

an area of increased thickness to the guided wave and an area that is heat affected,

which could change the behaviour of the guided waves. If the welds connect two

sections of pipeline, then the effect that is likely to be seen is the change in thickness

as the probes are scanned past the weld. Given the small axial extent of the weld,

this shouldn’t disrupt the signal too much, but runs the risk of masking any defects

in the weld area due to the overarching behaviour of the weld obscuring any defect

signals.

Another issue for this method would be if the pipe is held in a support

which is welded to the pipe. Some of the experiments carried out in blind trials by

Sonomatic have shown the effect of welds on these scans by having a wrapper plate

stitch welded onto the pipe in order to cover the defects that have been artificially

induced in the sample. The samples tested here had a circumference of 695 mm with

a wall thickness of 8.18 mm (Sample 6 Table 5.1) and had a range of defects induced

varying from large wall thinning patches to small diameter holes. The wrapper plate

is welded to the sample at the ends and at two patches along the length of the plate,

the dimensions and positions of the weld are shown in the schematic in Figure 6.17.

Encoded scans are carried out on these samples with the 8.8 mm wavelength
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Figure 6.17: Dimensions of the sample with the wrapper plate and the position of
the welds, the encoded scan extends slightly further to either side of the wrapper
plate area.

probes (probe number two in Table 2.1) and the results assessed to see the effect of

the welds on the received signals to investigate the difference between an area with

a weld, a clear area and an area with a defect. The welds at the beginning and end

of the wrapper plate can be seen in the scans as sections where the clear area is

disrupted, with a small axial extent, these are labelled at 1 and 7 in Figure 6.18.

The scan then goes through a 100 mm section of clear area shown at 2, followed by

a length of 100 mm where there is a weld shown at 3, another 100 mm of clear area

at 4, followed by a weld area at 5 and a non welded area with a 25 percent wall loss

defect present at 6. These different sections can be highlighted in the scans, with

the areas where the weld is present showing different behaviour to the clear areas.

The non defective areas show the expected CSH0 and CSH1 behaviour with

a constant constant arrival time and amplitude of the two modes generated. The

areas with the axial welds show a range of reflections predominantly appearing to be

from the CSH1 mode, where it has reached the weld and been reflected, with signals

from the mode travelling in either direction around the pipe and arriving between

the long path and the short path plus the circumference. Reflections also appear

between the short and long path for the welded areas but are of low amplitude.
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The defect area shows considerably higher amplitude reflections due to reflection

from the edge of the defect, which has a greater effect on the guided wave modes,

with a clear waveform seen before the long path and after the long path due to

the positioning of the defect closer to the transmitter rather than at the 6 o’clock

position. Since this defect is artificial it represents an abrupt change so much of

the energy reflected. The effect of the welds on the received data can be illustrated

in the encoded scan shown in Figure 6.18, with the low amplitude reflections seen

from the weld area having much less effect on the signal than the defect.

Figure 6.18: Encoded scan of a sample with a plate wrapped around the bottom
half and welded onto the surface of the pipe at the axial ends of the plate and at
two positions along the axial length of the wrapper plate. The welds at each end
of the pipe are labelled 1 and 7, with the areas in which there is no weld affecting
the signal labelled 2, 4 and 6, with a 25 percent wall loss defect at 6 and two weld
areas at 3 and 5. The main difference being the multiple reflections seen in the weld
areas between the long path and the signal that have travelled a circumference and
a short path.

The scans carried out here showed that welded areas will have an effect

on the signals in terms of the extent of reflection that will occur and it is likely

to have an effect on the through transmitted waveforms. However, due to the

short circumferential extent of welds, this effect is not thought to be significant

compared to the effects that a corrosion patch style defect has on the CSH0 and

CSH1 signals. It appears that the weld signals could give a characteristic response,

with the reflections seen in the areas labelled at 3 and 5 in 6.18 being very similar.
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However, further study of this would be necessary to come to more firm con-

clusions of the effect due to the artificial defects used here not being representative

of real corrosion patches.

6.7 Conclusions

This chapter has been concerned with the application of the methods established in

Chapter 5 to pipe samples with in-service corrosion patches. It has illustrated the

advantages of scanning with a small axial step and having a set separation between

probes. It has featured some quantification of sections of defects with different

depths and circumferential extent using in-service defects. The use of the method

on blind trials has illustrated the ease of detection of defects, giving axial sizing and

defect severity data for samples with unknown defects. The method was applied to

a sample with a range of defects at different axial and circumferential positions, with

a range of severity in terms of defect depths. These defects were characterised in

terms of severity and their length estimated in terms of axial extent, as well as the

position of the defects around the circumference inferred. This sample illustrated

the method working on a range of complex defects and showed its strengths at

defect detection and characterisation but also its weaknesses in terms of defects

that overlap in their axial extent, which can hamper defect depth sizing and axial

sizing. It also illustrated the effect of a greater degree of lift off of the probes, which

makes them more inefficient in terms of the ultrasound they can generate and receive

in the sample, which can cause issues if the defective area is situated underneath

the path of the probes on the surface.

In addition to this usage on more complex defects, the chapter also considered

the modelling of different calibration defects and has identified the weaknesses of

these defects in that the thickness of the sample rapidly goes from the full thickness

to the full defect depth thickness. This causes much more reflection than is seen in

corrosion patch cases and changes in behaviour of the through-propagating modes,

which can make these artificial calibration defects non representative of an actual

corrosion patch. Following on from the modelling of these situations, flat-bottomed-

hole style calibration defects are scanned experimentally. The experimental scans

of these samples are used to illustrate the change in the profile of a defect if it is

on the internal or external surface of a sample and are also used to illustrate the

difficulties of measuring the axial length of defects when they are not well separated

in the axial direction. The defects in question had either a 25% remaining wall or

50% remaining wall thickness and a diameter of 20 or 30 mm, but all were able
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to be detected in the scans. However, the smaller diameter, smaller depth defects

were approaching the limits of detectability here, as much of the signal bypasses the

defect on the way to the receiver and the effect of the depth on the CSH1 mode is

minimal. The behaviour of the internal defects was different to the external defects

due to the curvature of the sample.

The chapter concluded with an assessment of the effect of welded material

onto the outer surface of the sample, with a small axial length welded area easy to

identify in a scan as having a small effect on the signal in that area. The longer axial

extent welds had much more of an effect on the data, with considerable reflections

seen compared to a normal section of the pipe. A defect of 25% depth can be seen

in the data as it has a long axial extent but smaller defects or less severe defects in

welded areas may be difficult to identify against the background of the differences

caused by the welded area.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Main Conclusions

There are a range of NDT tools available to industry to test pipeline integrity

that operate at various levels of accuracy and are applicable in different situations.

The tool presented in this Thesis was designed to solve the problem of screening

large areas of pipeline, with a limited access to the pipe, as an alternative to PIG

inspections. It was also designed as an alternative to the commonly used guided

wave tools in industry that perform long range guided wave measurements axially

along the pipe, which require full circumferential access. Tools exist that used mid

range guided waves from the exterior of the pipeline as is implemented here, but

little information was found relating to their performance on real samples, and very

few treat the situation in the circumferential way, often resorting the estimation of

an unfolded plate for simplicity.

The work presented in Chapter 3 considered the optimum frequencies of op-

eration of EMATs on a pipe sample. This illustrated the differences between a plate

sample and a pipe sample, showing that the different geometry of a sample leads

to different peak frequencies of operation for the probes and similar (but different)

force profiles on the surface of a sample leading to similar (but different) spatial

bandwidths and nominal wavelengths. The efficiency of generation and detection

of different order modes in a sample was considered, showing that in a plate sam-

ple modes up to the SH3 mode can be seen and possibly used for defect detection

(although the higher order modes are more dispersive and less likely to be useful

in experiment). In contrast when the circumferentially travelling modes are consid-

ered, the CSH2 is of low amplitude and the CSH3 mode is not detectable in a pipe

sample of 534 mm circumference. This is thought to be because of poor generation
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and detection efficiency of these higher order modes in the pipe sample due to the

different lift off conditions that are experienced by the flat probe on the curved

surface. This initial work therefore restricted the useful modes for inspection to

the CSH0 and CSH1 modes and provided information on how to find the optimum

frequency at which to operate these modes. The use of an industrially viable pulser

receiver signal was considered in this chapter, giving a procedure for carrying out

effective scans and illustrating the equipment used to take these measurements.

The remaining work in the Thesis in Chapters 5 and 6 was concerned with

addressing what happens when circumferentially travelling shear horizontal waves

interact with a defect in the form of a corrosion patch in a pipe wall. A range of

samples of varying wall thickness, coating condition and pipe circumference were

studied to be representative of the different samples that are in use in industry,

with an emphasis on the thin walled carbon steel pipeline that is more prone to

catastrophic failure. These samples featured a range of artificial defects and real

in-service generated corrosion patches in order to demonstrate the system operating

not only on a sample with known defect dimensions and severity but also on the

sort of corrosion patch style defects that are likely to be encountered when applying

this method in industrial applications.

Chapter 5 introduced the samples that were considered in this Thesis and

gave a brief introduction to the effects that are expected on the guided wave modes

when they interact with a defect of a certain depth, namely the increase in velocity

of the CSH0 mode when a thinner area is encountered, and the decrease in velocity

or mode conversion of the CSH1 mode when encountering an area that has a remain-

ing wall thickness above or below the cut-off thickness of the mode. It continued to

address the filtering requirements of the system when used in industry, illustrating

the possible leakage from the industrial system and effective close filtering around

the generation frequency in order to achieve a good quality signal for an inspection.

For application in industrial contexts where time may be a critical factor, the single

frequency between the CSH0 and CSH1 peak frequencies was identified as optimal,

with tight filters around the generation frequency to generate an initial indication of

where defects are located. Although this provides an almost instant idea of the de-

fect and its severity, it risks losing data such as reflections with the filtering applied

if the frequency is altered significantly from the generation frequency. The effect of

an artificial defect with known dimensions and depth was used to investigate the

behaviour of the CSH0 mode and CSH1 modes when they interact with a defect that

has a remaining wall thickness below the cut-off thickness of the CSH1 mode, with

the mode converted waveforms and reflected waveforms from interaction with the
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defect shown. The experimental data was used to evaluate the axial and circumfer-

ential sizing capabilities of the system, showing that for a single defect axial sizing

can be very effective with this method, but circumferential positioning remains an

estimate based on reflections.

A finite element model of this defect and the ultrasonic waves that are gener-

ated by the EMATs was developed and used to investigate this mode conversion and

reflection behaviour. This model is expanded to defects of different depths to show

the changes when the thickness of a sample is reduced to below the cut-off thickness

of the CSH1 mode at a defect. Important to note here was that once the frequency

thickness at the defect area is below the cut-off thickness, all of the CSH1 mode

mode converts under the defect in order to propagate through it, which results in

a single mode converted signal. However, if the full bandwidth of the signal is not

below the cut-off of the mode then some mode conversion can be seen along with

a slowed, more dispersive mode that is related to a change in thickness to a level

above the cut-off thickness of the CSH1 mode.

The modelling is also extended into changing the circumferential extent of

the defect both above and below the cut-off thickness of the CSH1 mode. When

above the cut-off thickness the CSH1 signals received will increase in arrival time as

the defect becomes longer in circumferential extent, as the mode travels for a greater

proportion of time as the slower CSH1 mode expected in a thinner section of pipe.

However, once the cut-off thickness of the mode is reached, the received CSH1 modes,

although arriving where a mode converted signal would be expected, travel slower

when the defect’s circumferential extent is increased due to the increased proportion

of time they propagate as the slower CSH1 mode in addition to the faster CSH0

mode under the defect.

This result and those presented in the rest of the experimental and modelling

sections in Chapter 5 suggest that the profile of a defect, (in terms of its structure

and where in the profile it reaches its maximum depth) has a large effect on the

arrival time of different wave modes using this method, which suggests that the

remaining wall thickness cannot be calculated exactly using this method without

prior knowledge of the defect profile. This limits the technique to a method for

screening for severity in its current form, as the thickness cannot be calculated

sufficiently accurately without prior knowledge of the defect depth profile.

Chapter 6 applied the results from the basic analysis and modelling of a de-

fect in Chapter 5 to more complex situations such as in-service corrosion patches.

Initially a single corrosion patch was chosen to illustrate the axial sizing and cir-

cumferential positioning capabilities of the system with some consideration of how
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to identify more severe parts of the same defect. The importance of a small axial

distance step and probe separation on the surface was illustrated through compar-

ison of manual scans and those with an experimental rig to hold the transducers.

The use of the system to identify the presence of defects and provide axial sizing

and defect depth severity information in blind trials was shown, with 100% detec-

tion rate of defects. These blind trials have been extended within Sonomatic to a

greater range of samples and in various different environmental conditions, proving

its effectiveness in this screening application.

A sample with multiple defects, with varying severity and positioning was

tested to illustrate the range of different defects for which the method is applicable

and to highlight some of the strengths and weaknesses of the method. The strengths

of the method were shown in the ability to detect the defect and categorise in terms

of severity and to separate the circumferential positioning of the defects into lying in

the short path or the long path between the transducers. Weaknesses in the method

were highlighted where different defects lie at the same position axially but different

positions circumferentially (within the same path) as these cannot be differentiated

from each other. The issue of a defect directly underneath the transducers was also

highlighted, as this alters the lift off of the transducers in transmission or reception

and will remove information about the defects from a scan.

The weaknesses of some types of calibration defects were considered with

reference to a corrosion patch style defect, with both a constant depth defect and

a flat-bottomed-hole style defect considered. The artificial defects investigated all

showed a much greater level of reflection than in the more realistic corrosion patch

style defect examined due to the abrupt changes in thickness they featured. These

abrupt changes in thickness were shown to change the behaviour of the through-

propagating modes and make their results less representative of the experimental

data. These issues are mitigated if the defect has a gradual change in thickness

towards the maximum depth and therefore a move to defects more representative

of this style is suggested. Experimental measurements of flat-bottomed-hole style

defects were included to illustrate the difficulties in measuring the axial size of

defects when they are not well separated in the axial direction, but also illustrated

the capability to see the minimal effects from a small diameter, small depth defect

of 20 mm diameter and 25% wall thickness defect.

The effect of welds on the ultrasonic signals has been briefly studied since

this is a factor that will be seen in industrial samples if large lengths of pipeline

are desired to be scanned. Welds were found to have some effect if they are in the

axial direction of the pipe when panels are welded to the exterior of the pipe but
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the effect of circumferential welds is minimal in these studies and not apparent in

the experimental data.

The result of this Thesis has been a robust screening system for detecting

and partially quantifying corrosion patch style defects, with underlying physics of

these inspections illustrated. The system can provide defect sizing and positioning

information and can give an indication of the range in which the minimum remaining

wall thickness will lie for the sample. More in depth measurement of the remaining

wall thickness of the sample is not possible in its current iteration, as it was shown

that the defect structure plays an important role in affecting the arrival time of

the through propagating signals. The defect structure was shown to have a large

influence on the extent of time that the different wave modes propagate at differ-

ent speeds. This means that in order to have a more precise measurement of the

remaining pipe wall in the defect area, the operator would need prior knowledge of

the defect structure.

It is well suited as a screening method to indicate where damage has occurred

and reached a safety critical point in the pipeline, and to carry out fast measurements

on long sections of pipe. The work in this Thesis has explored the current limitations

of the system and provided explanations for the signals seen in the application of the

system industrially. Separately to the results presented in this Thesis, the system

has been validated in blind trials in various countries with the sponsor company

Sonomatic. In laboratory tests, the techniques have been able to be used on a wider

range of pipe wall thicknesses, up to 19 mm thick (with the appropriate wavelength

transducers) and on samples with an outer circumference of 2.2 metres, illustrating

the versatility of the system and the testing procedures.

7.2 Further work

This Thesis has described and explained the capabilities and limitations of a cir-

cumferential guided wave screening system both theoretically and in practice for

simulated and real corrosion patches. The use of the circumferential dispersion

curves has made this study more relevant to the pipe case than those that assume

it to be equivalent to a plate, but in order to fully characterise the coated pipes, a

further step would be to investigate the effect of the coating layer on the dispersion

curves and the changes that occur to the displacement profiles of the modes due to

the curved structure. These factors have been neglected for the sake of simplicity in

this work, but in reality will affect the dispersion curves and a full characterisation

would be necessary if more accurate speed measurements for wall thickness are to
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be attempted.

The limitation of the axial sizing of the defect by the axial size of the trans-

ducer could be mitigated by developing probes with a smaller axial extent in order

to maximise the axial resolution of the scan. This would involve decreasing the axial

footprint of the active area of the probe perhaps by using different types and ar-

rangements of magnets. The difficulty here would be in ensuring the magnetic fields

are still of a satisfactory strength to excite the waves at a measurable amplitude

and that the forces generated are those desired. This would allow for more accurate

measurement of small axial extent defects and the differentiation between closely

spaced defects in the pipe axially.

The circumferential sizing and positioning of the defects provide another

opportunity for further study, as these are still low accuracy in this study. If coherent

reflections from the edge of the defect can be found in the received signal, the

circumferential positioning and sizing could be improved by using two receivers at

different circumferential positions, in order to take advantage of the different times

of arrival of the reflections. However, as was shown, the position at which the signals

reflect depends on the structure of the defect, which is likely to be unknown, so this

would remain an estimate of the size and position.

The coating thickness through which adequately high amplitude signals for

defect testing are generated and received is around 1 mm in the current system. This

is a clear area for improvement, as coating thicknesses in real samples are often quite

variable. Further development of transducer design could improve this limitation of

lift off, as transducer design was not considered in detail here. Further modelling of

the full electrodynamic system of the transducer and sample in COMSOL could be

carried out to further probe the theoretical limits of lift off from the pipe surface.

A relatively straight forward way of testing this technique on the real cor-

rosion patches would be to map the defect depths and compare this against the

results that are obtained. This information was not made available for the defects

considered here, primarily as they were considered in a series of blind trials for the

detectability of the defects over the depth sizing capabilities. However, for many

of the results, the defect surface would have been available for corrosion mapping

techniques if these had been available.

Obtaining the accurate depth profiles of these defects would have allowed

the modelling of these more complicated defects in PZFlex, to assess the behaviour

in a complex situation, with differing depths through the profile of the defect, so

this is another area that could be considered. The depth profiles could have been

obtained by corrosion mapping of the sample in order to obtain a shape and depth
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profile of the defect which could then be approximated in the modelling by inputting

the design of the defect into PZFlex. This could be carried out along with the full

three dimensional modelling of the defects, which is not carried out here due to the

computational load and real time duration proving impractical for the computing

facilities available in this work.

Development work on a full subsea version of the system is ongoing at Sono-

matic, with the main difference between the topside and subsea versions being the

design of the probes, such that they can withstand high pressures and remain func-

tional. Measurements otherwise should be predominantly similar and provide a

preferable scanning technique to methods that use Lamb like waves for example,

due to the shear waves not propagating in the liquid medium, which will result in

less problems associated with energy leakage.
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